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Abstract
The multi-scale phenomena analysis is an area of active research that is connecting sim-
ulations with experiments to get a correct insight into the compound dynamic structure.
Visualisation is a challenging task due to a large amount of data and a wide range of complex
data representations. The analysis of dynamic multi-scale phenomena requires a combination
of geometric modelling and rendering techniques for the analysis of the changes in the inter-
nal structure in the case of data coming from different sources of various nature. Moreover,
the area often addresses the limitations of solely visual data representation and considers
the introduction of other sensory stimuli as a well-known tool to enhance visual analysis.
However, there is a lack of software tools allowing perform an advanced real-time analysis
of heterogeneous phenomena properties. The hardware-accelerated volume rendering allows
getting insight into the internal structure of complex multi-scale phenomena. The technique
is convenient for detailed visual analysis and highlights the features of interest in complex
structures and is an area of active research. However, the conventional volume visualisation
is limited to the use of transfer functions that operate on homogeneous material and, as a
result, does not provide flexibility in geometry and material distribution modelling that is
crucial for the analysis of heterogeneous objects. Moreover, the extension to visual-auditory
analysis emphasises the necessity to review the entire conventional volume visualisation
pipeline. The multi-sensory feedback highly depends on the use of modern hardware and
software advances for real-time modelling and evaluation.
In this work, we explore the aspects of the design of visual-auditory pipelines for the
analysis of dynamic multi-scale properties of heterogeneous objects that can allow overcom-
ing well-known problems of complex representations solely visual analysis. We consider the
similarities between light and sound propagation as a solution to the problem. The approach
benefits from a combination of GPU accelerated ray-casting, geometry, optical and auditory
properties modelling. We discuss how the modern GPU techniques application in those areas
allows introducing a unified approach to the visual-auditory analysis of dynamic multi-scale
heterogeneous objects. Similarly to the conventional volume rendering technique based on
light propagation, we model auditory feedback as a result of initial impulse propagation
through 3D space and its digital representation as a sampled sound wave obtained with the
iv
ray-casting procedure. The auditory stimuli can complement visual ones in the analysis of
the dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous object.
We propose a framework that facilitates the design of dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous
objects visual-auditory pipeline and discuss the framework application for two case studies.
The first is a molecular phenomena study that is a result of molecular dynamics simulation
and quantum simulation. The second explores microstructures in digital fabrication with
an arbitrary irregular lattice structure. For considered case studies, the visual-auditory
techniques facilitate the interactive analysis of both spatial structure and internal multi-scale
properties of volume nature in complex heterogeneous objects.
A GPU-accelerated framework for visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous objects can
be applied and extend beyond this research. Thus, to specify the main direction of such
extension from the point of view of the potential users, strengthen the value of this research
as well as to evaluate the vision of the application of the techniques described above, we
carry out a preliminary evaluation. The user study aims to compare our expectations on
the visual-auditory approach with the views of the potential users of this system if it is
implemented as a software product. A preliminary evaluation study was carried out with
limitations imposed by 2020/2021 restrictions. However, it confirms that the main direction
for the visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous objects has been identified correctly and
visual and auditory stimuli can complement each other in the analysis of both volume and
spatial distribution properties of heterogeneous phenomena. The user reviews also highlight
the necessary enhancements that should be introduced to the approach in terms of the design
of more complex user interfaces and consideration of additional application cases. To provide
a more detailed picture on evaluation results and recommendations introduced, we also
identify the key factors that define the user vision of the approach further enhancement
and its possible application areas, such as users experience in the area of complex physical
phenomena analysis or multi-sensory area.
The discussed in this work aspects of heterogeneous objects analysis task, theoretical and
practical solutions allow considering the application, further development and enhancement
of the results in multidisciplinary areas of GPU accelerated High-performance visualisation
pipelines design and multi-sensory analysis.
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The complexity of modern scientific and engineering workflows along with the rapid progress
in the area of digital fabrication boost the need in methods and tools that can simultaneously
operate, store and visualise several representations of volume objects that come from various
sources. The results of such complex scientific and engineering workflows are often referred
to as heterogeneous objects. A heterogeneous object is a general term for representations of
the volume objects that use different representations of multi-scale and dynamic features that
are modelled on the spatial subdivision. Such subdivision can be introduced as a result of
parallel CPU/GPU accelerated simulation and preprocessing tasks that are an essential part
of scientific and engineering workflows. The most common examples of such heterogeneous
objects are molecular structures, the results of Finite Element Methods and microstructures
in digital fabrication.
The analysis of such objects is not straightforward. A combination of the results of
experiments and computer simulations with several representations leads to the necessity of
heterogeneous multi-scale objects modelling and rendering within the visualisation pipeline.
However, conventional visualisation solutions can not address challenges imposed by het-
erogeneous objects since they deal primarily with the homogeneous material distribution.
Moreover, the complexity of such objects raises the issues of analysis quality and visual
stimuli overload.
The recent advances in graphics hardware allow addressing the problems with interactive
exploration and multimodal techniques. The multisensory perception allows extending the
analysis of such complex structures as heterogeneous objects. Different sensory stimuli are
well known to efficiently complement each other in the analysis process via real-time user
interaction with multisensory feedback. Introduction of multisensory features in the scientific
visualisation is often considered in a context of virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality
(AR) application that emphasises real-time decision making and interactive exploration. The
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design tasks demand real-time computationally expensive geometric modelling in the context
of user interaction and high update rate rendering requirements.
In this work, we are dealing with visual-auditory rendering and analysis of the heteroge-
neous objects. We focus on the principles that push forward the modern volume rendering and
sound modelling solutions those are based on the latest GPU hardware features. We take ad-
vantage of commonalities in light and sound propagation to introduce a unified approach. We
construct a visual-auditory pipeline as a result of continuous optical and auditory properties
modelling and consider a visual-auditory image rendering and analysis unified by concepts
of light/sound propagation. We demonstrate those principles application by designing a
framework for fast prototyping of volume visualisation solutions for heterogeneous objects
study. We provide examples of the application of the framework for visual-auditory case
studies of molecular structures and microstructures in digital fabrication.
1.1 Problem statement
The analysis of dynamic heterogeneous objects is an area of active research that is con-
necting simulations with experiments to get a correct insight into the compound dynamic
structure. The problem of dynamic multi-scale phenomena analysis arises in many research
areas, such as computational chemistry, medical data analysis, physical phenomena studies
or engineering and digital fabrication workflows. The visual analysis of such multi-scale
phenomena is a challenging task due to a large amount of data and a wide range of complex
data representations. The task may demand simultaneous analysis of various dynamic repre-
sentations that include discrete or continuous scalar fields, particle-based data and polygonal
meshes. The data describes different features and underlying processes that characterise the
studied phenomena. The modelling of dynamic multi-scale geometry and optical properties
distribution within a heterogeneous structure takes place in the multidimensional space. Such
representation requires a large number of 3D objects and should allow real-time or interactive
exploration of the multi-scale properties of the phenomena (Kouřil et al. 2019).
The complexity and the multi-scale nature of heterogeneous objects require a combination
of geometric modelling and rendering techniques and often takes place in the context of
GPU-accelerated methods. Due to the nature of the problem, heterogeneous representation
uses a wide range of geometry models within a spatial subdivision. The conventional mesh-
based geometric models are not convenient for the multi-scale dynamic phenomena (Wang
et al. 2011) and unsuitable for many scenarios. For example a large dynamic data that
is a result of computer simulation, cannot be visualised conveniently by using traditional
mesh-based methods (Muzic et al. 2015)(Miao, Klein, Kouřil, Mindek, Schatz, Gröller,
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Kozlíková, Isenberg & Viola 2019). Moreover, the complexity of heterogeneous objects
raises the issues of analysis quality and facilitation in terms of human-computer interactions
and multisensory data exploration (Kozlikova et al. 2017). The wrong insight on complex
data can fail the entire analysis process (Keim et al. 2008). The sensory stimuli are well
known to operate differently and successfully complement each other.
The volume rendering framework establishes high-quality requirements for the visual
analysis of phenomena. The technique core is a physical concept of light propagation through
volume object and evaluation of optical model by iterative computation of interaction with
each subvolume element. The approach provides flexibility in visual analysis improvement
(Kniss et al. 2002, Johnson 2004). By enhancement of optical model, the technique allows
addressing such issues as highlighting features of interest in complex phenomena (Jung et al.
2018) , image quality and human perception limitation (Djurcilov et al. 2001). However,
the conventional volume visualisation framework is not suitable for heterogeneous objects
analysis. Also, the computationally expensive multisensory user interaction with such
structures impose additional efficiency requirements.
1.2 Research questions, aims and objectives
This research tackles the three main questions:
1. How optical and auditory properties can be modelled within heterogeneous structure
independently from the restrictions imposed by geometry, and how these properties
can be efficiently rendered to visual-auditory stimuli?
2. How the visual-auditory pipelines can be constructed from basic blocks in a unified
way for complex virtual scenes, thus allowing users creating flexible solutions for
visual-auditory analysis of the dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous objects?
3. How visual-auditory pipeline implementation can benefit from the modern GPU hard-
ware?
The main aim of this research is to provide a unified framework for the visual-auditory
analysis of dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous objects with the distribution of heterogeneous
properties in volumes. Moreover, the solution should naively support the design of pipelines
oriented on real-time visual-auditory exploration and user interaction.
In this work, we consider extending the volume ray-casting technique with auditory
stimuli. Therefore, it can be interpreted that we move from a conventional graphical repre-
sentation of the multi-scale phenomena to a multisensory scene. The research explores an
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object with heterogeneous representation with optical and auditory properties that is obtained
as a result of hybrid modelling. To introduce a visual-auditory scene rendering based on the
ray-casting the work takes advantage of similarities between light and sound propagation.
The auditory stimuli are employed to enhance the analysis of dynamic multi-scale molecular
phenomena and complement visual stimuli in the conventional volume rendering technique.
The main objectives of this research are:
1. To explore the problem areas that discuss the analysis of the heterogeneous objects,
such as FEM, molecular simulation, medical imaging and digital fabrication and
specify the input data structures in those research areas that the designed solution can
contribute to.
2. To reconsider the visualisation pipeline in terms of use of modern GPU hardware and
algorithms for efficient analysis of dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous objects.
3. To propose a general framework for visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous ob-
jects with a unified structure that takes advantage of the concepts of light and sound
propagation.
4. To specify a mathematical framework for continuous modelling of dynamic and multi-
scale geometry with a distribution of optical and auditory properties in heterogeneous
objects.
5. To implement and evaluate an original prototype software that allows GPU data flow
for visual-auditory analysis and demonstrating practical applications
1.3 Contributions
In this work, we propose a complex visual-auditory solution to problems arising in the area
of heterogeneous objects analysis. The main contributions of the research are:
1. The analysis of heterogeneous objects impose challenges that conventional volume
visualisation frameworks are not designed to address, in particular multi-dimensional
continuous modelling of dynamic and multi-scale properties on various types of a
cellular subdivision. We provide a unified multi-dimensional continuous representation
of dynamic multi-scale properties. We pay particular attention to the control of
shape and topology in the geometry representation as we visualise the dynamic and
multi-scale features changes. In our research, we consider a blend of ray-casting and
geometry and volume material modelling to address complex and computationally
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expensive tasks such as accelerated rendering multi-dimensional properties, continuous
geometry modelling and real-time user interaction procedures.
2. We propose a universal approach to the visual-auditory analysis of such complex
objects that takes advantage of similarities in light and sound propagation to obtain a
visual-auditory image of heterogeneous phenomena. We discuss the visual-auditory
rendering as a procedure that can be computed with ray-casting that evaluates the
light and sound interaction for optical and auditory properties that are modelled
within a heterogeneous structure. Thus, we introduce the unified design of a visual-
auditory pipeline and simultaneous visual-auditory analysis based on the analysis of the
distribution of optical and auditory properties. The approach deals with the following
visualisation blocks:
(a) A mapping procedure for modelling of distribution of volume optical and auditory
properties;
(b) The rendering of the visual-auditory scene as evaluation of light and sound
propagation through the heterogeneous volume computed with the ray-casting
procedure;
(c) Analysis of data that represents the initial heterogeneous object as analysis of
visual and auditory stimuli produced by individual components of heterogeneous
objects with optical and auditory properties of the entire object;
3. We provide the examples and discuss how various initial data representations influence
the design of GPU accelerated visual-auditory pipeline for analysis of such objects.
We consider such representations of heterogeneous objects as point-based and voxel
data for molecular structures that are the result of molecular dynamics or quantum
simulation, tetrahedral meshes that are the result of FEM, procedural modelling of
lattice-based microstructures on a base of crystal data. We demonstrate such various
representations of heterogeneous objects can be conveniently handled by the introduced
concept of a ray-casting inspired visual-auditory pipeline that operates a hybrid multi-
dimensional structure.
4. We test the examples on a selected set of potential users of this approach to assess the
applicability of the method.
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1.4 Applications
We see the main application area of the designed tools as facilitation of the design of the
high-quality heterogeneous objects visualisation solution for scientific analysis or educational
purposes.
There is a lack of general visualisation solutions that simultaneously address such aspects
of heterogeneous objects nature as volume nature of internal properties and spatial subdivision
(unstructured data) to describe those internal properties of distribution. Moreover, the real-
time introduction of additional sensory stimuli into such pipelines is not a straightforward
task. In this research, we have demonstrated the benefits of the design of the GPU-accelerated
visualisation pipeline on the base of ray-tracing technique principles. We design an API on a
top of the ray-tracing APIs and benefits of GPU data flow, object-oriented architecture and
Python bindings for the design of real-time interactive solutions in integration into scientific
workflows. Moreover, we extend the proposed solution to the case of visual-auditory analysis
and consider the principles of multimodal feedback that is becoming an essential part of
VR/AR experience.
We provide the practical examples implemented with the designed API that address
the problem of heterogeneous objects analysis in various areas including molecular data
analysis, analysis of FEM results and microstructures analysis in digital fabrication. The
implemented API is an open-source project that implements the proposed concepts for multi-
modal exploration of heterogeneous objects and combines continuous multi-dimensional
geometry, modelling of optical and auditory properties and volume ray-casting techniques.
Due to data-flow principles and object-oriented architecture, it is easy to further extend
the functionality of API, for example, introduce various types of heterogeneous objects. The
main geometric representation in this work is Signed Distance Fields (SDF), but the concept
assumes a potential for a combination of different geometry modelling techniques (hybrid
modelling).
All this makes allows using the output of this research work for the design of high-quality
visualisations for scientific analysis or educational purposes.
1.5 Structure
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the heterogeneous object analysis problem and aspects of
volume rendering technique application. We discuss the cases of heterogeneous objects
auditory analysis, such as sonification of molecular structures. The sonification techniques
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are considered in the context of a potential extension of conventional volume rendering or
interactive exploration of heterogeneous structure.
Chapter 3 presents the necessary background for the problem of heterogeneous objects
analysis area, including volume rendering, geometry and materials modelling on spatial
subdivision, physically-based sound synthesis and multi-modal interactive exploration.
Chapter 4 introduces a general theoretical approach to the visual-auditory analysis of
heterogeneous objects and specifies the details of the visual-auditory pipeline. Multidimen-
sional modelling of a dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous object with optical and auditory
material properties and rendering to visual and auditory stimuli is described.
Chapter 5 provides the details of how the visual-auditory analysis pipeline can be imple-
mented on the modern GPU hardware and outlines the details of the API used for developing
the examples and applications.
Some case studies of visual-auditory analysis of molecular structures and microstructures
are presented in Chapter 6. This section details the examples which are used to show the
applicability of the proposed visual-auditory pipeline.
In Chapter 7 we provide the results of preliminary evaluation by the potential users of
visual-auditory pipelines. We discuss the vision of the proposed visual-auditory approach
application from its potential users’ point of view and identify key factors that define such
vision. The section overviews the users’ recommendations on the proposed visual-auditory
techniques further extension and application outside this research.




The McCormick (1988) defines visualisation as the process of transforming data into a
visual form for data analysis. The reasoning on the visual representation of data involves
the hypothesis formulation a set of suppositions about the properties of data (Keim et al.
2008). The introduced hypothesis is confirmed or rejected as the analytical reasoning
facilitated by visual representations is applied. The process leads to a better understanding of
a phenomenon that data represents. An introduction of a new hypothesis is assumed to be a
result of real-time rendering and interactive exploration.
The visual analysis of dynamic multi-scale phenomena is challenging due to a large
amount of data and a wide range of representations introduced and analysed simultaneously
(Kozlikova et al. 2017). Moreover, the study of heterogeneous objects brings together the
necessity of simultaneous analysis of both experimental and numerical simulation data (Luck
1991), (Wang et al. 2016), (Hines et al. 2009). Conveying information about the properties
of such large-scale dynamic structures is not straightforward, as it demands interactive
exploration and simultaneous analysis of various phenomena representations of multi-scale
nature (Wahle & Wriggers 2015),(Wang et al. 2011) or obtained as a result of complex
engineering workflows (Hines et al. 2009). Users are not always able to make meaningful
conclusions due to object complexity, information miss and visual perception errors. The
issues can lead to the wrong hypothesis and understanding of data. The problem is an area of
constant research in scientific visualisation (Johnson 2004). The research in area uses various
approaches to address the problem (Etiene et al. 2015).
A general definition of visualisation introduced in Foley & Ribarsky (1994) as "a binding
(or mapping) of data to a representation that can be perceived" has given the ground to the
expansion of visual analysis to become the multisensory analysis (Grinstein & Smith 1990,
Gaither et al. 2004). The combination of several sensory stimuli for data representation
defines the perceptualisation (Grinstein & Smith 1990, Gaither et al. 2004). The main goal
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of the technique is making abstraction perceivable. Extending visual stimuli with auditory
(Grinstein & Smith 1990) or visual and tactile/haptic stimuli (Maciejewski et al. 2005) are
typical approaches for scientific phenomena analysis. The sophisticated cases consider the
simultaneous application of the above all sensory stimuli (Ogi & Hirose 1996). The auditory
stimuli have been widely investigated since early 80-s (Yeung 1980, Bly 1982). Sonification
is an area of active research (Kaper et al. 1999, Hermann et al. 2011) that uses various sound
characteristics to represent and analyse the input data.
The paper concentrates on aspects of visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous objects,
including basic multisensory interactive exploration techniques that are also relevant for the
case of auditory interfaces design. We believe that the introduction of auditory stimuli can be
particularly beneficial in case of heterogeneous objects analysis. Auditory stimuli can address
both issues of handling the visual perception, as well as the complexity of multi-scale and
dynamic feature and facilitate navigation and exploration of spatial properties distribution.
The work discusses the challenges that the analysis of the heterogeneous object imposes to
conventional visualisation frameworks, the algorithms and main research trends in the area.
The potential benefits of auditory interfaces design for complex heterogeneous structures
are the focus of this work. The auditory interfaces that are most relevant to the problems of
heterogeneous objects analysis are those that deal with objects dynamic nature, the spatial
distribution of multi-scale representation. This includes such areas as interactive exploration,
spatial navigation, limitation of visual perception, dynamic nature of spatial distributions in
data structures.
2.1 Challenges and requirements of visual analysis of het-
erogeneous multi-scale phenomena
2.1.1 Visual pipeline optimisation and execution
The modern visualisation frameworks allow designing a pipeline from the input data to the
rendered image, as a set of modules of specified functional groups that deal with data filtering,
mapping, rendering (Moreland 2013). Often those blocks are implemented with the data flow
principles (Dyer 1990) and are flexible tools for the design of custom visualisation solutions
(Ayachit 2015), (Kikinis et al. 2014).
However, the modern research that deals with large-scale scientific data sets additional
requirements to procedural blocks and the entire visualisation pipeline (Weiler et al. 2003).
Additional requirements are also imposed by scientific visualisation in the context of VR
(Wald et al. 2006) or interactive exploration that involves intensive geometry modelling
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(Maloca et al. 2018). The new frameworks (Meredith et al. 2012),(Moreland et al. 2011)
were designed to reflect new programming models and algorithmic approaches that are
suitable for more up to date architectures and can provide flexible support for both CPU and
GPU parallelism (Moreland et al. 2016).
Similarly to other research-intensive areas such as high-performance computing (HPC),
machine learning and big data exploration, the area of modern visualisation employs CPU
(Wald et al. 2017) and GPU distributed systems (Dykes et al. 2016), for visual discoveries
in large-scale data. The design of research workflow assumes high flexibility in scaling for
diverse architectures, heterogeneous support for both CPU and GPU, possible application
within web environments (Franke & Haehn 2020), (Usher & Pascucci 2020).
GPU hardware and algorithms have changed significantly since most of the conventional
frameworks have been designed (Schroeder et al. 2006). General solutions in area concentrate
not only on the scalability of the process but pay attention to the optimisation of complex
scientific workflows as well (Team 2018a). The latter is of particular importance for real-time
interactive visualisation.
The real-time exploration of large scale heterogeneous object with different represen-
tations of dynamic and multi-scale nature sets additional challenges and requirements that
are generally related to geometry modelling. The multi-scale properties of heterogeneous
objects demand additional requirements for the efficiency as the pipeline evaluation time
grows with the number of basic procedures (Moreland 2013).
The analysis of multi-scale heterogeneous phenomena considers such areas as results of
FEM simulations, molecular structures that are results of molecular dynamics simulation.
The Grottel et al. (2015) exploit the representation of molecular structures to improve
rendering performance (Muzic et al. 2015) and discusses optimisation issues of conventional
visualisation pipelines. Chavent et al. (2011) introduces quadric surfaces for real-time
modelling and rendering of the dynamic molecular structures on GPU. Similarly, Parulek
& Viola (2012) constructs exact solvent-accessible surfaces on GPU combining geometric
modelling and ray-casting. The efficiency of considered solutions is obtained as a result of
optimisation of GPU-CPU data exchange for large scale data and combination of geometry
modelling with rendering techniques. We will discuss the importance of the latter in the next
section.
2.1.2 Dynamic and multi-scale geometry representation
GPU hardware and algorithms have changed significantly since most of the conventional
frameworks have been designed (Schroeder et al. 2006). Despite considering certain algo-
rithmic advances, the new HPC tools still often rely on mesh-based geometry models and
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rasterisation rendering technique that has certain limitations. The limitations of conventional
mesh-based modelling tools are obvious when dynamic changes or precision support for
objects with non-trivial geometry is required (Crassin et al. 2011) that is a crucial feature
of multi-scale heterogeneous objects. In geometry modelling area the subdivision schemes
have been developed for polygonal surface to generate convolution surfaces at different LOD
(Sherstyuk 1999). The works (Cani & Hornus 2001),(Angelidis & Cani 2002) propose a
LOD paradigm for implicit fields using subdivision curve primitives in combination with
convolution surfaces with local LOD modelling parameters defined by both implicit field
and on surface sampling. The various sampling techniques are conventional tool to address
problems of discrete representations (Sik & Krivanek 2013) as they allow for quality control
quality on rendering stage or as a part of geometry processing techniques(Sik & Krivanek
2013),(Corsini et al. 2012). The area is a subject to constant research with most advanced
algorithms are enhancement of pure Monte-Carlo technique and classified as importance
sampling (Ostromoukhov et al. 2004) and adaptive sampling techniques such as Vegas
(Lepage 1980) and Miser (Schürer 2004). The main concern of sampling in rendering is
quality on numerical approximation of integration of problem of light transport (Kulla &
Fajardo 2012),(Raab et al. 2008) that is done as part of ray-tracing of volume ray-casting for
numerical solving.
Compared to rendering area where related to geometry sampling problems arise and
usually addressed on rendering stage (Morrical et al. 2019), the visualisation often has to deal
with very complex geometry mappings that can be directly ray-traced without intermediate
representations (Müller et al. 2003),(Tejima et al. 2015). In this context, the main challenge
in the analysis of heterogeneous objects, such as molecular structures or medical data, is the
simultaneous use of several geometric representations, that can describe both experimental
and computer simulation results (Grottel et al. 2015),(Weiler et al. 2003) or procedural
modelling techniques (Kurzeja & Rossignac 2019).
The choice of specific geometric representation in conventional rendering pipeline is
defined by the availability of rendering algorithms to handle it efficiently. As a result, discrete
representations such as polygonal meshes and voxels are considered as convenient for the
modern rendering pipeline. For geometry representation of multi-scale and heterogeneous
phenomena it is not enough to find ray/geometry intersection for efficient rendering (Silva
et al. 2005), (Museth 2013). The additional key requirement is resolution-independency
with unlimited complexity and ability to handle various dynamic geometry changes (Crassin
2011), (Museth 2013), (Grottel et al. 2015), (Muzic et al. 2015). As a dynamic nature of
multi-scale phenomena is considered, both macro and micro-level dynamic changes should be
displayed simultaneously on-demand Ojha et al. (2018). Also, control over dynamic changes
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of both geometry shape and topology is assumed (Museth 2013). Moreover, the essential
interactive exploration procedures, the need to operate Level-of-detail (LOD) techniques
(Callahan et al. 2006), (Usher et al. 2017) and multi-scale nature of the phenomena benefits
from combination of rendering and geometry modelling procedures (Museth 2013),(Grottel
et al. 2015).
The modern flexible rendering technique based on the ray-casting simplifies the conven-
tional geometric problems in visual pipeline design (Knoll et al. 2014), (Parulek & Viola
2012), takes advantage of GPU programming (Chaudhary et al. 2018), acceleration struc-
tures (Beyer et al. 2015) and on-demand loading of various data representations (Ruijters &
Vilanova 2006),(Beyer et al. 2015). The approach allows introducing more flexible compared
to polygonal meshes geometry modelling techniques directly on GPU.
For complex tasks, the ray-tracing is used in combination with the implicit/voxel-based
geometry models and hierarchical structures that allow efficient storage and manipulation
in GPU memory. As alternative to meshes, the implicit (Knoll 2009), (Parulek & Viola
2012) or voxel-based solutions (Putanowicz 2015), (Museth 2013) are often suggested. Both
representations are very convenient for geometric modelling with constructive techniques
(Chen & Tucker 2000), (Pasko et al. 2011a) and provide high support of quality control in
terms of sampling issues (Crassin 2011).
A particular type of implicit representation, the signed distance field (SDF) is used very
often due to the availability of efficient ray-casting algorithm (Hart 1996). Conversion of
the mesh-based representation to the voxels or SDF is a well-studied and solved problem
(Crassin 2011), (Sanchez et al. 2012). The most well known are the adaptive distance field
technique (ADF) (Bastos & Celes 2008, Frisken et al. 2000a). The properties of SDF make it
very convenient for GPU geometric modelling (Reiner et al. 2011) that often facilitates GPU
accelerated image and point clouds processing tasks in the context of real-time rendering
(Jones et al. 2006).
The use of hierarchical structures over space partitioning is a further step that is often
related to another strategy to optimise the rendering procedure for volume objects - the
detection and skipping of empty spaces in heterogeneous structure (Yagel & Shi 1993, Jones
et al. 2006). In modern research the use of voxel and implicit representations is related to
use of GPU acceleration structures (Parulek & Viola 2012), (Crassin & Green 2012) and
hierarchical representations of volume structures Sparse Volume Octree (SVO) (Museth
2013), (Hoetzlein 2016) and "compression" techniques (Villanueva et al. 2017) , often in
context of ray-tracing technique (Hoetzlein 2016), (Parulek & Viola 2012). An additional
requirement for heterogeneous objects is GPU support for dynamic (Museth 2013) and
multi-scale features. For the latter, the implicit representation for geometry modelling as
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a part of mapping seems to be more flexible for visualisation tasks (Chavent et al. 2011),
(Grottel et al. 2015).
We summarise the advantages and limitations of the GPU geometry representations
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2.1.3 Complexity and quality in visual analysis of volume objects
The conventional task of scientific visualisation is to get insight into phenomena through its
graphical representation. As sole visual stimuli are considered, the increased complexity of
the multi-scale phenomena and data scale are addressed with complex queries to extract only
the necessary region of interest (ROI) for further analysis (Vitello et al. 2018) and mapping
procedures (Miao, Klein, Kouřil, Mindek, Schatz, Gröller, Kozlíková, Isenberg & Viola
2019). We discuss the user interaction for ROI extraction in volume data in next section. The
mapping part in volume rendering technique is controlled with transfer functions (TF) (Kniss
et al. 2002), (Chaudhary et al. 2018). Compared to frameworks for surface visualisation
(Grottel et al. 2015),(Muzic et al. 2015), there is a lack of functional features and research
(Knoll et al. 2014),(Weiler et al. 2003) in heterogeneous objects visualisation that is mainly a
volume visualisation that highlight internal structure within spatial heterogeneous subdivision
(unstructured volume data).
The conventional volume visualisation is limited to the rendering of structured textures
in GPU memory Chaudhary et al. (2018). However, the lack of consideration of spatial
subdivision modelling nature in such objects leads to quality issues (Silva et al. 2005), (Weiler
et al. 2003). Similarly to high-quality rendering of discrete geometry representation, the
problem is much related to sampling issues in volume integral evaluation as heterogeneous
structures (Morrical et al. 2019),(Kulla & Fajardo 2012). As the requirements for quality
are high the integration includes evaluation of two nested integrals that both highly depend
on sapling strategy (Kulla & Fajardo 2012),(Raab et al. 2008): transmittance and incoming
light (see brief details on volume integral in section 3.4.4). Thus not only consideration
of subdivision used for volume heterogeneous structures modelling is of great importance
(Morrical et al. 2019), but an aspects of such subdivision modelling are worth considering
as complex geometry is modelled within subdivision (Tejima et al. 2015). The modern
ray-tracing APIs per-ray memory structures have a potential to control sampling issues and
reduce complexity by decoupling various sampling techniques within lightning procedures
(Kulla & Fajardo 2012). Similarly, in this work we also discuss the geometry and material
modelling within visualisation pipeline that is accessed as part of per-ray data structures
evaluated during ray-tracing of heterogeneous structure to provide a visualisation quality
control.
As the conventional volume visualisation is considered, the mapping quality aspects
controlled with transfer function (TF).The research uses various types of Multidimensional
Transfer Functions (compared to conventional 1D TF) to interactively highlight the features
of interest in volumes (Kniss et al. 2002). Multidimensional transfer functions that are used
to address issues both issues of several scalar fields (Haidacher et al. 2008) simultaneous
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analysis and visual analysis quality enhancement in general (Falk et al. 2017, Kniss et al.
2002), (Park & Bajaj 2004, Fang et al. 1998). The multidimensional transfer functions design
targets the automatic requested features detection and extraction and hide unnecessary details
as acknowledged in Kniss et al. (2002), Ament (2014), Ljung (2006). The technique also
targets leveraging the conventional problems of experimentally obtained volume data analysis.
The simultaneous analysis of several scan images that contrast features of interest (Martí-
Bonmati et al. 2010), (Cebulla et al. 2014). Also, TFs are used in combination with image
processing techniques (Park & Bajaj 2004, Fang et al. 1998, Ljung 2006). As it was remarked
in Ljung (2006), there is no clear distinction between classification, segmentation (Vasuki
et al. 2017) and Multidimensional Transfer Function mapping procedures. Segmentation
procedures, in general, can be quite a time consuming and complex, while transfer functions
operate data ranges in real-time. However, transfer functions are believed to be less efficient
to identify the relevant ROI (Ljung et al. 2016). Moreover, the modern graphics hardware
and programming techniques make such combinations very convenient (Allusse et al. 2008).
The more complex optical model consideration is the other approach to address volume
rendering quality issue (Ament 2014) that is, however, balanced by computational expen-
siveness (Jönsson et al. n.d.). The shading and depth perception can provide an addition
to 3D shape cues and thus enhance visual analysis and highlight the features of interest
Kniss et al. (2003). The Blinn-Phong model Levoy (1988) was an initial enhancement of
the classical emission-absorption model (Max & Chen 2010) to highlight features of interest
such as edges Jönsson et al. (n.d.). The approach based on a straightforward adaptation of
"surface shading" technique had limitations and demanded adjustments Kniss et al. (2003).
An optical model with single scattering (Jönsson et al. n.d.) or ambient occlusion (AO)
allows to significantly enhance visual analysis quality Wahle & Wriggers (2015). Ambient
occlusion is combined with diffuse and specular properties of Blinn-Phong model Schlegel
et al. (2011) to highlight the thin, tube-like structures and cavity areas on the surfaces of
volumes (Ament 2014) and thus can significantly enhance molecular fields analysis (Wahle &
Wriggers 2015). Computation of complex optical models for interactive Volume Rendering
takes advantage of modern graphics hardware (Schlegel et al. 2011). The modern algorithms
often employ the idea of splitting the optical model computation into separate parts, mainly
concerned with the lighting conditions that can be precomputed into textures independently
and updated on-demand (Kniss et al. 2003), (Schlegel et al. 2011).
2.1.4 Interactive exploration of scientific data
In modern research, the interactive exploration of scientific data is considered in the context
of the introduction of the new modalities (Turk 2014). This includes the introduction of
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additional interactive devices (Silva et al. 2019) or sensory outputs (Tak & Toet 2013). The
process targets the facilitation of cognitive load and makes interaction more efficient and
intuitive (Lee et al. 2018). The process often uses complex procedures (Turk 2014), such as
computer vision-based pre-processing of input devices (Silva et al. 2004),ML assistance and
pre-processing (Chen et al. 2020), gesture recognition (Hoell et al. 2018). The techniques
not only facilitate the interactive manipulation with complex data (Cassat et al. 2018), but
expand conventional graphic user interface procedures (Turk 2014) with new concepts (Yan
et al. 2004), (Keefe & Isenberg 2013) such as AR/XR interface paradigms that combines
perception of physical and virtual space (Kalkofen et al. 2011), (Silva et al. 2004)
As the new sensory stimuli are introduced into analysis pipeline, a new UI should provide
tools for interpretation and manipulation all layers of perception and support unimodal and
multimodal interaction techniques (Lee et al. 2018). Moreover, the users have to consider the
aspects of integration of such interaction into conventional visualisation pipeline procedures
(filtering, mapping, rendering) (Kalkofen et al. 2011), (Sua et al. 2015), (Roberts et al. 2014).
We can roughly distinguish the interactive procedures for heterogeneous objects into
two groups. Due to the nature of heterogeneous phenomena, the user tools should allow
manipulating both volume properties and access spatial subdivision properties. The latter may
involve various procedures, including tracking of dynamic features of multi-scale representa-
tions (Arbon et al. 2018) , interactive measurements over spatially distributed components
(Bagaturyants et al. 2010) or self-positioning tasks (Donalek et al. 2014), (Goddard et al.
2018). In many cases, the interaction with such spatial distributions of heterogeneous data
involves computationally expensive computations to generate multi-sensory feedback. The
problem is addressed with GPU-accelerated ray-object intersection evaluation (Xu & Barbic
2017) and benefits of acceleration structures and geometry representations conventional for
large-scale data ray-tracing (Xu & Barbič 2014, Van & Bergen 2004).
The conventional interactive user interface design for volume data exploration deals
with region of interest selection (ROI) or adjustment of the discussed in previous section
TF via editors and widgets (Zhou et al. 2012), (Kniss et al. 2002), (Computing & SCI) to
control visual mapping. For latest the techniques often uses histograms based prepossessing
(Lundström et al. 2006) and clustering (Patric et al. 2016) that can be a part of stroke
based/volume painting techniques (Ropinski et al. 2008), ROI selection (Luo & Dingliana
2017), parallel coordinates to access TF ranges for multivariate volumes (Zhao & Kaufman
2010), (Hege et al. 2009). The painting techniques can be performed on 2D slices of volume
with further application of image processing or ml techniques (Soundararajan & Schultz
2015) that makes interfaces much similar to conventional medical image semiautomatic
segmentation interfaces (MITK Release notes 2016 2016). Also, similar to medical image
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processing, 3D brushing techniques are used for further conventional region growing (Zhou
& Hansen 2013). The other approach is an application of conventional 3D widgets that
operate volume data in 3D space (Kniss et al. 2002).
2.2 Challenges of auditory analysis of heterogeneous phe-
nomena
The multisensory technique efficiency is based on the well-known fact that several sensory
stimuli operate differently and thus can complement each other (Hermann et al. 2011),(El Sad-
dik et al. 2011). Compared to single sensory stimuli based analysis, this allows straightfor-
ward detection of "perception errors" and offers an opportunity for several stimuli cross-
evaluation to obtain a correct image of the phenomena as a result of peceptualization (Her-
mann et al. 2011).
The sonification is defined as "the transformation of data relations into perceived relation-
ships in acoustic signal for purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation" (Kramer
1994). The technique can facilitate the analysis of heterogeneous objects that imposes a
challenge of consideration of both spatial distribution (Grottel et al. 2015) and volume
nature (Knoll et al. 2014). Among heterogeneous objects, auditory techniques are most
often applied for various aspects of molecular phenomena exploration, such as simultaneous
analysis of several representations Grond et al. (2010), (Ballweg et al. 2016) or additional
properties (Arbon et al. 2018), tracking dynamic features (Florian Grond & Dall’Antonia
2008) or VR/AP application of auditory and haptic/tactile stimuli (Miao, Klein, Kouřil,
Mindek, Schatz, Gröller, Kozlíková, Isenberg & Viola 2019) and facilitation of navigation
and interaction (Kozlikova et al. 2017). In the area of volume rendering the auditory stimuli
are mostly applied for fixing a visual perception issues (Gionfrida et al. 2016). To facilitate
the interaction with complex 3D structures many research works take advantage of both
auditory and tactile stimuli. (Roodaki et al. 2017) fixes haptic perception issues with auditory
analysis. At the same time, in some works use of haptics is closely related to audio data
analysis, when audio or music data maps to sound and haptics (Giordano 2016) on the shared
wave representation basis.
Sonification research provides a wide variety of auditory mappings (Hermann et al. 2011).
There is no hardware limitations that are so common for haptics (May et al. 2019). However,
the interpretation of sound wave properties along with the control of the obtained as a result
of such mappings auditory representation can be not straightforward (Hermann 2018). Thus,
compared to conventional visualisation, the auditory “knowledge discovery” can be trickier
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(Hermann et al. 2011). The sonification research still lacks the structure (Sonification Report:
Status of the Field and Research Agenda 2010). The convenient sonification techniques are an
area of constant research (Hermann 2018). Below we consider the auditory interface design
areas that are related to various aspects of heterogeneous objects interactive exploratory
study.
2.2.1 Exploration of physical properties of spatial structures
The vision perception temporal and spatial resolution limitations (El Saddik et al. 2011)
is one of the main motivations of auditory techniques application in the visual analysis of
spatial structures (Hermann et al. 2011). The research in auditory analysis often deals with
tacking or detection of small changes in data, an area where visual stimuli often demonstrate
a resolution limitation. Auditory stimuli effectively complement visual in classification(Bly
1982) detection (Merimaa 2006) or tracking dynamic features (Florian Grond & Dall’Antonia
2008), (Arbon et al. 2018) in spatial structures. Also, the research explores other difficult
for solely visual perception cases where auditory stimuli complement or degrade visual
performance (Malpica et al. 2020) , (Hidaka & Ide 2015), (Lewis et al. 2000) In task of
spatial localisation the visual and auditory stimuli are well known to highly influence each
other(Boyce et al. 2020), however the "perceptually efficient" visual-auditory integration that
is a one that can automatically highlight the features of interest with auditory stimuli, is a
complex, not fully understood task where visual limitation often shape the entire procedure
(Pérez-Bellido et al. 2015).
The auditory stimuli can address the complexity of multi-scale features that use several
representations. The Grond et al. (2010) study multi-scale properties with auditory stimuli
for the heterogeneous phenomena that is a molecular structure. The auditory interfaces are
widely used to facilitate comprehension of complex molecular relationships Liu & van der
Heide (2019) and complement visual analysis (An overview of auditory display to assist
comprehension of molecular information 2006).
Auditory data exploration is one of the most promising auditory interface design areas.
The mapping to sound strategy conventionally considers the several dimensions of sound
perception. Among them are the properties that enable categorical perception of sound
(e.g. timbre property) or perceived along a "perceptual continuum" (frequency, intensity)
(Hermann et al. 2011). The research in area concentrates on an effective combination of those
to highlight dynamic features (Arbon et al. 2018) or perform conventional classification (Bly
1982) tasks and considers auditory models that facilitate auditory space of interpretations
(Hermann 2018). As well, to simplify the process for the user the auditory interface design
concentrates on facilitating data manipulation providing various interaction modes (Ballweg
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et al. 2016). The design of the interactive interfaces with auditory feedback is employed
to address such problems as protein docking (Férey et al. 2009), auditory perception of the
nearby internal structure (Ballweg et al. 2016), highlighting multi-scale molecular features
like RNA sequences(Grond et al. 2010).
Compared to more general multi-modal interaction research and haptic research in
particular, sonification often concentrates on auditory mappings aspects and does not pay
much attention to potential computational inefficiency issues and quality loss as a result of
complex user interaction (Xu & Barbic 2017). Moreover, the aspects of universal integration
of auditory feedback into the general multi-modal framework is an open research area
(Florian Grond & Dall’Antonia 2008), Férey et al. (2009). An exception is the area of analysis
of physical properties of dynamic phenomena directly via sound that such phenomena
generates (Dobashi et al. 2003). Such areas often address 3D sound generation as a rendering
problem (Shi et al. 1993),(Dobashi et al. 2003) that can be addressed with computer graphics
techniques. The modern solutions in area of virtual reality often provide a unified approach
to visual-auditory stimuli generation, by taking advantages of similarities in light and sound
propagation, that form 3D sound properties similarly to visual representation and allows
to benefit of GPU acceleration (VRWorks - Audio 2018). Also, researchers in area often
considers modern GPU ray-tracing APIs, such as OptiX, DirectX Ray-tracing (DXR) and
Vulkan as a base to design custom sound rendering solutions (Ulmstedt & Stålberg 2019).
2.2.2 Auditory mappings for volume structures
The additional sensory stimuli are used to control the analysis quality by comparison of
phenomena images obtained with different sensory stimuli (Hermann et al. 2011). A relatively
new application area for auditory stimuli is enhancement of the visual analysis of volume
objects. (Minghim & Forrest 1995) discusses some general auditory application directions.
Auditory analysis of continuous scalar fields uses the well-studied advantages of auditory
perception, that we have mentioned above, such as effective tracking of small changes,
alarming and classification tasks. The techniques assume the analysis of spatial features
extracted from the scalar field (Lodha et al. 1997) or compare volumes with auditory stimuli
(Gionfrida & Roginska 2017). The sonification of 3D volume data is complex in terms of
auditory perception and interpretation. Often the 2D crosssections of volumes are considered
as a basis for visual-auditory analysis Gionfrida & Roginska (2017).
The auditory interface very often designed for a typical type of problem and data (Gion-
frida & Roginska 2017). So far there was no direct attempt to use auditory analysis for general
volume data analysis case, in the context of conventional volume rendering framework (Kniss
et al. 2002). Moreover, such a view on the problem demands consideration of aspects of
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cross stimuli interpretation. The aspects of simultaneous visual-auditory analysis (Abboud
et al. 2014), (MacDonald & Stockman 2014), (Brown et al. 2011) that is often performed in
context of user interaction (Frauenberger & Stockman 2009) or stress aspects of music theory
and composition for such interfaces design (MacDonald & Stockman 2014),(Abboud et al.
2014). The research in area stresses that sonification principles often use natural cross-modal
correspondence for coding visual ques into auditory ones (Spence 2011), (Lepore et al. 2011).
The research in area stresses that such conversions can be natural (Evans & Treisman 2010)
and particularly welcome when use of visual sensory inputs are problematic (Ward & Meijer
2010). Among others, colour and pitch visual-auditory mappings complement each other or
replace.
Musical approaches also have been successfully applied to assist user interaction (Yang
et al. 2019). Compared to "strokes and brushing" that are conventional volume interactive
techniques, the auditory analysis uses the parameter mapping "Sonic Brushing"(Hunt &
Hermann 2011). The approach assumes the selections in a single visual display cause selected
data to be presented in real-time by sonification based on musical mappings (Ó Maidín &
Fernström 0001).
2.2.3 Spatial orientation and navigation
Auditory feedback often assists the navigation and spatial orientation (Ziemer & Schultheis
2019) that includes various tasks such as a raw estimation of position and orientation based
on HRTF (Urbanietz et al. 2019) or precise navigation for object localisation (May et al.
2019).
The auditory stimuli often prove to be more flexible, than visual ones in tasks of object
detection and localisation (Auvray et al. 2007) and navigation tasks (Maidenbaum et al. 2013).
Similarly to haptic/tactile stimuli (j. van Erp & Self 2008), the sonification often addresses
the problems of spatial disorientation. As well, there is an increase of interest to objects
sonification and continuous data in particular in augmented reality (Ribeiro et al. 2012) and
virtual reality (Begault 1994) that demand consideration of immersive aspects of 3D sound
propagation perception and lack of spatial orientation. The sound propagation and the human
perception of this process are considered in the modelling of auditory feedback (McArthur
et al. 2017). Moreover, ray-tracing of auditory stimuli is an area of active research that takes
advantage of the computer graphics approaches and techniques (Schissler & Manocha 2011).
Similarities between light and sound propagation (Max & Chen 2010),(Siltanen et al. 2007)
have formed the basis for further studies based on visual-auditory approaches.
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2.3 Summary
The multi-sensory visualisation requires the simultaneous rendering of several sensory stimuli.
The process can impose computational efficiency requirements, especially if problem is
considered in context of the real-time user interaction. The introduction of additional sensory
stimuli for analysis can also be challenging in terms of a design of a unified framework
that will establish the automatic perception and interpretations principles for considered
mapping techniques. This work discusses the visual-auditory analysis of multi-scale objects
that include interactive exploration with auditory feedback. The similarities in modelling
of visual and auditory stimuli allow assuming a unified approach to analysis for complex
heterogeneous structures. Such approach to problem provides an advantage of exploiting
the modern GPU computational possibilities and architectures for non-trivial tasks that arise
in a process of heterogeneous objects analysis, such as GPU volume modelling on complex




The visualisation frameworks allow designing a visualisation algorithm as a set of customised
procedural blocks that often depend on a type and structure of input data. The visualisation
frameworks specify several input data representations, such as structured and unstructured
data, that are processed differently (Kam et al. 2015). A sequence of procedures of such
functional groups as Filtering, Mapping, Rendering, outline a graph-like structure that is
referred as visualisation pipeline (Moreland 2013) (see Fig. 3.1(b)).
The user constructs a pipeline from initial data to the rendered image from available
functional modules according to specified input data representation and analysis problem.
In this work, we emphasise the role of the role of Mapping group that assume a wide range
of geometry and material modelling to be provided by visualisation framework. However,
conventionally the visualisation solutions provide such procedures only for surface objects.
Volume visualisation inherits its structure from rendering procedure that historically operates
only with structural input data stored as 3D texture in GPU memory (Kaufman & Mueller
2005). The technique assumes that only a transfer function is used for mapping structured
data to optical properties such as colour and opacity.
However, in many cases, the heterogeneous objects are represented with unstructured
data with internal properties modelled within a spatial subdivision. The visual analysis of a
geometry representing phenomena boundary and the internal structure changes is required
to get an insight into dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous phenomena. A general class of
heterogeneous objects impose challenges that can not be addressed with conventional volume
rendering framework that compared to the general representation of pipeline (see Fig. 3.1(b))
is highly inflexible. The adaptation of such objects for conventional pipeline by re-sampling
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to regular grids inevitably raises further quality issues due to discrete nature of the sampling
procedure (Silva et al. 2005).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) General representation of visualisation pipeline. Initially introduced in (Haber
& McNabb 1990) (b) View on structure of volume visualisation in (Chaudhary et al. 2019)
that relies on regular structured grids (Kaufman & Mueller 2005)
Moreover, the visualisation of dynamic and multi-scale features of such objects uses
geometry and material modelling within a spatial subdivision. The research in the area of
representation of the volume objects with their internal spatial variations of single or multiple
materials explores the methods that provide the efficiency with increased complexity and
precision. Wide range of geometric representations can be used for multi-scale phenomena
representation as defined by the nature of the problem and scale of the input data. Moreover,
as various issues may arise not only on Mapping but on Rendering and Analysis stages as
well due to specific requirements to volume rendering of such objects (Rathke et al. 2015,
Adamson & Alexa 2006).
Thus, the analysis of the heterogeneous object is a challenging task in terms of quality
and efficiency. In this research, we review and refine the conventional approach before
extending it to the visual-auditory analysis case. We believe the modern graphics hardware
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allows introducing an arbitrary geometry and material mappings to volume visualisation
framework (see Fig. 3.1(b)) similarly to the flexibility that visualisation of surface objects
provides. The modern multisensory rendering also often takes advantage of conventional
computer graphics techniques. Thus, there are similarities in modelling and rendering to
visual/auditory/tactile stimuli and as a result, a correlation in the origins of quality and
efficiency issues in conventional and multisensory rendering areas.
Below we discuss the main features of the design of visualisation pipeline for analysis of
heterogeneous objects. In particular:
1. We overview the representations of the heterogeneous objects in various research areas.
We discuss the visual analysis and issues that arise due to initial data representations.
2. We overview the modelling of heterogeneous volume objects. We concentrate on
resolution-independent, continuous modelling of geometry and material and discuss
user-friendly constructive approaches.
3. We discuss the approaches to hardware-accelerated volume rendering. We overview
the two main rendering techniques those are rasterisation and ray-tracing. We discuss
the volume ray-casting framework that is defined by approximation of the natural
process of light propagation through volume.
4. We explore the similarities in modelling and rendering of visual and auditory stimuli.
We discuss how areas of sound synthesis and acoustic rendering take advantage of
conventional computer graphics rendering techniques and employ graphics hardware.
We discuss the aspects of the auditory analysis of complex sound representations
generated as a result of such techniques.
5. We outline the core features of visual-auditory interactive exploration of heterogeneous
objects. We discuss the main aspects of multimodal interaction within the visualisation
pipeline. We explore how modern computer graphics techniques can be used to
facilitate and accelerate user interaction with multisensory feedback.
3.2 Heterogeneous objects representations
Let we consider the examples of volume heterogeneous objects in various research areas
and discuss the advantages and limitations of used geometry representations for modelling
dynamic and multi-scale features. Below we discuss such examples of heterogeneous
structures as molecular structures, tetrahedral meshes obtained by Finite Element Methods
(FEM), microstructures in digital fabrication and medical image data.
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3.2.1 Cellular representation
Boundary representation (BRep), and various cellular structures such as 3D computational
grids and more cellular structures (Hatcher 2000) are widely used in CAD and numerical
simulations. One of the examples of how polygonal meshes are used for heterogeneous
modelling and visual analysis is a pipeline for finite element modelling (FEM) presented in
Fig. 3.2.
The main advantage of BRep (see step 1 in Fig.3.2) is an exact object boundary definition,
that is crucial for certain tasks. However, the common problem is that to get final simulation
the user has to deal with 3D meshes (see step 2 in Fig.3.2). The process of mesh generation is
defined as a subdivision of a continuous geometric space into a topologically valid collection
of discrete geometric cells. The process assumes obtaining cells of convex shape, commonly
the tetrahedral ones. The cells partitioning is performed on the geometric input domain
usually defined with BRep. The core advantage of cellular models is topological control
and validation of the entire structure that is crucial for the usage of data structures in Finite
element analysis (FEA).
Results of numerical simulations (step 3 of Fig.3.2) is also represented by cell complexes
or 3D meshes (including dynamically deforming in time) with computed properties and
require further visual analysis (step 5 of Fig.3.2).
The mesh representation, obtained on step 2 of Fig. 3.2 should satisfy certain criteria,
otherwise, it will be a potential source of issues, arising on step 3 (Bathe & Zhang 2017).
Thus, usually, the pre-processing stage (meshing stage 2 in Fig. 3.2) also includes the visual
analysis of the quality and consistency of the obtained mesh (Liu 2013, Koungelis & Augarde
2008).
In the general case, the cellular structures are composed of elements connected to
each other under some rules. Mathematically such structures are described by topological
complexes. Various types of complexes differ in allowed elements shapes and restrictions on
their connections Hatcher (2000). With material distribution modelled within each cell the
entire structure that represents a multi-material heterogeneous object. A cellular complex is
constructed iteratively by attaching cells. Cellular complexes are widely used for tasks, that
demand additional control over topology as the entire structure uses predefined connectivity
information between individual components. The structure allows to efficiently handle
various problems where control over topology is required.
Usually, cellular complexes imply conventional explicit representation of cells. The
limited precision of explicit geometry description leads to lack of control over quality and
dynamic changes of shape of cell. In section 3.3.2 we discuss a more general model that
extends the concept by consideration of both explicit and implicit representations inside
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cellular structure (Kartasheva et al. 2008) . This model based on notion of an Implicit
Complex (IC)(Kartasheva et al. 2005) which combines the advantages of topological and
constructive representations with using the feature-based methodology. It provides a valid
topological description of heterogeneous objects and allows for the flexible combination of
cellular and functional representations of both the geometry of objects and their attributes.
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of basic FEM simulation pipeline and visualisation of
the results. The visualisation example from (GLVis gallary 2018): the case of High-order
Lagrangian hydrodynamics. Grey blocks represent procedures and black input/output data
structures. 1)Input BRep representation that is a result of CAD parametric modelling 2)
3D meshing of BRep into tetrahedral volume 3) FEM-based simulation 4) The result of
simulation: 3D mesh with distribution of attributes within cellular subdivision 5) Visualisation
of the results of simulation.
Conventional explicit cellular complexes is used in combination with implicit repre-
sentations in many areas. Application areas include surface reconstruction (Adamson &
Alexa 2006) and topological analysis of implicit surfaces. A pricewise smooth surface,
represented with point samples can as well be modelled as cell complex with elements of
different dimension glued on base of connectivity information (point-sampled cell complex)
(Adamson & Alexa 2006). More examples can be found in the review (Kartasheva et al.
2008).
The advantage of the IC based model is that it provides a systematic and topologically
valid description of heterogeneous objects as a union of high-level components defined by
various models (explicit and implicit, cellular, functional or constructive). Special constraints
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on the description of the components and on the mutual dispositions of the components
provide a distinctive structure which allows for encapsulation of various numerical calcula-
tions inside individual cell representations and getting a result of an operation over a whole
IC complex as a combination of results received for separate cells. Detailed descriptions
of main operations over ICs, including set-theoretic operations, gridding, ray-intersection,
point membership evaluation, implemented in the mentioned above manner can be found in
(Kartasheva et al. 2008)
3.2.2 Voxel representation
The voxel-based or Image-based representation is common data representation in the medical
imaging area. The initial data is a result of MRI and CT scanning devices that is a discrete
scalar field defined on a structured grid (see step 1 of Fig. 3.3). Conventionally the analysis
of such volume data requires the internal structures of interest (veins, human organs) to be
defined with segmentation procedures (see step 2 of Fig. 3.3). The boundaries can be defined
as binary image masks, approximated as polygonal surfaces or by signed distance fields. The
visualisation of such structures is often referred to as "labelled volumes" (see step 3 of Fig.
3.3). The data represents the segmented label-field, where each labelled volume represents
some internal organ (see step 4 in Fig. 3.3).
In medical image analysis, the main challenge is the simultaneous analysis of several
scans obtained by various techniques, also referred as multimodal visualisation (Lawonn
et al. 2018). In the general case, the analysis of such structures demands the application of
pre-processing procedures such as:
1. Denoising and specific data cleaning techniques. Those techniques aim to remove
various types of imperfections and signal corruptions in scanned images brought by
scanning technique or used device limitations. A problem is most crucial in MRI
scanning and most well-known types are noise (Mohan et al. 2014) and MRI bias
correction (Juntu et al. 2005). A survey of a problem and methods of solving those
issues is presented in Mohan et al. (2014).
2. Registration of scans obtained in different modalities or with different scanning tech-
niques (rigid and non-rigid). Dynamically obtained scans (time sequences) can also
demand the application of this step before being analysed. An example can be a motion
correction for the fMRI problem presented in Basics of fMRI Analysis: Preprocessing,
First Level Analysis, and Group Analysis (2018).
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3. Normalisation. The procedure means normalisation of images intensities. As an
example, intensity ranges for the same organ can significantly vary for images obtained
in different modes or with different scanning devices. The procedure changes image
intensity to be consistent between the images, so they can be analysed simultaneously
or preprocessed.
4. Segmentation. At this stage, we receive a definition of organ shape that is usually
a binary mask, or an approximate polygonal surface defining organ boundary. The
techniques can be classified as automatic, which are based mainly on image processing
and machine learning procedures, and interactive ones that are based on geometric
modelling procedures(Maleike et al. 2009).
Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of basic medical imaging pre-processing and visual
analysis. The visualisation example from (MITK Release notes 2016 2016): the segmented
tissues on CT scan. Grey blocks represent procedures and black input/output data structures.
1) Input image data that is obtained experimentally with scanning devices 2) Registration and
segmentation procedures that combine various image data and extract tissues for analysis 3)
The result of image processing that is the labelled volumes that represent substructures of
interest (tissues) 4) Visualisation of labelled volume data
Voxel representation is one of the most convenient for further geometry manipulations
and highly flexible for sampling quality control issues (Crassin 2011). Geometric modelling
on a base of voxels is a well-studied area that makes the most of user-friendly constructive
modelling techniques such as Constructive Volume Geometry (CVG)(Chen & Tucker 2000).
3.2.3 Point clouds and particle-based data
The unstructured point clouds are often obtained with depth scanning devices (Berger et al.
2017). Conventionally point clouds represent the surfaces of the objects. The visualisation
of such representation demands the application joined surface reconstruction (Carr et al.
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2001), (Kazhdan & Hoppe 2013) and registration procedures (Izadi et al. 2011) that return an
implicit or voxel representation for further visualisation. Recently the visualisation processes
are actively accelerated with subdivision of original scan data into multiple blocks, where for
each block the reconstruction or modelling technique is applied with conventional rendering
acceleration structures (Liu et al. 2012),(Zhao et al. 2001), (Zhou, Hou, Wang & Guo 2008)
in a context of ray-tracing technique application.
The similar structures can be obtained as a result of the molecular or astrophysical
simulation (Becciani et al. 2010, Dykes et al. 2018). The structures represent a distribution of
particles in a volume that often referred to as particle-based data. The visualisation of such
structures with particle splatting is one of the most well-studied areas (Knoll et al. 2019).
However, the visualisation of such structures becomes more complicated as it has to deal
with the image processing and geometric modelling on a base of unstructured particle data.
For example, the common graphical representation of molecular structures is a space-filling
model (Berg et al. 2002), where atoms are represented by spheres whose radii are proportional
to atomic radii. With GPU-accelerated implicit modelling, the representation is used for the
rendering of large scale molecular structures obtained from molecular dynamics (Muzic et al.
2015)(Grottel et al. 2015)
Moreover, as physical processes of interaction between molecular structures are con-
sidered, the modelling of "interaction" molecular surfaces based on the point-based data
is required (Parulek & Viola 2012). In this context, the arising problems of modelling,
acceleration techniques and geometry share a lot in common with the visualisation of large
scale point clouds that we have discussed above (Zhou, Gong, Huang & Guo 2008).
The recent techniques in this area can be summarised as follows:
1. Implicit representation and voxel are better suited especially if surface should be
reconstructed/ modelled on large scale data (NVIDIA 2018),(Muzic et al. 2015).
2. Spatial partitioning and hierarchical structures are used to facilitate modelling/recon-
struction (Parulek & Viola 2012),(Zhou, Gong, Huang & Guo 2008)
3. The acceleration and optimisation of the visualisation is obtained with the modern
graphics hardware (Grottel et al. 2015). Moreover, in many cases, the combine GPU-
based geometric modelling and ray-tracing based rendering (Grottel et al. 2015).
3.3 Material and geometry modelling
The design of the visualisation pipeline for the analysis of heterogeneous objects obtained as
a result of molecular simulation, microstructures modelling or engineering workflows is chal-
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lenging. There is a demand for simultaneous control over different geometry representations
that appears on various stages of simulation workflow (Hines et al. 2009). The dynamic and
multi-scale features impose similar challenges as require the simultaneous storage of several
geometrical representations and render them on-demand with Level-of-detail (LOD) visual-
isation techniques (Zhou 2014),(Fyta 2016). The hybrid models address those challenges
by simultaneous storage of both discrete or parametric/continuous representations (Hines
et al. 2009) and provide geometric kernels to operate them both. Such hybrid models allow
combining advantages of several representations. The core procedures are the evaluation of
relationships between models and the ability to perform the conversion from one representa-
tion to the other (Hegemann et al. 2013), (Kartasheva et al. 2008). The constructive approach
facilitates the modelling of the entire hybrid structure by establishing relationships between
various representations that are stored and operated simultaneously. Let us discuss the core
advantages of hybrid constructive models application for modelling heterogeneous objects,
such as:
1. A model that allows representation of an arbitrary amount of heterogeneous object
geometry and material properties and evaluation of defined relationships, which pays
particular attention to continuous multi-dimensional modelling (see section 3.3.1 )
2. A model that is convenient for modelling the dynamic and multi-scale distribution of
arbitrary properties with control over topology and shape (see section 3.3.2)
3. The aspects of constructive hybrid modelling that allow combining various representa-
tions (see section 3.3.3)
3.3.1 HyperVolume model
A HyperVolume (HV) (Pasko et al. 2001, Vilbrandt et al. 2009) is a general model that allows
combining several independent material representations that may have different description,
but are stored and operated within one structure. Initially the approach considered a unified
geometry and several materials representation with real-valued functions and considered
constructive modelling (Pasko et al. 1995).
The geometry and materials descriptions are exact, compact and easy to interpret. Due to
absence of dimension restrictions, the approach is convenient for continuous modelling of
dynamic and multi-scale properties. The core feature of the approach is implicit modelling
principle applied in context of constructive modelling of geometry and materials. An implicit
modelling framework provides a wide set of operations to address issues of continuous multi-
dimensional modelling such as blending space time interpolation and morphing operations to
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efficiently handle the dynamic transitions in shape. Likewise, it provides a set of operations to
handle multidimensional representations and perform transitions from one space to another,
such as projection, sweeping, space-time blending, mincowsky sum (Sourin & Pasko 1995),
(Pasko & Savchenko 1997), (Pasko et al. 2004a), (Pasko et al. 2003). Moreover, the modern
research in area has demonstrated that implicit models are highly convenient in context
of modern computer graphics hardware development as model allows direct GPU imple-
mentation and close integration with ray-tracing based rendering. Those advantages lead
to significant reduce CPU-GPU exchange bandwidth as geometry and material modelling
is considered as a part of user interaction or modelling is evaluated as a part of real-time
visualisation.
A general HyperVolume model can be expressed as triple (O,Φ,W ) , where O is a set of
HyperVolume objects, Φ is a set of HyperVolume operations and W is a set of relations for a
set of objects.
The HyperVolume object is defined as:







Here one component is responsible for the object geometry G and other components
serve as the point attribute functions representing object properties of different nature Ak.
X = (x1, ..,xn) is a point in n-dimensional Euclidean space.
The set of operations Φ = {Φm},m = 1, ..M includes types: Φm : Om
where m is a number of operands of an operation; Φm is a set of operations of the same
type m. The result of an operation it also a HyperVolume object.
For example, given the unary operation Φ1, applied to HyperVolume object O1 =
(G1,A11...,A1m), the resulting HyperVolume object O2 is defined as:
O2 = (G2,A21...,A2k) = Φ1(O1) = Φ1(G1,A11...,A1m) (3.2)
The definition 3.2 corresponds to the composition of the functions on scalar fields:
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,where Θ is a function describing a new geometric point set; Ωi is a function describing a
new attribute.
Relations are defined over HyperVolume objects O j and, possibly, some objects of another
nature Qk. They are represented in the form of n-valued predicates over functions. The set of
relations W includes such relations as
wi(O1, ..,Om,Q1, ..,Qk) : Γ(F1,S11, ..,S1m, ..,Fk,Sk1, ..,Skm,Q1, ..,Qk)
, where Γ is a predicate.
For example, binary relations over point set G can be defined with point and attributes
Pa = (X ,a1, ..,ak) and HyperVolume object O = (F,S1, ..,Sk) as:
Γ2(Pa,O) =
0,F(X)< 01,F(X)>= 0 (3.4)
This means that point belongs to object if it is internal or boundary, without any attributes
values check.
The described above rules allow to operate geometry and attributes of objects representing
initial data and to define various relations on a unified basis. The underlying process leads to
the construction of the tree structure for geometry and attributes. The functions F,S1, ..,S j
are evaluated at the given point by a tree traversing procedure.
Flexibility in the modelling of the object with properties of arbitrary nature and its user-
friendly nature make the HyperVolume framework a convenient tool for visualisation of a
wide range of initial data representations. Fig. 3.4 shows some visualisation examples, where
the HV representation is used. In particular, it shows the visualisation of the results of the
physical simulation and analysis of molecular fields (Fig. 3.4 (a)),and the modelling of the
geological and biological structures (Fig. 3.4(b,c)). The hybrid HyperVolume model has the
potential for quite broad application areas that impose restrictions on nature and features
of geometry and materials. Conventionally, the HV was applied for modelling with voxel
and implicit representations. Those representations are convenient for modelling dynamic






Figure 3.4: Examples of modelling and visualisation of heterogeneous objects. a) Volume
rendering of dynamical process of molecular structure geometry optimisation; b) Modelling
and visualisation of porous structure; c) Volume geological structure with layers of different
materials, cavities and a drilled well. d) Brain labelled data volume rendering by standard
VTK means (data from Volume Rendering with Python and VTK (n.d.)
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3.3.2 Implicit complexes framework for heterogeneous objects
Let us outline the main features of the IC-based framework (Kartasheva et al. 2008). It
allows for representing a heterogeneous object by a union of high-level components that
are significant for a given application. The components can overlap each other under the
special restrictions on their mutual dispositions. Thus IC provides the representation with a
distinctive structure that can easily be reduced to the cellular topological subdivision. The
intersections of the components are described by the constructive methods which preserve
the precision of the representation.
In the IC based framework a hybrid model (Kartasheva et al. 2008) is defined in the
Euclidian modelling space as follows. Let gqii ⊂ E3 be a closed point set called a cell, where
i is its index number and qi is its dimension. Then, a geometric object D is defined as the
union of cells gqii under the following conditions:
1. The boundary of each cell gqii is the union of a finite number of cells of lower dimen-
sions;
2. Cells can overlap each other but the intersection of any two cells is either the union
of a finite number of cells or is empty. (Note that we call the cells satisfying 1 and 2
conditions as properly joined cells.)
3. Each gqii is unambiguously described by some known geometric representation which
provides a set of tools for geometrically and topologically correct discretization of
the cell. So, a variety of representations can be used for the description of the cell
shapes. However, all of these representations should guarantee a conversion into a
mesh described by a polyhedral complex.
A collection K of cells satisfying the above conditions is called an implicit complex
(IC), i.e.: K = {gqii }Ni=1. The dimension of the IC is the maximal dimension of its cells.
In accordance with the IC definition, polyhedral, cellular, and CW complexes are also
represented in the IC framework.
The above conditions ensure the ability to convert an arbitrary IC K into a polyhedral
complex, which approximates, geometrically and topologically, the object D. In fact, the
reducibility of each of the used representations to a polyhedral one guarantees a correct
execution of any operation on objects described by various representations. However, the IC-
based approach allows exploiting advantages of different types of representations, keeping
the initial representations for components of the model and using meshes only for the
implementation of various numerical procedures applied in topology analysis, computational
geometry, and finite element analysis.
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An implicit complex provides a consistent description of both the geometry and the
topology of a modelling object. The geometry is represented by shapes of the individual cells
and the topology is described using the relations between cells. The main relations defining
the topology of an IC are the boundary relation and the relation “to contain”. According to
the first two conditions of the IC definition, the mutual disposition of any of the IC cells can
be evaluated through queries to the main relations.
The attribute values are assigned to points of a heterogeneous object described by the IC
using a collection of attribute functions {Ai}, where each function maps the modelling space
into the corresponding attribute value set. Attribute functions can be analytic, piecewise
analytic or be defined by interpolation methods. The dimension of an attribute value set and
an interpretation of attribute values depends on its nature and specifics. Thus a heterogeneous
object D is described by a hybrid model H based on IC complex K = {gqii }Ni=1 by tuple
H =< G,R,A >, where
1. G is a collection of cells’ shapes : G = {gi},
2. R is a collection of boundary B and “to contain” relations C between cells R= {Bi j,Ci j}
3. A is a collection of attributes defined at points of D,A = {Ak}
IC framework was proven to flexibly operate both explicit and implicit representation
and perform a conversion between representations (Kartasheva et al. 2005).
The next research (Kartasheva et al. 2008) is focused on the algorithms for the set-
theoretic operations on heterogeneous objects represented by implicit complexes and de-
scribes a step-by-step procedure for the construction of a hybrid model using these operations.
The paper also presents a case-study showing integration of both boundary and function
representations, illustrates modelling with attributes and dynamic modelling on the base of
the IC. Practical usage of IC-based framework for unified handle implicit, explicit geometry
and internal properties in structural modelling and grid generation for reservoir simulation is
described in Branets et al. (2015).
The key characteristic of the IC structure for this research is that it allows operating and
evaluate relationships for both implicit and explicit cells. The mathematical framework has
two advantages. Firstly, it is convenient for the representation of various heterogeneous
objects and allows modelling subdomains both explicitly and implicitly. Secondly, the
constructive modelling of a hybrid structure allows continuous modelling of dynamic changes
with flexible control over topology and shape.
Let us discuss more in details the aspects of hybrid constructive modelling of geometry
and material.
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3.3.3 Constructive hybrid modelling within IC
The support for constructive hybrid modelling in IC framework is provided via various cell
types (Kartasheva et al. 2008). Among those, in context of this research we are interested in
the following types:
1. The P-cell is an explicit cell representing a simple polyhedron.
2. The F-cell is an implicit cell described by FRep that is a constructive representation
by real-valued functions. In our case F-cells are suitable for involving HyperVolume
models into a hybrid representations.
3. The C-cell is a composite cell aggregating cells of various types. Each C-cell is defined
as a carrier of a local implicit complex L differing from the complex K containing
this C-cell. The complex L can consist of the cells of any types supported within
IC framework. In particular cases complex L can be represented by simplicial or a
polyhedral complexes. C-cells allow us to specify multi-scale representation.
4. The T-cell is described with a constructive tree. Its leaves represent objects described by
cells of all other types. The tree nodes represent operations, in particular, some bijective
geometric transformations, non-regularized set-theoretic operations and trimming by
3D manifolds. The T-cells allow for the description of the result of applying set-
theoretic operations to cells of different types without the need for converting between
representations.
Note that IC-based framework provide flexible unified support for unstructured represen-
tations, including the cellular (FEM) and dynamic point-based representations (molecular
structures) . The flexibility in terms of geometry modelling also provide a base for multi-scale
features modelling on spatial subdivision.
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3.4.1 Computer graphic rendering pipeline
The work (Pharr & Humphreys 2004) defines rendering as a process of producing a 2D
image from a description of a 3D scene. In terms of scientific visualisation, the obtained 2D
image is a graphical representation of the initial data, that users employ to get insight into
phenomena this data represents (Haber & McNabb 1990).
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The rendering process considers the rasterisation or ray-tracing algorithms (Akenine-
Moller et al. 2008). Also, the modern graphics hardware allows introducing a combination
of two techniques and introduces hybrid rendering (Imagination announces PowerVR wizard
GPU family: Rogue learns ray tracing retrieved 2019). The ray-tracing became popular quite
recently due to its flexibility and intensive research in the area of hardware support. Recently
the graphics hardware is used for computational purposes such as computer simulation,
machine learning and geometry modelling tasks. Often those task demand real-time rendering
of intermediate of final results of complex modelling or simulation or high-quality rendering.
Such tasks make graphics pipeline programming not straightforward. In the context of
implementation on modern graphics hardware, the ray-tracing technique becomes more
suitable for such problems.
3.4.1.1 Rasterisation basics
The rasterisation is a conventional rendering technique for real-time computer graphics. The
core of graphic pipeline is rendering of objects that are created as a 3D meshes, composed of
triangles (see Fig. 3.5 for a basic scheme).
Figure 3.5: Rasterization pipeline. Image from (Deng et al. 2017)
The two basic types of GPU programs for the pipeline are vertex and fragment shaders.
The rasterisation is a spatial sampling operation that converts triangles into pixels on a 2D
screen to obtain an image that the viewer sees. The pipeline is described with several steps
(see Fig. 3.5). First, the mesh as a set of triangles is loaded to the graphic pipeline. The
second stage is vertex processing that is followed by triangles spatial sampling. The fragment
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processing and other processes like depth or z-buffer follow and the resulting colour of each
pixel is sent to frame buffer for rendering.
The rasterisation process is highly optimised for GPU rendering Deng et al. (2017).
However, treating each triangle primitive separately limits the flexibility for complex shading
calculations that consider multiple primitives simultaneously (Pharr et al. 2016) such as
indirect illumination and other complex techniques. Moreover, a lot of aspects of the
rendering process that have to be taken into account if the complex light transport model
is considered. The modern visualisation imposes the quality requirements, such as support
of transparent overlapping geometries, depth and shapes enhanced perception that is only
possible due to ambient occlusion and global illumination. However, those techniques are
difficult for implementation in a rasterizer (Han et al. 2019). Initially designed as highly
optimised for graphics hardware, the rasterisation technique is not flexible for complex
procedures as it is highly restrictive in terms of data flow that is a one-way procedure
executed by each operation unit (see Fig.3.6).
Figure 3.6: Dataflow in rasterization pipeline. Image from (Subtil 2018)
For comparison, in the ray-tracing pipeline that we consider in Fig. 3.8 the number of
working units, those are rays depends on the outcome of previous work units and the entire
computational process can be restarted again in the pipeline with programmable stages.
Moreover, as continuous geometry modelling and rendering is required or LOD tech-
niques are assumed the sampling issues of mesh-based rendering becomes crucial (Crassin
2011). The research in area stresses that mesh representations are not suitable for both
modelling (Pasko et al. 1999), (Blinn 1982),(Projection operation for multidimensional
geometric modeling with real functions 1996), (Adzhiev et al. 1999)) and rendering (Crassin
2011). One of the particular features of the ray-tracing technique is its ability to adapt to
input geometry via customising ray-primitive intersection procedures.
3.4.1.2 Ray-tracing basics
The ray-tracing was introduced more than 50 years ago (Appel 1968). The approach was
inspired by real-world processes of how we see the objects. As the light from source
illuminates the object, the photons (particles) bounce from one object to another till it reaches
the viewer’s eyes. The ray-tracing reverses the process of tracking photons by shooting rays
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from camera or viewer position. Each pixel of the rendered image is obtained as the path of
light is traced backwards (see Fig. 3.7).
Figure 3.7: Ray-tracing scheme
The Fig. 3.7 demonstrates that the realistic approximation assumes the iterative process
of ray shooting to compute indirect light coming that "bounces" from another object on the
scene. Global illumination technique conventionally uses random, semi-sphere sampled rays
shooting and is referred to as path tracing (Deng et al. 2017). The modern graphics hardware
allows real-time iterative tracing of ray in a backward direction from the viewer for realistic
rendering advanced shading effects, such as reflection, shadows (Whitted 1980).
The ray-tracing is a direct method to solve a rendering problem that is generally formu-
lated by Kajiya’s rendering equation for illumination model and is stated as:
L(x,ω j) = Le(x,ω j)+
∫
S
fr(x,ωi−> ω j)L(x′,ωi)G(x,x′)V (x,x′)dωi (3.5)
where (see Fig.3.7: ω j- generic direction along j − th ray ωi- secondary directions,
including light direction and indirect illumination Ll - point light source intensity li - ray
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length from light source or secondary object to intersection with object surface o - ray origin
x - point location along ray (intersection with surface) L(x,ω j) - intensity reflected from
position x in ray direction ω j Le(x,ω j) - light emitted from x by object itself or background
contribution fr(x,ωi−> ω j) is a Bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of
surface at point x, transforming incoming light wi to reflected w j
L(x′,ωi) light from x’ on another object arriving along ωi
G(x,x′) - geometric relationship between x and x’
V (x,x′) - visibility test that returns 1 if x can "see" x’ and 0 otherwise
In section 3.5.3.1 we will compare main terms of this equation to acoustic rendering
equation 3.26 that is derived as a time-dependent version that models acoustic radiation
transfer.
The direct propagation of light through volume transparent objects demands more com-
plex computations and light path sampling. The problem is conventionally addressed within
volume rendering technique that we will discuss in details in sections 3.1, 3.4.4.
The ray-tracing brings a lot of simplifications to design of complex rendering pipelines
and the entire technique is highly flexible as much more programming flexibility is provided
per each operation unit/ray (see Fig. 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Dataflow in ray-tracing pipeline. Image from (Subtil 2018)
Moreover, it benefits from GPU programmable features and considers loading complex
data on demand (ray-driven, ray-based rendering). The core of procedure flexibility is an
assumption that generally any geometry primitive is directly ray-traced by solving its custom
ray-primitive intersection procedure without additional conversion to triangle primitives.
Users can employ direct rendering without conversion to triangles of such geometry rep-
resentations as voxel sparse structures (Crassin 2011) or implicit geometry Grottel et al.
(2015). The technique is accelerated with hierarchical structures build on top of the spatial
subdivision. This allows accelerating a preliminary intersection, with exact ray-object in-
tersection is programmed for custom geometry primitive (Rincon-Nigro et al. 2014). The
well-known applications of ray-tracing/ray-casting concepts are Monte Carlo ray-tracing,
voxel cone tracing, sphere-tracing of signed distance fields. The recent research actively
uses acceleration structures for space skipping and ray-primitive intersection acceleration in
the rendering of heterogeneous volume data distribution, that is a particular area of interest
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for this research. The research explores the volume ray-casting of basic static concave
shapes that compose a FEM result that is unstructured grid such as tetrahedral meshes (Silva
et al. 2005) and molecular point-based data(Knoll et al. 2009). We discuss the aspects of
accelerated volume rendering technique in section 3.4.2. In this research, we concentrate
on the advantages of direct integration of general-purpose GPU programming (GPGPU) for
visualisation tasks.
With the graphics hardware, the graphics pipeline is evolving into a generally pro-
grammable stream processor (Purcell et al. 2002),(Chadzynski 2018). Moreover, the research
is an area of constant improvement in terms of adapting the working specifics of modern
graphics hardware for further ray-tracing procedure optimisation (Wald & Parker 2019),
(Ray Tracing In Vulkan 2018). Modern ray-tracing solutions address optimise a lot of highly
low-level issues and reduce the average cost of ray-object intersection computation allowing
the researchers to concentrate on solution design aspects (Parker et al. 2010).
3.4.2 Volume Rendering framework
The principles of volume rendering have straightforward interpretation in the context of
ray-tracing as a simulation of the process of light propagation through volume object. In the
rendering of surface objects, a user is interested in the reflective properties that are essential
for shape highlighting. The analysis of volume objects, however, mostly concentrates on
highlighting of internal structure that is perceived due to emission, absorption, scattering
properties of individual volume elements (voxels) or ray-segment(Max & Chen 2010).
The conventional and most simple model of light interaction with a volume object
considers only emission and absorption (Jönsson et al. n.d.). The model is convenient for
real-time interactive rendering of large-scale structures.
The rendering equation that takes into account a single light scattering makes it suitable
for real-time rendering (Jönsson et al. n.d.). The optical model allows enhancing quality of
visual analysis (Wahle & Wriggers 2015), however, can be still computationally expensive
(Jönsson et al. n.d.) for the interactive and dynamic rendering of large structures. Often,
the modern interactive Volume Rendering takes advantage of modern graphics hardware
(Schlegel et al. 2011) and is limited to single-scattering. The modern algorithms often employ
the idea of splitting the optical model computation into separate parts, mainly concerned
with the lighting conditions that can be independently precomputed into textures and updated
on-demand (Kniss et al. 2003), (Schlegel et al. 2011).
In section 3.4.4 we discuss the optical models in volume ray-casting that describe in
general how light interacts and mathematical formulation of the process as a volume rendering
integral those evaluation is approximated with Reimann sum.
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The other important component of volume rendering framework is a Transfer Func-
tion(TF). We can perceive and interpret the volume structure by operating only two optical
attributes: colour and opacity. TF maps the representation of internal volume structure
to optical attributes. A basic 1D TF operates the 3D texture scalar value and maps it to
colour and opacity to perform a visual classification of heterogeneous data when there is
no information on its heterogeneous nature. The fetching operation from 3D textures with
trilinear/cubic interpolation of the scalar field is performed on GPU.
A more advanced Multidimensional Transfer Function (TF) assume operation by several
scalar values to perform this task. A tool allows visual analysis of more complex objects
represented with two and more scalar fields describing various object properties. In this
research, we consider a distance-based TF in Volume Rendering that highlights features of
interest mostly determined by the distance to reference structures Tappenbeck et al. (2006).
The more complex mapping facilitates the visual-classification task Kniss et al. (2003). The
use of shading and depth perception that can provide an addition to 3D shape cues and thus
enhance visual analysis and highlight the features of interest Kniss et al. (2003). For this, the
conventional for surface rendering Blinn-Phong model (Levoy 1988) was considered as an
initial enhancement of the classical emission-absorption model that we discuss in section
3.4.4. Designed for surface objects, the direct application of this technique for volumes leads
to quality issues Kniss et al. (2003). Still, a model is widely used in Volume Rendering to
highlight features of interest such as edges (Jönsson et al. n.d.)
The conventional volume rendering has limited application for the rendering of complex
heterogeneous data because it deals only with structured volumes in GPU memory that are
stored as 3D textures. A more advanced view on volume rendering of heterogeneous objects
allows to review the technique and optimise its efficiency.
3.4.3 Volume ray-casting on unstructured grids
As discussed in section 3.1, the heterogeneous objects are often described within an unstruc-
tured spatial subdivision. The problem of such data volume rendering is referred to as the task
of unstructured grids volume ray-casting (Weiler et al. 2003),(Silva et al. 2005),(Callahan
et al. 2006).
To describe a problem of light transfer problem solving for semitransparent volume
object that is approximated with light interaction evaluation at several subvolumes, a ray is
parametrarised in terms of a distance from the background point x1 in direction w j, where
each point at distance s is x(s) = x1 +w j ṡ (see Fig. 3.9). The volume rendering integral
depends on integrating over distance through volume the ray passes and values of fetched 3D
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Figure 3.9: Volume ray-casting of most common heterogeneous objects representations:
point-based data and tetrahedral meshes . The integration of optical properties is evaluated
only on ray-segment of length |x1−x0| computed as a result of ray intersection with bounding
box
textures that are mapped to optical properties with TF (see section 3.4.4 for details on optical
models used in volume rendering).
For heterogeneous objects, however, usually instead of direct fetching structured 3D
textures in GPU memory, the ray-casting procedure firstly operates a GPU-stored hierarchical
structures that are used for accelerated access to a part of the heterogeneous volume. As
a result, the techniques allow operating both structured and unstructured data (Knoll et al.
2009),(Max et al. 1990) and accelerate the volume rendering by skipping space in the
heterogeneous volume as volume integration occurs only on selected region (see Fig. 3.9)
Moreover, storing additional dependencies between subvolumes within a subdivision
(i.e. neighbouring cells) on GPU allows extend the technique to cases of reconstruction
and modelling of the surfaces of volumetric structures (Zhou, Gong, Huang & Guo 2008),
(Parulek & Viola 2012). Moreover, space partitioning over the data can be introduced
artificially to provide more intensive control over a topology defined on initial data (Adamson
& Alexa 2006).
The technique was mainly considered for volume ray-casting of unstructured volume data
those cells were concave shapes, such as tetrahedral meshes (Max et al. 1990) or molecular
data (Knoll et al. 2009). The research in area stresses the technical advantages to simplify
the preliminary data resampling into the structural grid so that the conventional 3D texture
fetching can be applied. Still, the conventional technique can lead to inaccuracies in visual
representation and information loss Rathke et al. (2015). In other words the problem should
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be addressed as more generic computation of the light propagation through a heterogeneous
object with the complex heterogeneous material distribution. In some cases, highlighting of a
surface shape propertiesParulek & Viola (2012) of individual geometric volumes is required.
A technique introduces a notion of individual subvolume interaction with light within a
heterogeneous subdivision, which we revisit later in section 4. In particular, we discuss how
the concept allows judging on properties of complex heterogeneous phenomena via optical
properties distributed on a complex domain and extend it the more general visual-auditory
rendering case.
3.4.4 Optical model
The optical model defines light propagation through a volume object in terms of the geometric
optics effects. The optical properties affect the light propagation as three types of light-
particle interactions are considered that are absorption, emission or scattering that we will
discuss below.
3.4.4.1 Absorption
The light intensity I(s) that passes the distance s in voxels through participating media that is
composed of particles that only absorb the light as it was derived at Max & Chen (2010):
I(s) = I0 ∗T (s) (3.6)
where I0 is initial light intensity as ray enters the volume. The transparency of medium that
reaches s is formulated as follows




In this case, τ is defined only by absorption properties. However in a general case T (s) is
referred to as an extinction function defined with Beer-Lambert law and τ is an extinction
coefficient as dsicussed below. For this case, it defines the transparency of each element,
voxel and is constant within it. The opacity for voxel reached l is defined as α = 1−T (l)
for this case and τ is defined by TF. The Gaussian form of T (s) has a relation to probability
modelling and can be interpreted as the probability to traverse the volume along the ray with
length d = s∗dt without hitting the particle. In (Max & Chen 2010) was demonstrated that
if we can divide the entire ray segment ∆s into subsegments with si = i∆s with constant τ(t)
value (the segments are not required to be of the same length ∆s) the following approximation
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can be introduced for transparency that reaches si:









The light intensity I(s) is described as :




where g is a source term that for this model includes emission only: g(s) = c(s)τ(s). Like τ ,
c is one of the values defined by TF. Conventionally those values are defined on a per-voxel
base as TF.
3.4.4.3 Emission and absorption
A more general emission-absorption model is formulated through two terms:
1. The light coming from the background I0 multiplied by participating media total
transparency T (D)
2. The contribution of the source term g(s) integrated over each element multiplied by
the transparency that has reached s-th element.
In terms of probability, the expected colour I for a ray is obtained by averaging colour
returned by hitting background that is weighted with event probability and colour of going
through transparent volume weighted by the probability of this event. The total equation
with an emission-absorption source term g(s) is:




The integral in equation 3.10 is conventionally approximated with Reimann sum for
evaluation. The regular small step discrete sampling that suggests accumulation of optical
properties on the per-voxel basis is considered. The physical interpretation of those values,
in this case, is the light interaction with each voxel element. However, if we have a segment





τiciT (s)ds = T (sci)ci(1− exp(−τi∆sci)) (3.11)
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3.4.4.4 Emission, absorption, single scattering
In the complexity of the optical model in volume, rendering is balanced by its computational
expensiveness. In this work, we consider only the in-scattering process within the volume
as it allows significantly to enhance volume rendering quality and still can be computed
efficiently. In general the source term includes both emission and reflection of external
illumination that is indirect light that comes from other part of the medium (scattering) with
consideration of absorption through the medium or light blocking (shadows). The source
term is formulated as g(x,ω) = E(x)+S(x,ω) where E(x) - emissive term (self-glow) and
S(x,ω) -scattering at x with direction ω .
The total global illumination is most often is approximated with local illumination in
computationally expensive volume rendering, that is:








here cg(s) defined intensity of self-glowing and cr(s,Li) the light reflected due to light
source Li.
The model is two-pass (Kajiya & von herzen 1984). On the first step, we compute the
illumination that reaches some point s (second term), the propagation of flux from the light
source through the volume to the point (ray-shooting from the light source) that contributes to
the brightness of s as described by the first component of equation 3.10. On the next step, this
illumination is scattered (reflected) from the viewpoint (conventional rays shooting from a
camera) and intensity is gathered along with viewing rays with equation 3.12. Conventionally
the first pass is stored and sampled as a 3D texture in GPU memory (Jönsson et al. n.d.).
3.5 Auditory feedback and sound propagation
The sound modelling and preprocessing for further analysis uses various techniques and
physical models. Those models are defined in the context of how human auditory system
perceives and extract meaningful cues from complex sound wave produced by a set of
the vibrating objects with different locations in acoustic environment vibrations. The area
explores the relations between such approaches as modelling with a second law of Newton
(Leonard & Villeneuve 2019), digital signal processing (Smith 1997), (Anwar & Sung 2009)
and sound propagation (Smith 1992), (Murphy et al. 2007), (Elorza 2006).
The digital signal processing establishes the core principles of the linear system and
convolution for sound modelling. The technique is a conventional tool for sound wave
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decomposition and analysis as well as a synthesis of new sounds. Research in area emphasises
the technique related to physical processes of sound propagation. The problem area often
adapts computer graphics techniques with consideration of differences in light and sound
transport. Also, sound modelling uses the second law of Newton to synthesise a sound
as a result of forces generated during user interaction and compute parameters of a linear
system. The area of computational auditory scene analysis explores how user auditory
system performs automatic decomposition of a complex sound wave performing the inverse
procedure that via based on the above principles. The sonification area uses the human ability
to perceive, extract a wide range of auditory features and associate them with properties
of objects under study and design the techniques according to the established principles of
auditory scene analysis.
In this section, we concentrate on the principles of complex sound wave decomposition in
the frequency domain and spatial properties interpretation. We discuss how those properties
are formed by the physical process of propagation within geometry and further "decoded" by
a human auditory system that "reverses" the process.
Below we consider:
1. Mathematical foundation of processing sounds with a complex frequency domain and
spatial properties based on the digital signals representation
2. Physically-based sound synthesis and the role of sound propagation in various models.
We discuss the basics of formation of sound wave frequency domain characteristics.
3. Basic principles of spatial sound modelling as a result of propagation and interaction
with various geometry, including both acoustic environment and listener. We discuss
computer ray-tracing technique application aspects in modelling the above interaction
4. The analysis of sound waves in an area of auditory scene analysis and how the design
of sonification techniques takes advantage of the area.
3.5.1 Core principles of sound modelling and analysis
How we perceive and "identify" auditory objects is an area of constant research (Hermann
et al. 2011). In everyday life, by listening to the music we group auditory objects by timbre
and pitch sound characteristics and distinguish the separate music instrument. We can tune
our focus to individual sound of just one auditory object and track it (Hermann et al. 2011).
We also perceive the complex sound produced by many auditory objects (music instruments)
as a whole and understand the entire picture that can be a musical composition. Thus we
can analyse both "big picture" represented with several auditory objects and concentrate
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on detailed analysis of particular features. Moreover, we can extract the spatial positions
of auditory objects from the sound. The principles of processing of the input signals and
extracting information by human auditory system processing are related to digital sound
processing techniques, such as Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) and convolution. Also, the
sound synthesis uses those techniques in combination with the laws of physics to generate the
most realistic, accurate and rich sound waves. Let us discuss the basic principles of digital
sound processing.
Conventionally digital audio signals have discrete representation that can be formed by
sampling continuous signals with regular intervals of time (Cook 2002). The preprocessing
and modelling of audio feedback directly operates sampled waves and takes into account
their discrete nature, especially on stages of re-sampling and interpolation. Similarly to other
discrete representations, the quality and antialising issues of auditory stimuli generation are
defined by Nyquist theorem and directly related to a range of frequencies auditory system
can perceive. For this and several other reasons discussed later, the complex sound waves
are often decomposed into separate bandwidths (frequency ranges)(Cook 2002, Essl et al.
2004) that are processed differently. The digital signal processing technique that operates
the sampled representations is based on principles of linearity of these discreet systems that
establish the principles of homogeneity and superposition and the entire system does not
change its behaviour with time (Cook 2002). Linear Time-Invariant Systems (LTI) is a core
of auditory perception, analysis and sound modelling principles. Those principles also define
sonification area by proving the efficiency of sonification techniques.
The interaction of the input signal with a linear time-invariant system can be described as
a decomposition of separate impulse responses: the convolution of input with an impulse
response of LTI. The input sequence x(n) is decomposed into time-ordered set of weighted
impulses δ (n) (type of basic sequence) and output sequence y(n) is presented with weighted
impulse responses h(n):
x(n) = x0δ (n−1)+ x2δ (n−2)+ ..+ xmδ (n−M) (3.13)
where
δ (n) =
1,n = 00,n ̸= 0 (3.14)
y(n) = x0h(n−1)+ x2h(n−2)+ ..+ xmh(n−M) (3.15)
Convolution allows decomposing signal for analysis or modelling of new sound waves
with predefined properties. The technique allows performing such operations as cancelling or
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Figure 3.10: Scheme of input convolution with LTI impulse response. Image from Cook
(2002)
adding new sounds or correcting the quality of old recordings (Signal Processing Essentials
2005). Convolution parameters (acoustic impulses response) can be recorded or computed
as a result of the physical process of propagation/interaction of sound in the geometry of
acoustic environment (room, concert hall, etc.) (Elorza 2006) or human auditory systems
(Röber et al. 2006). Sound spatial properties are formed as a result of propagation and allow
localisation of several auditory objects in space.
The other technique for sound analysis and modelling relates to the perception of a
periodical component of complex sound waves. We can further decompose and analyse
the complex sounds produced by vibrating objects in frequency domain (Cook 2002). The
frequency spectrum (harmonic diagram) can be extracted from the recorded sound produced
by a real object with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The spectrum provides the information
to synthesise similar sounds quite accurately with the use of noise, oscillators, envelopes
and filters (Bonneel et al. 2008). This model of generated by vibrating sound wave reflects
auditory perception aspects, as a human auditory system in the analysis of complex sounds
performs a complex signal processing(Pressnitzer & Gnansia 2005) and acts like FFT (Moore
2012).
Precise modelling of sound wave requires consideration of all propagation paths and
the human auditory system can process and compare such auditory rays for analysis (see
section 3.5.4). Sound modelling for interactive environments can include such procedures
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to describe how sound is formed by a vibrating object with sound synthesis (Cook 2002);
how it propagates through the geometry of acoustic environment, i.e. acoustics modelling;
how the sound wave that reaches the listener interacts with his auditory system so the user
perceives spatial properties of sound and locates the auditory source (Takala & Hahn 1992).
For these areas the sound propagation plays a crucial role.
3.5.2 Physically based sound synthesis
Sound synthesis often relies on physics principles. The waveguide approach binds the
aspects of conventional digital filters applied to the physical process of separate waves
propagation (Smith 1997), (Smith 1992),(Murphy et al. 2007), (Duyne & Smith 1993). A
general algorithm for synthesizing sound, the modal resonant filters decompose complex
sound generation into a linear system those coefficients and parameters are computed as a
result generated by interaction forces (O’Brien et al. 2002), (Bonneel et al. 2008), (van den
Doel & K. Pai 2003). Research in this area (Essl 2002) demonstrates the relation between
such decomposition and propagation in vibrating objects geometry. Let us discuss some
aspects of those techniques and how a frequency domain of complex sound wave is formed
on the base of those principles.
Mass spring system for deformations modelling Let us consider the model of the vi-
brating object with deformations occurring as a result of to applied forces. From human
perception’s point of view, there are visual deformations, for example, soft body deformations,
and deformations that can not be seen, but we hear them, such as rigid body deformations.
The mass-spring model is often used to model both the deformations in computer graphics
and oscillating systems in sound synthesis and haptic rendering (Payandeh & Azouz 2001).
Below, we use the mass-spring model as a reference to outline the features of the defor-
mations modelling, physical-based sound synthesis and haptic feedback modelling have in
common.
A simple mechanical system is presented in Fig. 3.11
Due to Newton’s second law, the equation, describing such a system is:
− k ·d −m ·g− c · dx
dt





Fs = k · x (3.17)
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Figure 3.11: Mass/spring system. Image from Cook (2002)





Fd damping force, that reflects the loss against motion and c damping coefficient
Fg =−g ·m (3.19)
Fg is a gravity force. It is neglected sometimes.
The main advantage of the model is that it allows describing displacement dependence
on applied external force.
The time-dependent solution to the presented simple system is:











As a result of applied external force (displacement d0), the system returns to equilibrium
without oscillating or oscillates with amplitude gradually decreasing to zero or with a natural
frequency.
There is a relation between conventional digital sound processing techniques and gen-
eral numerical approaches to model complex vibrating/deforming systems via mass/spring
systems. As described in Cook (2002), the solution for a basic model can be approximated
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with digital filters. In introduced above mechanical mass/spring system, the oscillations are
approximated with standard infinite response filter (IIR) filter, those parameters depend on
mass, stiffness and damping coefficients, and the use of initial impulse as input. The sound
produced by 2D and 3D vibrating systems those deformations are represented with mechan-
ical mass/spring system can also be modelled with similar 2D and 3D digital waveguide
systems (Duyne & Smith 1993), (of York n.d.), (Hacihabiboglu et al. 2008).
Modal synthesis The conventional technique to approximate a real-life sound is based on
(Fast Fourier Transform) FFT analysis. In basic case the sound is approximated as a sum of
partials, modal modes N’, that can be extracted with audio signal processing techniques like





ak · e−αk·t · sin(wk ∗ t) (3.21)
where sin(wk ∗ t) are oscillations of modes with frequencies wk, e−αk∗t - oscillations attenua-
tion in time.
In terms of sound produced by an auditory object (that can be a music instrument), its
vibrations are a sum of "modes" characterising object’s geometry and internal properties
through the sound. The modal synthesis approach takes advantage of this idea and states
that the frequencies of the modes do not change for an object (van den Doel & K. Pai 2003).
Only the coefficients are weighted as a result of the place of interaction and applied force.
Such modes are obtained experimentally by the processing of the recorded sounds (Ren et al.
2013) or analytically via consideration of the relation between a set of modes and sound
propagation paths in geometry (Essl 2002). Let us consider the details.
We can approximate the physical object geometry and internal structure with one of the
methods of discretization (finite element, finite differences) and model the displacement
of each node to compute sound produced by the vibrating object. In O’Brien et al. (2002)
demonstrates that as displacements for sound are small the following equation, representing
displacements dependence on the force, will describe the system:
K ·d +C · ḋ +M · d̈ = f (3.22)
where K,C,M are stiffness, damping and mass matrix and d is displacement vector. Lin-
ear algebra matrix transformations allow obtaining the equation that directly states that
forces depend on a set of oscillators, those parameters are defined with a diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues. The equation states that those oscillators, conventionally modelled with
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mass-spring-damper system, do not interact with each other O’Brien et al. (2002) . The
system can be decomposed into modes of certain frequencies and only initial amplitude and
attenuation parameters are changing. This property is often referred to as "modal shapes".
The eigenvalues for modes depend on stiffness and mass for each mode.
The conventional rigid-body simulation can be deployed to compute objects deformation
modes or finite element methods to explicitly model the response of an object to external
forces and generate audio as a result of computed surface behaviour O’Brien et al. (2002).
The additional post-processing with filters extracts the range of produced frequencies within
the human-perceived range.
The modal synthesis idea also is extended with the concept of modal resonant filters (Cook
2002), that can be used as an alternative to complex mass/spring systems (see paragraph
3.5.2 below ). The general decomposition scheme is presented in Fig. 3.12.
Figure 3.12: Modal resonant filter based synthesis, schematic representation from Cook
(2002)
Digital waveguide synthesis One of the aspects of physically-based modelling is a con-
sideration of how sound propagates through space. This propagation may consider sound
acoustics area (considered in next section), modelling how sound travels through space to
calculate impulse response, or sound synthesis area, where the waveguide approach used to
model sounds being produced by objects (Cook 2002).
The start point for digital waveguide synthesis is a travelling wave solution for plucked
string. The general solution described in Smith (1992) for sampled plucked string travelling
wave y(x, t) can be represented as a sum of rightgoing yr(x− ct) and leftgoing yl(x+ ct)
waves in Fig. 3.13 (a).
In the digital domain, that operates "sampled waves" the solution of the travelling wave
can be formulated through spatial samples or digital delay lines. For the variables x, t




Figure 3.13: Simulation of ideal string a) Basic idea of describing string through travelling
wave components y(x, t) = yr(x−ct)+yl(x+ct). b) A schematic representation of travelling
wave components as string is picked through time c) Waveguide string model with loss
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changing x−> xm = mX ,t−> tn = nT , where X = cT . y+ righgoing component and y− is
leftgoing component, the physical output is:
y(tn,xm) = y+(n−m)+ y−(n+m).
In other words, a string displacement at sampling point xm is equal to upper and lower
rails at position m along with delay-line pair (Smith 1992).
Those right and left waves are a source of the initial impulse. Considering the boundary
and initial conditions, such as a pick position, fixed edges, etc., we get the description of
those travelling waves in time (see Fig. 3.13 (b) ). In lossless case, a travelling wave between
two points in the medium can be simulated using a digital delay line as the initial conditions
are injected through input x(n). In a general case, the losses and dispersion are lumped at
discrete points (Smith 1992),(Cook 2002).
The Fig. 3.13 (c) summarise the idea of waveguide technique of modelling vibrating
string, that is described in Cook (2002). The -1 at left models the wave reflection with the
inversion of the wave displacement (fixed string edges, like a guitar string). The -.99 on right
models an amount of loss that happens due to internal damping, viscous losses, etc.
The basic idea of the 1D digital waveguide described above was extended for cases of
sound propagation in 2D Meshes (Duyne & Smith 1993),(Murphy et al. 2007), that is the
case of modelling sound propagation in plates and membranes and has a potential for 3D
modelling (Savioja & Välimäki 2002, of York n.d., Hacihabiboglu et al. 2008).
The Essl (2002) extends the idea to the banded digital waveguide, that states that each
mode is activated by travelling ray and final obtained sound depend on the ray path. The
final signal is a contribution of all modes. The approach in Cook (2002) unites the ideas
introduced in modal and waveguide synthesis. Banded waveguides use sampling in time,
space and frequency, as each mode is modelled with a bandpass filter and a delay line.The
main advantage of digital waveguide approach as its computation is quite efficient in terms
of time and it allows obtaining quite good results (Kapur et al. 2015),(Cook 2002).
The methods used in the digital waveguide and modal synthesis may seem quite similar.
However, as summarised in Essl (2002), modal synthesis is based on filters and use of delay
lines and bidirectional delay lines, combined with filters use is the main characteristic of
Waveguide synthesis.
3.5.3 3D spatial sound computation
Basic techniques of computation of sound that is produced by a vibrating object (can be a
musical instrument) are zero-dimensional as they take into account only frequency component
and ignore spatial component(Cook 2002). However, the spatial component is crucial for such
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areas as computation of sound in acoustic environments (Murphy et al. 2007) or computation
of binaural sound.
Depending on problem and level of realism the research used either the 3D structured
waveguide meshes or more simple concept of 3D ray propagation paths (Cook 2002). The
latter approach uses the propagation similar to computer graphics ray-tracing and mixes
it with conventional digital sound processing techniques to address the problem-specific
features: individual ray paths are modelled as delay lines, attenuation spreads linearly with
distance, etc.
3.5.3.1 Modelling 3D sound propagation through environment
The similarities between sound propagation and visual stimuli rendering are of particular
interest in this research. As stated in Takala & Hahn (1992), the principles of light and sound
propagation are very similar. They share the wave nature. A wave equation is a general





The propagation of sound and light follows the Huygens principle, that states that every
point on a wavefront acts as a spherical wave source. The intensity I at distance r as function





Absorption happens during propagation in air and is described with distance-dependent
amplitude exponential attenuation or attenuation as a result of contact with objects. In Elorza
(2006) it is described with the equation, similar to those that can model light absorption
mechanisms that it passes through semitransparent objects:
A(d) = Aini exp−md (3.25)
,where absorption coefficient α depends on angle o incidence A = Aini(1−α) .
The modelling of realistic sound with sound wave propagation is computationally expen-
sive because it considers all complex interaction with various objects (Röber et al. 2007). A
simplification can be made that neglects the wave nature of sound and makes the process very
similar to optical properties modelling and rendering in computer graphics. The approach
allows real-time spatial sound modelling in interactive environments(VRWorks - Audio 2018).
Let us discuss the foundation of such techniques.
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Sound propagation through the environment can be conveniently modelled in terms of
transmitted energy and similarly to optical properties modelling. Following the similarities
in light and sound propagation, an acoustic rendering equation was proposed as a time-
dependent extension of Kajiya’s rendering equation (Siltanen et al. 2007). The outgoing
time-dependent acoustic radiance from point x in direction w j is calculated as:







See Fig.3.7 for similar optic terms in Kajiya’s rendering equation 3.5 in section 3.4.1.2
and basic notation used. Here:
l(x,ω j) - ongoing acoustic radiance from x’ in direction of ω j
l0(x,ω j) - initial emitted acoustic radiance from x in direction of ω j that in case of area
sound source represent the radiance emitted by the surface (can be compared to optical term
Le(x,ω j)). For details on calculation for area, point and omnidirectina point sound sources
see (Siltanen et al. 2007)
R(x,x′,ω j) = v(x,x′)∗ρ( x−x
′
|x′−x| ,ω j;x
′)∗g(x,x′) is a reflection kernel in acoustic equation.
As the reflection occurs from point x via point x’ into direction w j, a reluctance function
includes a visibility and geometry term:
v(x,x′) a visibility term (similar to optical term)
g(x,x′) acoustic geometry term (similar to optical term), but contains an acoustic prop-
agation operator: S|x′− x|. The operator takes into account speed of sound c and distance
between points x’ and x and as demonstrated in (Siltanen et al. 2007) can be applied to
impulse δ (t) to compute the response of impulse energy in reflections with absorption and as
a result used for computation of propagation effects for any initial sound with delays based
on reflection paths lengths(see discussion on linear system properties in section 3.5.1).
ρ(Ωi,Ωo;x) - an acoustic Bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) at point
x for incident angle Ωi of -wi direction between normal on object surface at x, and outgoing
angle Ωo between -wi and normal on object surface at x’.
S is a set of all surface points in the enclosure.
Thus terms in equation 3.26 above are distance-dependent, as they are expressed via
neighbour points x and x’ as wave travels and sound speed dependent due to propagation
operator S.
At any point, the receiver detects a sum of direct and reflected sound energy that has
reached him by a particular time t. The model in equation 3.26 is a justification of geometric
acoustic modelling methods, like image source methods and ray-tracing. The model allows a
sound material interpretation of how an object interacts with a sound wave or acoustic condi-
tions of surface(Savioja & Svensson 2015) and allows the computation of time-dependence
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of the impulse response (acoustic) of the acoustic environment depending on the position of
source/sources and receiver or listener.
Like the light, modelling sound propagation with ray-based methods can consider only
primary (direct illumination) or primary with secondary rays (global illumination) (Röber
et al. 2007) (see Fig. 3.16 ). To calculate the secondary sound waves, the algorithms of
Monte-Carlo path tracing and beam tracing are used for better sound rendering (Funkhouser
et al. 1998). Depending on the considered problem, the complexity of ray-tracing is be
reduced and in some cases, the secondary rays can be removed for simplicity whilst still
allowing to synthesize the good physically-based sound (O’Brien et al. 2001). Computation
of properties of acoustic environments (concert halls, etc.) conventionally split the process
into three steps (Gardner et al. 2000): a direct sound that is similar to the computation of
objects "visibility" in conventional visual ray-tracing; early reflections that can be compared
to ambient occlusion (AO) approximations of illumination from nearby surfaces and late
reverberations (fully global illumination). For the case of acoustic rendering such division
also is important not only for simplification introduced to remove part procedures that
describe high computational expensiveness bring a little increase in quality but the fact
that those free types of reflections demand consideration of different processes that should
be addressed for sparse and dense sound reflections produced on second and third stage
accordingly (Chen et al. 2007).
Thus, similarly to geometric optics that neglects the fitness of the wavelength (Ament
2014), the geometric acoustic methods apply the same idea. However, despite similarities
with light, the research considers several assumptions for sound propagation that is different
nevertheless, such as:
1. Sound travels slower than light and we can perceive its time dependence as it interacts
with objects. The sound propagation time dependence is the main feature that should
be taken into account as one model sound propagation through the environment, or
how the final signal is formed from initial impulse in a vibrating object.
2. Unlike light propagation modelling, sound modelling is considered a large area of
time-dependent frequency bands (Röber et al. 2007). This difference in the light and
sound perception results in two ways of modelling the sound. Model sound propagation
for lower frequency waves is modelled as a wave, while middle and higher frequencies
ranges are modelled with geometry techniques with the sound is treated as a ray or
directed line segment. Geometric approach results in the suggestion that sound waves
are much smaller than the obstacles in the scene unless the obstacles are too small and
can be ignored (Funkhouser et al. 1998).
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3. Most materials have specular properties for sound waves, so unlike for light interaction,
specular reflections dominate diffuse ones (Funkhouser et al. 1998).
3.5.3.2 Sound-listener interaction
Headphone based sound specialization systems for exploration of sounds in space is one of
the most often used as it does not demand expensive hardware. The system takes advantage
of the Head Related Transfer Function(HRTF).
Human are able to localise objects in 3D space due to sound wave interaction with human
ear (see Fig.3.14 (a)), head and torso (see Fig.3.14 (b)). The main perceptional cues for 3D
localisation are interaural differences in time and level, spectral, distance and dynamic cues
evaluated as a result of propagation to left and right ear (Huang & Benesty 2004) (see Fig.
3.14(a) and Fig. 3.15). Ideally HRTF is computed for user (Gardner 1994), (Röber et al.
2006) function of direction, distance and frequency that is defined as Fourier Transform of
head-related impulse responce (HRIR) (frequency domain view).
Figure 3.14: Impulse response for ear modelled as a result of propagation(a) and entire
scheme for HRIR ray-tracing (b). Images from (Röber et al. 2006)
Application of HRTF suggests extraction of HRIR coefficients and delays and sound
convolution. A sound source coordinates are matched with HRTF coordinates and HRIR
coefficients and delays are interpolated via bilinear interpolation as the measurements are
discrete (Wu & Yu 2016). The sound pressure for left and right ears HL and HR (see Fig.
3.15).
HL =
PL(r,θ ,φ , f )
P0(r, f )
,HR =
PR(r,θ ,φ , f )
P0(r, f )
(3.27)
where sound source is defined with spherical coordinates (r,θ ,φ), PL and PR complex sound
pressure at the entrance of left and right ear and P0 is complex sound pressure at centre of
listeners head.
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Figure 3.15: HRTF scheme
For simplicity, the virtual environments use a general, not individually computed HRTF
(Wenzel et al. 1993, Wu & Yu 2016). Moreover, research introduces additional simplifications.
The main problem of precise modelling of total 3D spatial sound is its computational
expensiveness. The model considers interactions that occur in the spatial environment and
interaction with user (Röber et al. 2006) and precise model considers all interactions (apply
convolutions) that form the 3d output. The direct HRTF application of such a binaural
display yields a computational cost that scales linearly with several sound sources (Adams &
Wakefield 2005). Similarly to light sources, the realistic simulations require consideration of
the shape and orientation of sound source (Elorza 2006) that may lead to additional challenges.
For the problem of visual stimuli rendering, this is beyond interactive techniques and is
an area of constant recent research (Moreau & Clarberg 2019),(Wyman 2020). For sound,
the problem imposes an additional challenge on the stage of consideration sound/listener
interaction for several auditory objects that can move in space (Adams & Wakefield 2005).
Computation of sound spatial properties for big amount of auditory objects localised in
different areas of acoustic environment is not straightforward as in addition to ray-tracing
impose HTRF application challenges (Adams & Wakefield 2005, Chanda et al. 2006).
Conventionally, the interactive environments introduce simplifications to address the
problem. The propagation of sound in the environment or "room effect" was included as a
part of HRTF, although the technique assumes HRTF adjustment for dynamic environments
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Figure 3.16: Reverbation paths. Image from Funkhouser et al. (1998)
(Barrass & Vickers 2011). Multiple sound sources grouping/clustering approaches were
considered in (Chanda et al. 2006), (Adams & Wakefield 2005).
3.5.4 Auditory analysis of generated sound wave
The main requirement to traditional Volume Rendering transfer function (Kniss et al. 2002) is
to highlight features of interest via optical attributes, which normally are colour and opacity.
Similarly, the auditory model considers the mappings that allow the user to perform analysis
with perceived sound wave properties. Depending on the type of auditory mappings, the
mixture of sounds reaches the user’s ears. The human auditory system processes sound
mixture for further interpretation and analysis.
An area of Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA) forms a general background for analysis
with auditory stimuli. The area considers how the user perceives the sound, automatically
performs such procedures as segregation, integration, considers memory issues in performing
those procedures and final interpretation of auditory stimuli (A.S. Bregman 1990),(Sussman
2017),(Sussman 2005). Such areas as hearing aids design, sonification (McGookin &
Brewster 2004), music processing (Brown & Cooke 1994) take advantage of those concepts
to improve and justify their techniques. As stated in (A.S. Bregman 1990) the user applies
ASA principles in two steps:
1. Acoustic signal is decomposed into ’sensory components’, that are likely to have
been produced by the same event with one or several activated simultaneously sound
sources.
2. The user automatically groups obtained sensory component into structures that are
processed and interpreted conventionally on a higher level. For grouping, an associative
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knowledge of familiar patterns or directly acoustic data is used ( "schema driven" and
"primitive") (A.S. Bregman 1990).
The principles of ASA play an essential role in the design of auditory tools and are a
justification of the principles of sonification techniques (McGookin & Brewster 2004). Let
us consider a particular class of approaches to auditory mappings, that take advantage of
music theory (Trainor 2015a) and commonly referenced as musical systems (Neuhoff 2011).
Musical systems are one of the most well studied by ASA approaches (Trainor 2015b) and is
the most structured auditory cognitive representations (Neuhoff 2011).
The approach is extremely flexible in terms of establishing relationships between the
auditory mapping and their further perception/interpretation aspects for the users with
different level of musical training, starting with no musical experience at all. Such approaches
take advantage of the musical experience or a more common user experience of orchestra
sound (A.S. Bregman 1990). For orchestra sound, the user automatically separates into
several streams related to musical instruments, may neglect the background noise. An
average user ear performs basic segregation in everyday life. Moreover, users with music
training can "extract" the sound patterns and interpret them as music scores. The area of
functional ear training establishes the rules to teach musicians to perform such lower-level
analysis of music and recognise and extract from sound such music concepts as "chord
sequences"(Trainor 2015a).
If an auditory analysis is considered for an untrained user, the basic auditory dimensions
are pitch, loudness and timbre (Neuhoff 2011). The auditory parameters are defined by
physical characteristics of a sound wave such as fundamental frequency, amplitude or
physical intensity and contribution of a sum of partials into a sound wave. As we have
considered in section 3.5.2 are shaped via modal and/or digital waveguide techniques.
The complex sound wave that reaches our ears as a result of vibrations of several objects,
where the vibration of each object consist of several sub-waves of partials. Our auditory
system (Cook 1999) extracts fundamental frequency that is perceived as pitch or tone and
contribution of a sum of partials that form sound quality or timbre characteristic. The last
can be described as a sound characterising a particular music instrument that it is producing.
We can rewrite equation 3.21 for the vibration produced single auditory object in the
following form for all its modal oscillations:




a j · e−α j·t · sin(wi jt) (3.28)
Here, the sound wave fundamental frequency wi is directly perceived as pitch and another
sum of partials that form timbre characteristic that distinguishes the music instrument.
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Among them there are "harmonics", the frequencies related to fundamental as w j = jẇi,
where j = 1,2..N. The harmonics support the pitch perception (Trainor 2015b).
A basilar membrane in human ear automatically performs a sort of Fourier analysis,
decomposing a complex sound into frequency components such as in equation 3.21 and
maintain them separate channels and further reintegrate them once again in cortex to associate
with a sound produced by a particular auditory object with pitch and timbre (Zatorre 1988,
Trainor 2015b).
On a basic level, the music systems organise the musical pitch into tonal structures, where
the listeners operate and analyse the intervals between two or more pitches of sound waves.
Such organisations are studied in music theory as tones within musical scales (Lerdahl 1988).
The scale establishes the rules of how each note of the scale is related to the others in terms
of pitch relations (Balzano & Clynes 1982). Similarly, the music training techniques often
take advantage of the human ability to remember the entire pattern a distinguish the unique
interval relationships between each note in the scale and the central one - the tonic (Benbassat
n.d., Balzano & Clynes 1982).
The rules of combinations of such tone sequences are an essential part of composition
and improvisation. For music systems, assuring that generation of sequences of sound ques
is happening according to music scales establishes the formal structure for effective auditory
interface building and further analysis and interpretation of auditory stimuli (Vickers & Alty
2002), (Jordan & Shepard 1987).
Moreover, the established rules of perception of intervals between pitches are a basis
for technique further extension with much more complex mappings to complex sounds
produced by several vibration objects at the same time. The human auditory system is
capable of extracting pitches associated with fundamental frequencies wi and grouping them






Such mappings provide an additional auditory dimension for perception and analysis,
although the complexity is limited by user musical training and experience (Neuhoff et al.





In total the human ability to operate and analyse familiar auditory patterns (Winkler et al.
2009), including tonal ones (Watson et al. 1975) much depends on memory issues (Bianco
et al. 2020).
The musical systems also have proved to be highly flexible for cross stimuli visual-
auditory interpretations and analysis(Brown et al. 2015). For analysis, a set of feature-based
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sensory representations should provide insight into object properties. Often visual and
auditory sensory stimuli processing is compared together via Gestalt rules that allow grouping
low-level features into visual (Ben-Av et al. 1992) and auditory (A.S. Bregman 1990) objects.
The later is referenced as ASA and grouping principles are based on similarities on the
temporal or melodic level, coherent changes in loudness, frequency and harmony.
The approach can be further augmented with consideration of several auditory objects,
in general case dynamic. We recognise and distinguishes several simultaneously vibrating
auditory objects not only due to decomposition to harmonics (Trainor 2015b) that we have
discussed above, but as well operate spatial sound properties that are formed as a result of
propagation in an acoustic environment. The wave that is generated as a result of several
sound sources the user can localise those objects spatial positions, track them in space, etc.
Light and sound in the environment can be automatically transformed into a set of cues,
associated with spatial substructures of complex objects such as heterogeneous structure.
Those properties can be further interpreted according to user subjective real-world visual and
auditory experience.
3.6 Interactive exploration and multimodal feedback
3.6.1 Overview
Multi-sensory interactive exploration is conventionally used to overcome the limitations of
conventional visual analysis (Moloney et al. 2018). For complex phenomena analysis, the
introduction of multisensory stimuli can enhance the conventional user interactive exploration
of complex phenomena, such as facilitation of the analysis process via a selection of a region
of interest (ROI). The procedure is a conventional tool for getting insight into complex
phenomena (Lee et al. 2018) or handling initial complexity and replacement or refinement of
computationally expensive segmentation procedures (Laha & Bowman 2013).
The user interaction in the analysis of scientific heterogeneous objects can involve a
wide range of geometric interpretations, especially if the interaction with multi-dimensional
volume data is considered (Ward & Yang 2004),(Manssour et al. 2001). Also, the analysis of
scientific phenomena may involve the interactive measurements performed over the spatial
distribution of heterogeneous components or facilitation of collaboration and self-positioning
tasks (Donalek et al. 2014), (Goddard et al. 2018).
The conventional and multimodal user interaction in the context of visual analysis
operates one or several of the procedural blocks of the visualisation pipeline (Filtering,
Mapping, etc.) (Kalkofen et al. 2011), (Sua et al. 2015), (Roberts et al. 2014). In the general
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case, the process involves the interactive changes of visual properties (optical model) and
geometry in the virtual scene as a result of selection and manipulation tasks.
In this research, we consider the user exploration task in the context of conventional
techniques for interactive manipulation or measurements for heterogeneous phenomena:
1. Through a user interface (UI), by operating a numerical values/ranges of available data
attributes, virtual scene optical properties, etc. We are particularly interested in the
case of changing optical properties of visual-auditory scene (Zhou et al. 2012),(Kniss
et al. 2002).
2. Through introducing an interaction widget (Dai et al. 2013, Hanwell et al. 2015) or
avatar (Schwind et al. 2018, Hartling et al. 2004) that that in general case can be
arbitrary volume object. The last ones are used in modern research to provide a
complex spatial input that is not easily replicated (Hartling et al. 2004) or should reflect
specific features of interaction devices (Otaduy & Lin 2005).
The user interaction with volume objects within virtual reality environments is more chal-
lenging compared to surface objects (Kalarat & Koomhin 2019) as it is more computationally
demanding (Hänel et al. 2014),(Scholl et al. 2018).
Below we discuss the introduction of avatars and widgets that is a part of complex
user interaction, including hand-based interaction (Phillips et al. 2010) (Hoell et al. 2018)
that in modern research context involves gesture control devices such as Leap Motion
(Laha & Bowman 2014). The ray-casting is highlighted as a core of user interaction for
exploration of virtual objects, selection and manipulation tasks. Moreover, the interaction
with heterogeneous objects imposes a challenge of exploration of both volume and spatial
subdivision properties. The example of the second type of interaction uses ray-casting for
real-time measurements (Phillips et al. 2010) that can be a core of evaluation of specific
physical properties that are considered in phenomena simulation (Bryer et al. 2019).
We also explore the role of continuous multi-dimensional modelling with GPU accel-
eration to address the high update rate and sampling issues in modelling and rendering of
several sensory stimuli feedback. We discuss the general similarities that rendering to several
sensory stimuli shares as well as bottlenecks reflected in various multi-sensory research areas
that can be crucial as simultaneous rendering to several sensory stimuli is considered.
3.6.2 Widgets and avatars
In virtual, augmented and mixed environments the multi-sensory feedback often accom-
panies basic user interactions just as a simple notification. The users have difficulties in
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understanding how interaction occurs only due to visual information as multi-sensory cues
that are present in the real environment are not integrated into virtual. The understanding and
perception of interaction process highly depends on a conventional for scientific visualisation
concept of widget (Kniss et al. 2001) or more extended concept of avatar (Schwind et al.
2018),(Hartling et al. 2004) , that represents a virtual copy of the interacting object in physical
space, such as interacting haptic device (Otaduy & Lin 2005), hand (Cakmak et al. 2020) or
a real person (Leyrer et al. 2011)
The user interaction starts from the identifying of virtual space and a physical environ-
ment relationship and where user interaction takes place and positioning of 3D objects such
as interaction cursor or avatar. Within the considered virtual scene perception paradigm
(Backhaus et al. 2019),(Silva et al. 2019) and the demanded precision of multisensory inter-
action, there also can be tracking of one or several additional devices. The devices provide
information necessary for rendering into sensory stimuli, such as the viewing direction for
visual stimuli or listener’s head position for auditory stimuli (Berger et al. 2018),(Hurter
et al. 2018). In general, the tracking procedure depends on the calibration of external device
(Nie et al. 2019, Sarkka et al. 2017) for estimation of parameters of an error model for
positioning in the current situation and for the current user. In consumer devices such as
eye-gaze (Silva et al. 2019) or gesture control devices (Cakmak et al. 2020) the procedure is
usually simplified. This allows the input devices to perform related measurements or track
interaction features in a real environment, such as position, orientation or more complex
point cloud data that describes an interacting volume to be reconstructed (Izadi et al. 2011)
that most often is human hand (Cakmak et al. 2020).
The user interaction is based on the combination of ray-casting and geometric modelling.
The process may involve such procedures as collision detection, geometry free form defor-
mations (Seyb et al. 2019a) and pointing operations. The ray-casting is the most common
technique for pointing and manipulation (Baloup et al. 2019, Nukarinen et al. 2018). The
viewer position in 3D space that is modelled with a virtual camera positioning. In a basic
case we obtain the 3D position of the cursor by transforming its 2D coordinates in the camera
image plane. Pointing eye-rooted techniques (Argelaguet et al. 2008) also compute the
ray-casting direction depending on eye viewing direction, in other words, the virtual camera
orientation. This parameter can be obtained with head-tracking, eye-tracking devices or
conventionally is defined by mouse input(Saket & Endert 2018). The gestures highly depend
on the ability of a self-location to coordinate head, arm, fingers. Current gesture control and
VR systems actively use ray casting methods based on different parts of the body, most often
head and hand tracing (Argelaguet et al. 2008). A mid-air pointing direction that is one of
the main gestures and virtual object selection and derived by ray-casting and further error
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compensation models improve this direction (Schwind et al. 2018). Also, machine learning
techniques (Fiebrink & Cook 2010) are used for improving the stability of the system.
After the positioning parameters are identified, the selection and manipulation with an
object and multisensory rendering are executed. A sense of presence and engagement with
the immersive virtual world is possible only due to high quality real-time multi-sensory
feedback computation. The procedure often involves computationally expensive geometric
modelling. The multisensory rendering for user interaction considers the shape of cur-
sor/avatar (Otaduy & Lin 2005). The realistic sound and haptic feedback computations
take advantage of the second Newton law or Hooks law for simulating the real-life user
exploration process. Collision detection and computation of the parameters of "assumed
penetration" (Zilles & Salisbury 1995) , (Ruspini et al. 1997) (see Fig. ??) into object is used
to compute distance/displacement parameters that are directly used within force-dependent
haptic/ auditory rendering model. As a result of collision detection, a force is computed
for each contact point and feedback is described by the amount of penetration and object
behaviour (non-rigid, rigid). The simple model considers avatar as point object for a Hooks
law based interaction model (Otaduy & Lin 2005) (see Fig. ??). More realistic models take
advantage of mass-spring-damper (McNeely et al. 1999) and depend on the geometry and
properties of the interaction avatar as the collision parameters computed for several contact
points (6DOF rendering).
As we discuss later, the time-dependent nature of user interaction has to be taken into
account and continuous modelling should be performed to address the quality issues of
multi-sensory rendering. Below we discuss the aspects of multi-dimensional geometric
modelling in user interaction procedures (Xu & Barbic 2017).
3.6.3 Continuous multi-dimensional modelling and sampling issues in
real-time user interaction
Similarly to conventional visual stimuli rendering, the quality issues of multisensory feedback
are related to sampling issues that are stressed on geometry modelling and rendering stages.
The real-time multi-sensory rendering is often challenging due to the need of the high update
rate in the context of computationally expensive procedures execution and as a bidirectional
task (Rubin 2016).
The haptic and auditory stimuli are more demanding than visual one. Compared to visual
rendering 30Hz update rate, the good quality feedback in haptic rendering demands 1000Hz
and auditory 44,100 Hz. Sound and tactile feedback are both perceived in time and as a
result of pressure or displacement and share a lot in common in terms of representation and
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rendering (Rubin 2016), (Strohmeier & Hornbæk 2017). The output representations for
visual/auditory and tactile stimuli are discrete and often use the digital sampled sound wave
representation (Freeman et al. 2017) or deploy the principles of acoustic radiation force that
is a core of ultrasound haptic devices and tactile model it renders (Long et al. 2014).
In the context of bidirectional tasks and cross-modal rendering, when quality depends
on algorithms efficiency, the efficiency of rendering to several sensory stimuli and features
and limitations of output devices, the high update rate related issues are not easy to control.
The problem is addressed with the active combination of the GPU acceleration structures
(Salisbury et al. 2004) and GPU geometric modelling (Xu & Barbič 2014, Van & Bergen
2004) . With simultaneous rendering to several sensory stimuli, one can observe accumulation
of the sampling-related issues that appear on various stages of analysis pipeline. User
interaction involves real-time geometry modelling and stresses limitations of resolution-
dependent or sampled representations Fuhrmann & Sobottka (2003) arise. Moreover, the
problem demands consideration of the time-dependent nature of user interaction that involves
a multi-dimensional continuous representations (Xu & Barbič 2014). For high-quality
tracking of avatar/virtual scene interaction event, a sweeping of avatar surface trajectory is
computed to avoid "slipping" into small gaps or the "tunnelling" effect (Xu & Barbic 2017).
The model uses multidimensional modelling and projection into 3D space to detect the exact
time of contact within a specified time interval.
As discussed above, the implicit, SDF and voxel representations are very convenient
for geometry modelling tasks with high-resolution requirements (Crassin 2011). Within the
context of high requirements of multi-sensory rendering and multi-dimensional geometry
modelling (Pasko et al. 2001) these two are most often used representations. The SDF repre-
sentation is a convenient tool to address continuous collision detection in haptic rendering
(Xu & Barbic 2017) and is well known for its flexibility in terms of interactive geometric
modelling. The crucial advantage of SDF representation is its conventional reliance on the
GPU implementation (Schmidt 2020),(Jiang et al. 2019) that allows efficient support for
wide range of computationally expensive operations. Similarly to more general implicit
representations, SDF can be defined procedurally (Schmidt 2020) , as an interpolation of
discrete field (He et al. 2020),(Frisken et al. 2000b), skeleton defined (Koschier et al. 2016)
or used to reconstruct the initial skeleton (Van Uitert & Bitter 2007),(Tang et al. 2020).
The latter category is also the most promising in terms of advantages of hybrid modelling.
Conventional implicit modelling with LOD is done on a base of subdivision-curves that are
used as a skeleton and allow for flexible control of local changes in blending and deformation
(Angelidis & Cani 2002). Such hybrid modelling allows for control of topology of the
shape and provide high flexibility for interactive modelling (Cani & Hornus 2001). The SDF
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modelling moreover can combine those advantages with specialised ray-tracing techniques to
design highly flexible and predictable deformation procedures as a result of user interaction
(Seyb et al. 2019b).
Many complex procedures involved in user interaction, such as collision detection, can be
treated as a ray-tracing problem combined with GPU geometric modelling accelerated with
conventional ray-tracing acceleration structures (Xu & Barbič 2014, Van & Bergen 2004).
Construction of BVH over geometry structure for effective collision detection is conventional
strategy (Wang et al. 2018), which might be not straightforward for dynamic geometry
modelled within spatial subdivision (Garanzha 2008, Pantaleoni & Luebke 2010). As it was
demonstrated in (Han et al. 2019), specifying a class of input geometries is a key to finding
the most optimal bounding volume structure for the procedure efficiency. To handle more
general cases of interaction and dynamic deformations (Tsai 2017), the implicit bounding
volumes were considered in (Nguyen 2006). The other approaches take advantage of several
layers of bounding volumes within acceleration structure (Han et al. 2019) to facilitate
intersection with complex geometry and combine the technique with geometric modelling
(Gourmel et al. 2010a). Initially applied for continuous surface reconstruction or modelling
tasks the techniques demonstrate acceleration ability not only in terms of optimal bounding
volumes construction but a reduction of the evaluation of complex geometry (Parulek & Viola
2012, Gourmel et al. 2010a) that is constructed on top of several elements. The potential
speed up mostly depends on the amount of reduced evaluation complexity (Gourmel et al.
2010a).
Thus the continuous, GPU accelerated multidimensional modelling is very convenient
real-time multi-sensory user interaction as it provides continuous functions for convenient
sampling to multi-sensory output only on rendering stage (Xu & Barbic 2017). In this terms,
the SDF representation is very convenient as it combines geometry modelling with the GPU
hierarchical structures acceleration (Lehericey et al. 2015) for more efficient evaluation of




The visualisation of multi-scale heterogeneous objects is challenging as it simultaneously
operates spatial subdivision and volume nature of multi-scale properties that are represented
differently The heterogeneous object’s representation is computed as a result of an experi-
mental study, computer simulation or can be modelled procedurally in such areas as digital
fabrication or additive manufacturing. Due to the multi-scale nature, geometry subdivision
with arbitrary dynamic changes, the support of increased complexity and precision of the
volume models is an essential requirement. In this work, we address the analysis complexity
with an introduction of auditory stimuli and consider a unified approach to the visual-auditory
analysis of heterogeneous objects.
As we have discussed in section 3.6 the introduction of additional sensory stimuli
emphasises the efficiency and quality issues that arise during conventional visualisation
of heterogeneous objects. The multisensory rendering in many aspects takes advantage of
computer graphics techniques and uses GPU acceleration structures from computer graphics
rendering pipeline with ray-tracing as well as ray-casting technique itself. The conventional
approaches employ structural 3D textures and rasterisation techniques and are not applicable
for heterogeneous objects as does not consider their heterogeneous nature. The quality issues
inevitably arise with an approximation of heterogeneous materials distribution as structured
data. The problem becomes more apparent for multi-scale heterogeneous objects that multi-
dimensional nature requires a combination of geometry modelling and rendering techniques.
The complex cases of real-time multimodal user interaction for heterogeneous structures
are also based on a GPU accelerated continuous multidimensional geometric modelling and
imposes high-efficiency requirements.
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Thus, compared to the conventional visual pipeline, the multisensory pipeline largely
depends on real-time interactive geometry and material modelling that is often implemented
in the context of the ray-tracing procedure (see section 3.6.3). For multi-scale heterogeneous
objects, the pipeline evaluation time grows with the introduction of dynamic features of
various scale. The multi-threading and deployment of distributed systems is a conventional
technique of high-performance visualisation to overcome many of the issues. However, the
introduction of the real-time multisensory feedback and volume visualisation of heteroge-
neous phenomena require the GPU-specific implementation of visual and auditory pipelines
to address the bottlenecks of the interactive visualisation.
In this chapter, we describe a unified theoretical approach to the interactive visual-
auditory analysis of a wide range of dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous structures that
address those challenges. In section 3.4.3 we have discussed how the modern ray-tracing
based computer graphics pipeline uses the concept of light propagation to provide the flexible
GPU solutions to address challenges in the rendering of heterogeneous volume objects.
Inspired by approaches and techniques that modern GPU hardware allows to deploy, we
introduce a unified approach to visual-auditory pipeline design, by taking advantage of
similarities in light and sound propagation and continuous multi-dimensional visual-auditory
scene modelling and rendering. We discuss the basic aspects of GPU-accelerated user
interaction with heterogeneous objects with the introduced framework as a tool to support
and facilitate the visual-auditory analysis via manipulation of both visual and auditory
information in the multi-sensory scene.
4.2 An approach to visual-auditory analysis
4.2.1 General scheme
The conventional goal of visualisation is getting an insight into phenomena the data represents
(Keim et al. 2008) by using visual stimuli. The design of visual pipeline design is a process
that establishes a sequence of mapping from numerical data input to a rendered image. In
this work, we consider the concept of light propagation as a core procedure in the design of a
visual analysis of the heterogeneous object. Moreover, we take advantage of similarities in
light and sound propagation to propose a unified approach to visual-auditory analysis.
As we have discussed in section 3.1 the visualisation pipeline structure is conventionally
represented with such blocks as "Data reading", "Mapping", "Rendering" and user analysis
of the visual stimuli. Let us consider those procedures and their input/output representation
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Figure 4.1: Visual auditory analysis process unified by concepts of light and sound propa-
gation (input as g(t),l(t),c(t), data - heterogeneous object initial data representation, remove
HV
on each stage of visual-auditory pipeline for a special case of heterogeneous objects (see Fig.
4.1).
By treating visual-auditory analysis as an extension of visual analysis we consider that
the user operates the obtained visual-auditory image to get insight into phenomena the object
represents (see Fig. 4.1, the procedure "Analysis"). The visual-auditory image is obtained as
a result of the rendering of 3D scene representation (see Fig. 4.1, the procedure "Rendering").
The 3D scene representation on other hand is obtained as a result of the mapping of initial
data (see Fig. 4.1, the procedure "Mapping").
We propose the following concepts to unify the entire approach and individual procedural
blocks.
Firstly, as we have discussed in sections 3.3, 3.6.3 , the core pipeline requirement
is continuous modelling in multi-dimensional space. This includes both multi-scale and
dynamic features of heterogeneous objects and the user interaction with complex data. We
consider a general case of visual-auditory scene modelling as the multidimensional object
in E3+n dynamic and multi-scale features space with further projection to E3 space and
visual-auditory rendering. Moreover, we treat visual-auditory scene itself as a heterogeneous
object with geometry G, optical Ao and auditory properties As modelled in multi-dimensional
space (see Fig. 4.1, the output representation "Visual-auditory scene"). For this, we use
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the HV model discussed in section 3.3.1 and the IC representation of spatial distribution of
materials in volumes discussed in section 3.3.2.
Secondly, the rendering to visual and auditory stimuli uses the concept of light and sound
propagation through a heterogeneous object that represents this scene. (see Fig. 4.1, the
procedure "Rendering"). The multi-dimensional representations are projected to 3D space as
a part of the ray-casting procedure. The visualisation of heterogeneous objects implies that the
user analyses their properties via optical material distribution that is defined by subdivision
introduced by input data structure (see overview in section 3.4.3). Moreover, quality of
analysis highly depends on a rendering procedure that uses this subdivision and accumulates
optical property at each region (see section 3.4.4) ). Thus, the analysis of the visual-auditory
image (see Fig. 4.1, block "Analysis") can be decomposed into an analysis of optical and
auditory properties on individual subvolumes that are used to judge about properties of the
heterogeneous object in total. A rendering (see Fig. 4.1, block "Rendering") step evaluates
the process of the propagation of light or initial sound impulse through a heterogeneous
object. The procedure can be also decomposed into interaction with each individual volume
element within the heterogeneous subdivision and evaluation of light/subvolume or sound
impulse/subvolume interaction on optical or auditory materials distributions that is followed
by accumulation of the above interactions on entire propagation path. Thus, interpretation and
rendering concepts that are well established in volume rendering of heterogeneous objects
can be further extended to case of visual-auditory framework.
Moreover, we can review the design of visual-auditory pipeline as process driven entirely
by concepts of light and sound propagation. We consider subdivision defined by initial
data as a key for modelling of optical Ao and auditory As materials distributions that are
important for a mapping from initial data to visual-auditory scene (see Fig. 4.1, the block
"Mapping"). Thus, the geometry, optical and auditory properties modelling procedures are
closely related to light and propagation through heterogeneous volume as key concepts of
optical and auditory properties modelling and rendering. Moreover, in our work the geometry
and materials modelling are combined with ray-casting procedure that imitates light or
sound impulse propagation processes along the ray. This allows to facilitate visual-auditory
rendering, user interaction modelling, multi-scale properties rendering.
Below we discuss how the proposed framework can address the challenges that impose the
problem of visual-auditory analysis of dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous objects. For this
we discuss the output representations that are results of visual-auditory pipeline procedural
blocks: Data reading that we combine with demanded preprocessing/filtering functionality
(see section 4.2.2) Mapping (see section 4.2.3), Visual-auditory rendering (see section 4.2.4),
introduction of used interaction into visual-auditory pipeline (see section 4.2.5).
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Also, we describe in details the main features of deployed procedural blocks and demon-
strate their application for various heterogeneous objects. We discuss such aspects as :
1. Geometry constructive modelling of hybrid structure in section 4.3 (a part of Mapping)
2. Visual-auditory materials modelling in section 4.4 (a part of Mapping)
3. Visual-auditory rendering of hybrid multi-dimensional structure in section 4.5
4. Some aspects of designing interactive interfaces that use hybrid structure to perform
visual-auditory feedback as a result of user exploration of heterogeneous structure in
section 4.6
4.2.2 Initial data pre-possessing and representation
Spatial subdivision is natural for types of data that represent heterogeneous objects. That
is the case of 3D meshes, molecular point-based data, the data that represents lattice-based
microstructures. (see sections 3.2.1, 3.2.3, 3.2.2). The geometry that defines the material
distribution regions and material itself may vary in time and scale. Thus, a typical approach
for describing heterogeneous objects is to represent them with a set of disjoint components,
each containing homogeneous material distribution, also known as unstructured data. The
description of those components includes geometry, material distribution and description of
topological dependencies. The last one requires introduction of spatial subdivisions.
We assume that the initial dynamic data are represented within unstructured polyhedral
grids where points are specified by its coordinates and cells of higher dimensions are defined
topologically by their boundary connections.
The initial dynamic data representation can be described as a tuple g(t), l(t),a1(t), ..,am(t),
that describes a dynamic cellular structure C=
⋃N
i=1Ci, where
gi(t) - input data on cell geometry representation at the time t;
li(t) - input data on i− th cell topology representation (boundary connections) that
changes at the time t;
a1(t), ..,am(t) - input data on additional computed properties, a set of attributes that
can be scalar values, vectors, tensors and etc. that represent non-geometric properties or
pan-geometric properties such as multi-scale representations that depend on the resolution.
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Figure 4.2: Initial data representation
The time should be represented through time span (tmin, tmax) where input data is defined
at each key frame t j: g(t j), l(t j),a1(t j), ..,am(t j) . So for each t j the Ci(t j) is a polyhedron
cell that we have considered as a part of CW cellular complex representation in section 3.2.1.
The Ci(t) represents a dynamic cell in E4.
In this research we use the input data represented by the cellular complexes C of the
following dimensions: 0D (points), 1D ( points and lines) and 3D (conventional 3D volume
meshes). The cells have corresponding attribute data a1(t), ..,am(t), i.e. 0D point data, 1D
line data and 3D volume data. The examples of data are molecular CPK representation (OD),
molecular data balls and sticks representation (1D) and tetrahedral meshes (3D) . For details
see case studies in sections 6.1, 6.2.
We map the initial cellular structure C to a heterogeneous object o(t) defined by IC
complex. Each polyhedral cell Ci(t) is mapped into explicit P-cell geometry G in E4+l in
multi-dimensional space that reflect the time and multi-scale features modelling dimension.
The l depends on nature of attributes and size of attributes tuple, or whether the attributes
will be mapped to geometry or optical and auditory properties.
Moreover, for correct description of multi-scale properties we may need to consider a
complex subdivision inside some cells Ci(t j). Such cells we represented by composite C-cells
in the IC structure of object o(t) (see sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4). The level of complexity
depends on the input data and whether we use dynamic changes in shape and topology.
4.2.2.1 Preprocessing
For efficient implementation of mapping and rendering procedures we introduce hierarchical
subdivision in E4+l with geometry G in E4+l space that includes multi-scale and dynamic
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representations. This is an additional bounding volume structure that simplifies the evaluation
of relationships between multi-dimensional cells, their projection into 3D space and further
geometric modelling performed on those cells (for example, see the details in section 4.2.4).
Within the subdivision the data is mapped to multi-dimensional geometry as: G(t) =⋃N
i=1 Gi(t), where t = (t0, t1), t0 is a time parameter, t1 is a parameter that controls transition
between multi-scale representations. In a case of 3D geometry, the modelling space here
becomes E5.
Figure 4.3: Bounding volume construction for a basic case of multi-scale geometry with
dynamic features (a) A bounding volume for the dynamic geometry (b) A bounding volume
for the static multi-scale geometry (one frame is considered)
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The bounding volume structure includes all possible projections of geometry from 5D
into 3D space and is the tightest bounding volume for the geometry. We propose to build a
bounding volume structure from bottom l1 to top l3 level as:
BV l1(t0, t1)⊂ BV l2(t0)⊂ BV l3 (4.1)





BV l2i (t0) (4.2)
For each cell, the bounding volume BV l2j (t) can have explicit or implicit representation
and they can overlap. We construct the projection of BV l2j (t) into E
3 space as the "swept"









BV l2i (t0) (4.3)
Due to conventional representation of multi-scale features, the dynamic bounding vol-
ume for each cell BV l2i (t0) that includes all its multi-scale representations can be mod-
elled with following simplification. We consider that in t1min and t1max we have a main
scale of representation with additional scale, with all being enclosed by a bounding vol-
ume. BV l1j (t0, t1min) and BV
l1
j (t0, t1min). We can model the bounding volume BV
l2
j (t0) =
BV l1j (t0, t1min)
⋃
BV l1j (t0, t1max) so that any intermediate dynamic multi-scale representation
G j(t0, t1m)⊂ BV l2(t0).
Thus, for any time value t0n the i-th cell geometry Gi(t0n, t1m)⊂ BV l2i (t0n)⊂ BV
l3
i , where
Gi(t0n, t1m) is a projection of dynamic cell Gi(t0n, t1m) to E3 space. Note that Gi itself is a
composite one represented as a union of other cells of the same or lower dimension, then
each of its internal cell should satisfy the above conditions. In some cases the BV l1i (t0, t1)
can be subdivided into BV l1i (t0, t1) = ∪Nj=0BV
l0
i j (t0, t1) , where N is number of subcells in
composite cell. We will discuss such cases in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. In other cases, we can
benefit from a representation of BV l1i (t0, t1) in an implicit form, such that it can bound the
geometry of the cell tighter.
Thus, we specify the following basic structure o(t), that represents a heterogeneous
objects with dynamic and multi-scale properties modelled within with explicit cellular
subdivision:
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m(t) describe various properties distributed on geometry G
′(t) that map
to visual-auditory stimuli.
Let us discuss the details of how we obtain a visual-auditory scene h(t) from o(t) in a
form of an implicit complex.
4.2.3 Visual-auditory scene representation and mapping
Figure 4.4: Modelling of visual-auditory scene
The visual-auditory scene is described through spatial subdivision (G,Ao,As)=
⋃N
i=1 Gi,Aoi,Asi,
where each cell of the cellular complex is represented by a HyperVolume model HVi :
Gi,Aoi,Asi with
Gi - dynamic multi-scale geometry in E5 , that is the IC cell of F-type described with a
signed distance function Ii(X |t) (SDF implicit cell representation).
Aoi,Asi - dynamic multi-scale optical and auditory properties on implicit cell geometry
Gi that are defined as continuous function representations of attributes Soi(X |t,Ssi(X |t).
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Following the discussion above, we can define the following requirements for the subvol-
umes (Gi,Aoi,Asi) :
1. The i-th cell G5i ⊂ E5 is a closed point set that represents a volume object.
2. G′i(t0)⊂ Gi(t0)⊂ BV Ii .




im) is modelled over explicit cell Ci with attributes, and each
tuple (Gi,Aoi,Asi) is modelled over the implicit cell Ii = I(Ci) with materials. Each
constructive tree for cell geometry Gi returns the signed distance value. The optical
and auditory properties Aoi,Asi have implicit or voxel representation that are used by
visual-auditory rendering procedure.
4. The cells G5i can overlap. The intersection of any two cells is empty point set or a
closed bounded point set .
5. Within each cell Gi the optical and auditory Aoi,Asi properties are defined only by
geometry and attributes of the explicit cell Ci .
6. An implicit cell Ii is obtained as a result of hybrid constructive modelling of explicit
cell Ci and only this cell. The cell Ci can also be a composite cell.
7. The materials Aoi,Asi are defined per implicit cell I, but may not depend on a construc-
tive tree that models Gi.
With continuous representation of geometry Gi, optical Aoi and auditory Asi properties,
the geometry model of visual-auditory scene is represented as








i=1 Ii is a union of dynamic SDF cells that is modelled within subdivision of




i (t0). Each implicit cell Ii description represents a
geometry Gi and the optical and auditory properties Aoi,Asi are defined within i-th subvolume
Gi.
The visual-auditory scene h(t) is obtained as a set of mappings from o(t):
M : (G′,A1, ..,Am)⇒ (G,Ao,As) that can be decomposed into a set of mappings
Mi :< Gi(t),Ai1(t), ..,Ail(t)>⇒< Gi(t),Aio(t),Ais(t)>
performed on properties of heterogeneous object o(t) to map them to regions of heteroge-
neous optical and auditory properties of h(t).
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The geometry G, optical Ao and auditory As materials are modelled within spatial
subdivision based on the explicit geometry Ck : Mk :<Ck,BV l2 >⇒< Ik,BV l2 >.
The modelling process can be schematically represented with a graph, that is a hybrid
constructive modelling of geometry, optical and auditory material distribution (see section
3.3.3 for details on structure). Thus, the hybrid constructive tree structure reflects the mapping
logic of visual-auditory pipeline (the block "Mapping" in Fig. 4.1) .
For modelling of optical and auditory materials we use the conventional volume rendering
TF (see for details see the section 3.4.2) in more general context of optical and auditory
properties constructive modelling. The optical and auditory TFs are treated as nodes in
constructive trees. The TFs allow the analysis of internal volume properties through optical
and auditory properties, such as colour and pitch. Below we discuss the details of analysis of
visual and auditory stimuli.
4.2.4 Analysis of visual-auditory stimuli and rendering
Figure 4.5: Basic colour scale and introduced "music scale" in volume rendering framework
for analysis of scalar field simultaneously via optical and auditory properties
4.2.4.1 Colour and music scale
The main goal of the analysis is to get an insight into the initial representation of the
heterogeneous object o(t) via analysis of visual-auditory scene h(t). We discussed the
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formulation of the conventional visual analysis in the section 3.1. In case of visual-auditory
analysis the judgements are made based on a distribution of the optical Ao and auditory As
properties on the geometry domain G that allows the user to get an insight into phenomena
properties A1, ..,Am. As we have discussed in section 3.4.2, optical TF that maps numerical
values of to optical properties is a conventional tool to control the quality of the visual analysis
and perform backward interpretation of the mapping to visual auditory-scene (Ao,As)−>
(A1, ..,Am) in volume rendering.
Figure 4.6: Light transport in the conventional volume rendering for analysis of the internal
structure of the scalar field
The conventional volume analysis assumes that the user gets the insight into the internal
structure described with a scalar field through a perception of colour changes within a defined
colour scale. As we have discussed in the section 3.5.4, mapping to auditory properties or
sound wave allows for more flexibility. In this work we consider a type of auditory mapping
based on the musical systems, as we mentioned in the section 3.5.4. The scalar field is
mapped to pitches of a certain range within a space of 1 and 2 octaves with specified division
and operates the conventional notion of "music scale". The example of colour scale and
similar Cmaj music scale is presented in Fig. 4.5. Thus, if we consider the extension of
conventional volume rendering, the mapping of scalar field to both colour and sound are
used for simultaneous analysis on scalar value distribution through simultaneous change
of a colour and a pitch. The work (Malikova et al. 2019) discusses some aspects of how
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conventional visual analysis of scalar fields and optical TF can be evaluated with auditory
stimuli and similar auditory TF in terms of perception quality control via id detail analysis of
2D slices of scalar field.
In conventional analysis of 3D volume data the optical properties obtained with TFs
are accumulated along the ray as a result of ray-casting or 2D slice blending as a part of
rasterisation. Thus, the analysis of volume data is performed by using the concept of light
interaction with volume and the accumulation of optical properties.
4.2.4.2 Optical and auditory models
The concept of sound propagation and similarities in modelling of visual and auditory stimuli
through light and auditory impulse interaction leads to visual-auditory analysis. We mainly
consider emission and absorption interactions for light and auditory impulse as they propagate
through heterogeneous structure of the volume as discussed previously in 3.4.4 and provide
the results of single scattering for small structure where the auditory feedback is used as a
part of user interaction that results in measurement of distance between avatar position and
heterogeneous structure (Malikova et al. 2020)).
As discussed previously, the technique is widely used in the spatial sound modelling
that applies ray-tracing methods from computer graphics for its sound generation. However,
there is a significant difference in concept with geometric acoustic methods. The ray-tracing
acoustic methods concentrate on rendering of surface objects where the reflective properties
are essential for shape analysis. This research deals with volumes, that are conventionally
processed differently as most attention is paid to the emission-absorption interaction that is
used to get an insight and to highlight the internal structure within the volume.
As the auditory model ignores reflections, we can introduce further simplifications
that allow computing of the spatial sound’s properties. In auditory case we consider a
heterogeneous object with acoustic properties. The output of interaction is the wave S j
represented with sound impulse propagation along j-th ray through the heterogeneous object
and interacting with each geometry region Gi of auditory material definition Asi. An HRTF
convolution applied to output of j-th ray approximates interaction with the listener and
enables spatial perception of time dependent propagation process, as discussed in the section
3.5.4.
On this stage for auditory stimuli we have to take into account the interaction of result
auditory feedback with listener, in other words enable binaural perception of the auditory
propagation along j-th ray (see section 3.5.4 for general principles of rendering to auditory
stimuli ). Such interaction is defined by assumed listener head position and orientation (see
Fig. 4.7). We consider the positions of the listener and of the viewer to be the same. To
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achieve that, we use the same camera position to imitate the light propagation path from a
light source to human eye and the sound propagation from the auditory source to the human
ear or back (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7).
As it is discussed in section 3.6.2, the virtual scene perception paradigm may vary
depending on the precision of interaction and input devices used such as head-tracking and
eye-tracking. The design may assume the viewing direction that is the input parameter
for visual stimuli generation to be different from head orientation, one of the main input
parameters in the binaural rendering. In this work we consider a basic case, that viewing
direction is defined only by head orientation (no eye-tracking). Thus the input parameters for
the virtual camera and listener model are similar and can be defined by either head-tracking
devices or by conventional mouse input.
Figure 4.7: Sound propagation in the proposed approach for auditory volume rendering
4.2.4.3 Getting an insight into the internal volume structure
The insight into the volume structure is done with an analysis of the distribution of the
optical properties, such as the colour and the opacity defined by optical TF. Similarly, the
evaluation of the auditory material properties that highlight substructures in volume, can
be done with analysis of distribution of auditory properties defined by auditory TF that can
be approximately located in space by using the spatial properties of output sound. With
the concept of auditory ray propagation through volume structure in specified direction, the
combination of spatial sound and auditory TF highlights the properties and relative positions
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of substructures via perception of delays in times of "activation" and pitch. This allows the
user to "look inside" the complex volume structure.
As we have discussed above, due to necessity to consider the material distribution on
subdivision, the analysis of all the properties of the heterogeneous object with the geometry
Gi is separated into analysis of the optical properties Aoi and auditory properties Asi of
its individual components. The visual-auditory rendering procedure follows this process.
The rendering is performed as a result of interactions with the geometry of the scene,
where the optical and auditory material properties of the HV model o(t) are considered
given the time value t0 j and current level of the representation t1k. Unlike the conventional
volume sampling, the ray-casting procedure evaluates total optical and auditory impact via
intersection with geometry Gi within subdivision to result in its optical and auditory Aoi,Asi
material properties.
4.2.5 User interaction for visual-auditory scene exploration
In conventional visual analysis interpretation the user interaction accesses and adjusts the one
or several of the procedural blocks of visual pipeline (filtering, mapping and etc.) (Kalkofen
et al. 2011), (Sua et al. 2015), (Roberts et al. 2014). Thus establishing the principles of
integration of various interaction procedures into conventional volume visualisation pipeline
for heterogeneous objects analysis can be not straightforward due to lack of consideration
of spatial distribution of properties that is often used by measurement procedures. Our
approach combines the constructive geometric modelling with volume ray-casting. This
allows facilitating many aspects of visual-auditory pipeline design, including the integration
of interactive feedback that operates both volume and spatial subdivision properties.
The interaction procedures change the representation of geometry Gsc, optical Aosc or
auditory Assc properties of object hsc the user interacts with, that we previously referred as
visual-auditory scene representation (see Fig. 4.8).
We are modelling the geometry Gsc as a union of dynamic implicit cells I =
⋃N
i=1 Ii within




i (t0), that is:






In this work we assume that the interactive exploration of the heterogeneous object hsc
targets highlightment and analysis of a certain region of interest (ROI). This can be done
by selecting a geometry domain Go2 ⊂ Gsc, that is a ROI geometry domain or the user can
directly manipulate the Aosc or Assc to adjust visual/ auditory image.
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In the first case, the user is interested in detailed exploration of the properties distributed
within Go2. This can be done by further highlighting /changing the optical Aoo2 and/or the
auditory Aso2 properties distributed on Gos ⊂ Gsc or by performing a certain measurements
on Gos as a result of user interaction and mapping those results to auditory feedback.
Consider the visual-auditory feedback as a result of two different groups of interaction
techniques: via interaction widget or avatar and via user graphic interface (GUI). In this
work we assume the first type of interaction uses the "selection" of ROI geometry domain
and second type of interaction adjust the Aosc or Assc representations.
The generic scheme of the exploration and how it can be integrated into visual-auditory
pipeline is shown in Fig. 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Interactive exploration of heterogeneous objects with spatially distributed proper-
ties
The user interaction performed with interactive widget or with GUI that targets a real-time
adjustment of visual, optical or geometry model of visual-auditory scene. As a result, the
general way to model and represent the result of interaction is through constructive approach
as additional integration into pipeline. This interaction can be performed via interactive
widgets or UI extension that takes advantage of new concepts and devices to manipulate
additional layer of auditory information.
In this work we consider the examples of basic procedures that highlight different aspects
of user interaction design within visual-auditory pipeline. Those procedures use both visual
and auditory feedback as part of user interaction:
1. Performing the distance measurements
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2. The visual notification of the overlapped region as a result of interaction/overlap
between two complex structures
3. The ROI selection as a result of auditory layer direct manipulation with specialised
device, such as the MIDI keyboard
We discuss these procedures in more details below in the section 4.6.
4.2.5.1 Avatar based interaction
As discussed previously in sections 3.6.1, 3.6.2 the volume object that is used for interaction
by using widgets or avatars, in general case can be represented as a compound object and
thus should be treated as a heterogeneous object. Thus, for user interaction in addition to
visual-auditory scene representation hsc we use the hav that is a representation of interaction
avatar/widget.
The geometry Gav of hav has a structure similar to Gsc and is modelled with similar
concepts:






The set of possible procedures that operate Gav and Gsc to obtain a ROI Go2 is described
within a triple (O,Φ,W ), , where O is a set of initial objects represented with Gsc and Gav;
Φ a set of constructive modelling operations performed on Gsc and Gav; W a set of relations
used on Gsc and Gav(see section 3.3.1)
A new geometry domain Go2 can be obtained as a result of:
1. A set of constructive modelling operations Φm,m = 1, ..,N applied on top of (Gsc,Gav).
2. By evaluating a spatial relationship Wm,m = 1, ..M between geometries Gsc and Gav.
For the latter case, the process can be accompanied by numerical estimations or mea-
surements, performed on a geometry domain Go2 and further mapped to the visual and the
auditory feedback; or the optical Aoo2 and auditory Aso2 model can be changed to highlight
the ROI (see Fig. 4.8).
From overview in section 3.6.3 it follows that the evaluation of relationships W can be
conveniently facilitated with ray-casting and SDF that allows fast evaluation of distance
properties. For example, the basic pointing operation (see section 3.6.2) can be formulated
as manual construction of Go2 from Gsc by iterative adding of cells to initially empty Go2
as a result of ray-casting based ray-cell intersection. We summarise, that the evaluation
of relationship between geometries Gsc and Gav can be decomposed into the evaluation of
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relationships between IC cells of < Isc,BV scl2 > and < Iav,BV avl2 >. The bounding volume
structures BV scl2 and BV avl2 are used to accelerate the procedure.
Thus, the logic of the relationships evaluation on Gsc and Gav becomes very similar to
accelerated rendering performed with ray-casting procedure. In section 5.3 we use these
similarities to unify the design a both volume rendering and interactive exploration procedures
on base of ray-tracing.
Moreover, in the complex cases Go2 is obtained as a result of combination of both
geometric modelling and relationships evaluation two procedures:
1. On the first stage we select subsets of Gcs and Gav by evaluating the relationships
between them Gcs1,Gav1 =W (Gcs,Gav)
2. On the second stage we perform the constructive modelling on the selected subsets
Gcs1 and Gav1 Go2 = Φ(Gsc1,(Gav1))
Such cases use a combination of geometric modelling and ray-casting. We will consider
the example in section 4.6.3.
4.2.5.2 GUI extension
The GUI based interaction is conventional approach to manipulate the virtual scene in
scientific visualisation.
As we have discussed in section 3.6.1 the extension of analysis with additional sensory
output, in our case auditory model, conventionally leads to introduction of UI tools to
manipulate this additional representation. We consider the task of ROI adjustment by
manipulating ranges of visual and auditory properties from the UI. Within volume rendering
framework the procedure is conventionally deployed as interactive adjustment of optical TF
with GUI editors (see sections 3.6.1. In this work we extend the concept to adjustment of
auditory TF, that takes advantage of principles introduces in music theory and deployed by
musical systems (see section 3.5.4. This allows us deploying for user interaction a general
type of input musical devices those input/output is based on MIDI format. Thus, we adjust
the auditory TF directly via standard music device. We discuss the details in section 4.6.4.
4.3 Constructive geometry modelling
As we have discussed in section 4.2.3 the mapping procedure is performed through hybrid
constructive modelling. The leaves of hybrid constructive tree are defined by representations
of the explicit cells of 0D,1D,3D types from the input data. The nodes of the constructive
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tree are various explicit and implicit operations over cells Ck and Ik to provide control
over dynamic changes in shape and topology. The structure may also include nodes that
perform conversion of different representations. In this work we focus the following types of
conversion operations M that are the most common in the visualisation for mapping purposes
and form a core of modelling of geometry:
1. Dynamic interpolation of geometry represented in the initial data. The mapping Mg is






The input data g(tk), l(tk),a(tk) is computed at discrete key frames values t0, ..., tN . Oper-
ations Mg that operate geometry data g(t) are convenient for modelling dynamic changes as
in-between points between two keyframes g(tk),g(tk+1) can be interpolated in time. The op-
eration takes the explicit cells at key-frames tk, tt+1: Ci(tk),Ci(tk+1) and returns the dynamic
other explicit cell C′i(t).
Dynamic or multi-scale interpolation of shape. The mapping Ms is applied to two implicit
cells that model geometry in space En and returns implicit cell that represents a geometry in
space En+1. For case of E3 input data:
Ms : Ii(tk), Ii(tk+1)⇒ I′i(t)
This operation benefits from the flexibility of implicit modelling that allows to handle
transitions in shape and level of representation as discussed in section 3.3.1.
Mi : Ii(t)⇒ I′i(t) all other types of implicit modelling operations applied to implicit cell that
do not change the dimension of the modelling space. In this work, we consider the SDF
modelling operations that preserve the distance property of modelled cell geometry, such as
set-theoretic operations, blending, metamorphosis and offsetting.
Mm : Ci(t)⇒ Ii(t) Functional mapping from the explicit cell Ci representation to the implicit
SDF cell Ii . The Mm can be compared to conventional "glyph" mapping in scientific
visualisation and can be a conversion of explicitly defined geometry to similar implicit
representation. This a composite mapping that may include a set of various implicit modelling
operations Mi (see below). For examples and details see section 4.3.1
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Mv : Vi(t)⇒ Ii(t) Conversion procedures from voxel representation representation to SDF
by using a signed distance transform. In this research we consider a basic case, when
the multi-scale description can be a voxel representation that is associated with a small
cellular structure. For rendering such structure within framework we apply a signed distance
transform to discrete voxel data. We will provide the example of this technique application
in the section 6.1.
In addition we separately discuss the following two complex cases of a combination of
geometry modelling and ray-casting and consider their application areas:
1. In section 4.3.3 we detail the modelling of multi-scale features on cellular structure
with the example of level-of-detail (LOD) dynamic molecular visualisation.
2. In section 4.3.4 we discuss cases of irregular geometry modelling and the case of
secondary geometry modelling as "overlapping" geometry patches within initial spatial
subdivision that visually form a large continuous volume.
4.3.1 From explicit to implicit cell
The conversion operation between explicit and implicit cells is one of the important in
the proposed pipeline. This operation in a general case can have many various forms and
interpretations. For the sake of being consice and driven by our case studies, here we
concentrate on a mapping between point-based and cellular data. Consider the example of
the pipeline with input data types that represent 0D case (points), 1D case( points and lines
connecting them) and 3D case (volumes) where only scalar type of attribute defined. The
first two cases are most common for molecular data CPK(0D) and Balls and Sticks (2D)
models. Point-based data can map to SDF by using balls and beams approach, where the
points are represented by signed distance function to sphere, the connectivity information for
points is represented by signed distance function to cylinder. The primitives are connected
by using distance-based set-theoretic operations over the distance primitives. See Fig. 4.9(a)
for molecular data 1D case mapping example. The mapping Mm operates the input explicit
cell Ci g, l values to specify the parameters of output SDF geometric primitives.
The other most common example of 3D cellular data, that is tetrahedron cell mapping in
3D meshes in presented in Fig. 4.9 (b). The mapping Mm is based on principles of conversion
of explicit cell 3D polygonal representation to implicit cell Ii those basis is modelling through
set-theoretic intersection of the implicitly defined planes.
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Figure 4.9: Examples of constructive trees for molecular point-based data and FEM tetrahe-
dral meshes a) 1D case of molecular data b) 3D case of tetrahedral meshes as mapping of
explicit cells data is performed
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Figure 4.10: Dynamic changes in shape for 0D data.
4.3.2 Geometry, topology and shape dynamic changes
Compared to Mg, the interpolation of dynamic topological changes l(t), when new points
and lines are added or removed between two keyframes l(tk), l(tk+1) is not straightforward.
However, those issues can be efficiently resolved as we go from explicit Ck to implicit Ik
representation. The task can be addressed as a problem of modelling of dynamic implicit
shape Ms. Additional control in modelling of shape transition that reflects topological
change can be provided by combination with geometric operations Mg applied to explicit
representations C(tk),C(tk+1) in constructive trees Mg : C(tk),C(tk+1)−>C(t).
Each representation is modelled as explicit cell C j for given time key frame t j and mapped
to implicit cell I j (see Fig. 4.9). Explicit cells C(tk),C(tk+1) are defined by initial data at
key frames tk, tk+1 and may contain very different geometry and topology structures (see
Fig. 4.11) . In general case, new points or connections between points (change in topology)
appear and dimension of topological dependencies may also change (see Fig. 4.11). The
interpolation of dynamically changing geometry and topology representations within cells is
controlled with hybrid nature of nodes.
In a basic case we continuously interpolate the transitions between cells I(tk), I(tk+1)
with morphing operation (Liu & Sourin 2006, Adzhiev et al. 1999) . To provide even more
control in transition, both cells can be treated as E3+l projections of cylinders in dynamic
space E4+l and space time blending union operation is applied (Pasko et al. 2004b). An
arbitrary dynamic changes in shape and topology within cell can be modelled with such
hybrid structures(see Fig. 4.11). As an example of 0D-1D dynamic changes, we use a crystal
structure of quarz molecule (see details and problem description in Case studies section 6.2).
The initial data defined the representation of explicit cells. With possibility of cells overlap a
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Figure 4.11: Various dynamic changes in shape and topology from 0D to 1D variations.
(a) Microstructure type geometry G1 mapping Mi1 : C1− > I1 (b,c) balls and sticks type
geometries G2,G3 mappings Mi2, Mi3 of 1D explicit cells with different topological structure.
A transition between output implicit cells Ii1, Ii2, Ii3 is modelled with geometry interpolation
Mg and dynamic morphing of shapes Ms
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various geometry of 0D to 1D type with changes of shape and topology can be constructively
modelled on base of this information.
4.3.3 Modelling of multi-scale features with composite cells
The level of complexity of cells Ck in cellular structure is defined by the application. In this
work the composite cell Ck is defined by modelling dynamic and multi-scale changes (see
section 4.2.2). The examples of input data that require such representation are molecular
clusters and lattice-based microstructures. Those geometry representations are problematic
especially when dealing with dynamic and multi-scale features. For example, molecular
clusters that are modelled as a set of molecules (see example for water cluster in Fig. 4.12),
that in their turn are composed of atoms and microstructures lattice is modelled through
notion of unit cell that also is composed of balls-and-beams notion. The composite cells are
very convenient for such cases, where each Ck is composed of basic cells Ck1, ..,Ckn.
To describe the dynamic multi-scale features, such cells are modelled in multidimen-
sional space E5 and we will further refer such cell as multi-scale cells for simplicity. Such
multidimensional geometry can be processed with interactive camera-based level-of-detail
(LOD) visualisation. The technique computes and renders the representation of the right
scale depending on its proximity to the user (distance to the camera).
Let us consider a case of multi-scale modelling and visualisation of the dynamic water
icosahedral cluster fluctuations from an extended low-density structure to more dense col-
lapsed structure (Zhao et al. 2015) with simultaneous display of the general information on
individual water molecule vibrations modes in Fig. 4.12).
The technique suggests that the user can zoom to get the visual insight into the molecular
dynamic changes either on macro-level only (cluster fluctuations) or on both macro and micro-
levels (cluster fluctuations and individual water molecule vibrations). For representation
with the matrix spreadsheets (see Fig. 4.13), the lower row describes multi-scale change
controlled with interactive LOD camera technique for final cluster configuration (ES) state
and first column represents change of water cluster configuration on "macro" level.
Thus, we have a cellular complex with composite cells of 1D topology (H-O bonds),
where each cell is modelled in E5 and describes an individual water molecule on macro scale
and its vibrations on micro scale. The constructive modelling of cell Ck is schematically
presented in Fig. 4.14.
The change on macro level is described with input data and controlled with t0. Moreover,
the micro-level representation is time dependent as well, as it depends on the value of t0. The
parameter t1 controls the transition between multi-scale representations. Moreover, different
types of vibration of the water molecule are coloured differently. Thus, the constructive
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Figure 4.12: Macro and micro scale features for dynamic water cluster
Figure 4.13: Visualisation of multi-dimensional geometry by a combination of interactive
LOD and dynamic rendering techniques
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Figure 4.14: An example of constructive modelling of dynamic geometry on "macro" (cluster
fluctuations) and "micro" (individual molecule vibrations) scales controlled with parameters
t1, t2 for water cluster.
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modelling operations are applied to both point-based data (dynamic change of position on
various scale) and procedural continuous functions (dynamic change in shape and material).
The dynamic properties on "macro" and "micro" levels are modelled constructively as
illustrated on the Fig. 4.14.
Such rendering procedure demands the computation of intersection of ray-cell in E5
that takes advantage of direct projection of cell to E3 space during ray-tracing. For this,
the values of parameters t are defined during ray-tracing. Thus, both geometry and colour
representations of multi-scale features are loaded from Gi(t),Aoi(t),Asi(t) during ray-tracing
with further optical or auditory properties accumulation. As we use direct rendering approach,
there are no intermediate representations for rendering and rendering itself is performed
without any extra computations. This allows introduction of complex interactive visualisation
techniques.
For example, in the considered LOD visualisation, several parameters can be changed
interactively and in real-time:
• A number of loaded vibrations;
• The geometry and internal structure of each water molecule by changing the camera
causing transition from "macro" scale to "micro" scale image of the given phenomena;
• Dynamic features on both "macro" and "micro" scale;
4.3.4 Lattices and irregular structure modelling on the sets of cells
Let us consider the case of lattice-based microstructures. The main specific of those objects
is that they are modelled through the concept of a unit cell. A unit cell is the conventional
basic construction element for the crystal structure. The representation of crystal structures
is a basic inspiration for this task that assumes arbitrary modelling within initial crystal
lattice representation. In this work we consider a core construction unit within the spatial
subdivision, similarly to individual molecule in a cluster that was considered in section 4.3.3.
The microstructures modelling assumes that cellular subdivision can be composed of unit
cells of any geometry primitives. The most often examples are tetrahedra (see Fig. 4.15)
or cubical crystal unit cell (see Fig. 4.16) inspired by input data from FEM or molecular
simulation. The arbitrary structures are modelled within this subdivision (0D, 1D, 3D) with
dynamic changes in topology of not only unit cells, but the entire structure.
In Fig. 4.15 we demonstrate the frames of a rendering of a dynamic structure modelled
on a subdivision defined with the tetrahedral mesh with various dynamic changes of topology
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Figure 4.15: Using tetrahedral mesh subdivision as a basis for modelling of arbitrary geometry
on set of cells
of 0D,3D,1D dimension. The information on neighbouring cells allows creating an effect of
dynamical alteration of lattice structures with different typologies (see Fig. 4.15).
Moreover, the complex cases require the modelling of an irregular lattice structure . For
example, in architecture the materials design is often inspired by crystal structures and uses
the real crystal data as an input. A crystal cell is a a basic construction unit for crystal-
like mesostructures. They also use similar design concepts such as supercells allowing for
more flexibility in terms of using purely arbitrary geometric modelling over data to create a
hierarchical structure. The architectured material is constructed through cellular domains
that are filled with atomic crystal latices of different types.
In terms of geometry modelling, the user is selecting on the lattice of such structure the
several "meta" regions, or geometry subdomains of certain type. A new structure is injected
inside each region while initial unit cell subdivision is still preserved. The new structure can
be continuously modelled across several cells that this new region includes. See Fig. 4.17 for
example of such modelling on initial crystal lattice presented in Fig. 4.16.
We define such "meta" regions boundaries with SDF geometries: G1 : F1(X),G2 :
F2(X),G3 : F3(X),G4 : F4(X) (in Fig. 4.17. We highlight the subsets of cells of initial
lattice structures that belong to these regions with different colour: green,pink,violet,yellow).




i > 4 subsets of cells are selected:
< I1,BV
l2
1 >⊂ G1, < I2,BV
l2
2 >⊂ G2, < I3,BV
l2
3 >⊂ G3, < I4,BV
l2
4 >⊂ G4,
A new type of geometry is modelled on base of crystal lattice initial data (explicit cell)
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Figure 4.16: Ice crystal lattice-based microstructure a) Lattice b)Unit cell
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Figure 4.17: Modelling within the selection of unit cells. The lattice structure or "blobby"







It should be noted that the area of digital fabrication demands injection of arbitrary
geometry, not only balls and beams model and other simple primitives. In Fig. 4.17 we
show the examples of different types of geometries modelled on sets of cells. This example
also includes modelling of conventional "blobby" type structures as a continuous volume on
initial subdivision < I4,BV
l2
4 >. The entire volume is modelled as union of local "blobby"
overlapping patches that are assembled during volume ray-casting procedure. Each such
patch is constructed during ray-casting as blob of currently intersected with ray cell Ii, j,k,l
and its cell neighbours Ii+1, j,k,l ,Ii−1, j,k,l , Ii, j+1,k,l and etc.
The overlap is handled during ray-casting procedure to render a continuous surface
between neighbouring cells with overlapping bounding volumes. In section 5.3.2 we provide
the details on design of complex ray-casting pipelines with post-processing stage to handle
such cases.
We should note that the technique is very similar to (Gourmel et al. 2010b) and is quite
common for modelling of secondary molecular surfaces (Parulek & Viola 2012) or fast
reconstruction and rendering of arbitrary volumes with local features. In general case, to
access the j-th cell neighbours and additional KD-structures are used. The crystal structure
provide allow modelling of the entire lattice via unit cell and its symmetry and this information
is sufficient to also construct the secondary volumes.
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4.4 Visual-auditory materials modelling
4.4.1 Constructive material modelling
Figure 4.18: Material modelling and application scheme. a)G1,G2,G3,G4,G5 are geometry
regions of semitransparent homogeneous material. G6 is computed as subtraction from cube
of G1,G2,G3,G4,G5 represents a region of homogeneous materials blending f (x) = RBGW
and blended material as blending function over two constant f (X) = Blend( f1(x), f2(x))
where f1 and f2 are functions returning material distribution within the bounding volume. b)
Geometry c) Result of material application rendered with proposed sphere-traced sampling
d) Comparison to regular volume sampling
The heterogeneous material distribution is a main feature that defines heterogeneous
object. If we consider conventional optical material, it is defined by associated properties in
geometric space that demonstrate a gradual change and need to be modelled continuously
on geometric domain Gi. Given the initial data as dynamic tuple g(t), l(t),a(t), the a(t) are
dynamic attributes that represent a heterogeneous object properties A′1, ..,A
′
m in geometric
space that are properties to be mapped to optical and auditory materials for further visual-
auditory analysis. The continuous function representations of optical and auditory materials
(Aoi,Asi) : Soi(X |t),Ssi(X |t) is obtained as a result of mapping applied to each explicit cell
discrete representations of attributes Ma : (A′i1(t), ..,A
′
im(t))−> (Aoi(t),Asi(t)).
In digital fabrication a new material for the additive manufacturing process is often
obtained with blending of existing materials, in simple case constant ones (Li, Jianzhong,
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Figure 4.19: Geometry and material modelling within one cell with Si-O basic individual
element. A1 and A2 are regions of homogeneous materials on geometries G1,G2 and A3 is
defined as blending of A1,A2. Additional bounding subvolumes (yellow spheres) include
blending of bond with one of its atoms
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Feng, Shang & Lin 2020),(Jackson et al. 1999). Thus, the material modelling is unified and
restricted to two techniques: specifying the geometry regions of constant semitransparent
material and geometry regions of blending or interpolation between two or more materials
(Samanta & Koc 2008),(Schmitt et al. 2008),(Adzhiev et al. 2002) (see Fig. 4.18 (a) for initial
definition of geometry regions for material modelling and (c) for the result as material (a) is
applied to geometry (b)). Such geometric methods allow flexible control of blend distribution
(Adzhiev et al. 2002). We use these constructive modelling techniques to define geometric
features of composite cells within subdivision control material composition inside the entire
heterogeneous object ( see Fig. 4.19 ) for optical materials. In this work the modelling of
auditory properties is restricted to regions of constant material.
Further advantages can be obtained by combining this approach with volume ray-casting
within the GPU programmable ray-tracing pipeline. Similarly to lightning techniques (Kulla
& Fajardo 2012) the approach takes advantage of per-ray data structures and geometry
and material representation within such structures controls sampling issues in evaluation of
optical model (see section 4.5.3 for optical and auditory properties accumulation and sections
5.3.4,5.3.2 for implementation details of storage of constructively modelled material and
geometry).
The mapping from attribute space of the initial data to space of optical or auditory
properties assumes definition of transfer function (TF), which can conventionally be optical
or auditory. The optical TF in volume rendering is defined as procedure that maps values of
one or several attributes to vector RGBW that describes colour and opacity. In heterogeneous
objects the procedure assumes that:
1. Attributes are assigned and interpolated within explicit cell or voxel representation
with further mapping to RGBW
2. The distribution on entire volume defined within parts of composite cell 4.2.2 and
RGBW is obtained as a result of material blending operation.
In this work we assume that TF can be defined in both explicit and implicit features.
This means that TF can be defined within any subcomponent of hybrid constructive tree for
I j cell, which can be explicit or implicit cell representation. As TFs that returns RGBW is
defined in one or several components, the material distribution Soi(X |t) over entire geometry
domain I j is constructively modelled with interpolation and/or blending operations. The
RGBW interpolation/blending modelling process takes as an input either explicit geometry
and topology information of the cell, i.e. the leaves that model explicit cell and its lower
dimension subcells, or implicit representation of subvolume.
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Figure 4.20: Examples of material blending modelling within various structures
Note, that both 1D and multidimensional TF can be integrated as a constructive tree nodes.
In section 4.4.2 we provide the example of multi-dimensional TF constructive modelling.
However, in this work we will consider mostly 1D TF constructive modelling and concentrate
on the cases when the TF defined on subvolumes/implicit cells that represent a region of
a constant material. In other words, the entire region is mapped to constant RGBW value.
Moreover, within this work we consider modelling of auditory properties only for regions
of constant material and pay most attention to auditory TF. The constructive modelling of
optical material combines regions of constant material and regions with interpolation/blending
schemes applied. The last procedure includes the following types of operations:
1. Mc : (Ci,A)−> RGBW mapping to RGBW of explicit cell. It assumes TF defined on
explicit cell and interpolation procedure that operates explicit cell geometry g.
Mappings are applied to explicit cell Ci and attribute data a(t) defined within this
cell. This suggest that a continuous representation of input attributes defined on
explicit cell can be obtained. Attributes can be assigned to geometry, to explicit
cell or its composing cells of lower dimension, e.g. 1D line segments that are 3D
tetrahedron edges. Continuous representations Soi(X |t),Ssi(X |t) are conventionally
obtained through data interpolation procedures.
For example, in visualisation of the tetrahedral meshes, the material description on
tetrahedral domain is obtained as mapping of scalar attribute values defined in vertices
to colour with further interpolation on tetrahedron volume domain using barycentric
or mean value coordinates (Frank 2007), (Hormann & Floater 2006). The colour
interpolation scheme is often formulated through weights that depend on distance to
the points (vertices of polygon, tetrahedron). See Fig.4.16 for example of rendering of
the results of heat transfer interpolation ).
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2. Mi : (Ii,A)− > RGBW mapping to RGBW of implicit cell. It assumes TF defined
on implicit cells I′i j that can be a subcells of a composite cell Ii (see section 4.2.2).
The blending procedure operates the SDF-defined I′i j with geometries G
′
i j where
homogeneous material is defined with TF.
Material at each sampled point is computed by using weighted sum of RGBWj defined
in geometric regions Ii j. The modelling of gradual change in material distribution
in many cases assumes that Soi(X |t),Ssi(X |t) are modelled through distance related
properties of regions Ii j that use SDF representation. The procedure is often referenced
as modelling of materials blending. The procedure is well studied in area of digital
fabrication as a part of heterogeneous multi-material modelling (Pasko et al. 2001) is
schematically presented in Fig. 4.18.
Note that the geometric regions of homogeneous constant and blended material may
be different from those that are used in Gi constructive tree (see Fig. 4.18). However,
in area of scientific data visualisation as materials reflect properties that are defined
on geometry Gi (see the input data tuple definition), the Gi and Aoi do share some
geometries primitives in constructive trees. Simply speaking, material and geometry
constructive trees correlate. Thus, the optical properties those are colour and opacity
values change is modelled within this geometry domain as shown in Fig 4.19. We
apply the same concepts to model material within lattice-based microstructures (see
results on Fig. 4.20).
4.4.2 Multi-dimensional TF
As we have discussed in section 3.4.2 the multidimensional TFs are conventionaly used in
complex cases, when the user simultaneously analyses the distribution of several properties
within the volume structure. In terms of constructive modelling 2D TF, that we consider in this
work is a binary operation node, it takes two scalar fields/implicit representations as an input.
For example in Fig. 4.21 we have considered the 2D TF that takes as input two molecular
fields. The analysis problem requires the optical model to highlight the dynamic changes
in both scalar fields that describe molecular phenomena (Electron density and Electrostatic
potential scalar fields). To address the issue we use a 2D TF and different models of optical
interaction those are emission-absorption and emission-absorption-scattering.
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As we have discussed in sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.4, the problem of volume rendering can
be defined as solving the volume-rendering equation that describes a physical process of
light transport. To solve the equation we use the ray-casting procedure that numerically
approximates the solution to volume-rendering equation along each ray shooted from the
camera. The projected image is used for conventional visual stimuli based analysis. Solving
volume-rendering equation for heterogeneous objects whose optical and auditory properties
are modelled on spatial distribution, may be accelerated with empty space skipping as
volume rendering equation is decomposed and solved only for each subvolume bounded
with geometry Gi (see Background section 3.4.3 for details). We apply the general concepts
introduced in optical rendering to define the visual-auditory rendering of heterogeneous
objects with the procedures of two main types:
1. Finding the intersections along the ray for each 3D projected subvolume Gi obtained
from multidimensional SDF Ii(t0, t1) as a result of geometric modelling. In this
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research it is a 3D slice Ii(t0 j, t1k)for specified time and multi-scale parameters values
t0 j, t1k
2. Assembling optical Aoi and auditory Asi properties as an impact of light/sound interac-
tion within 3d subvolume Gi.
For conventional 3d subvolumes, bounded with convex geometry, the first step is simpli-
fied with computation of preliminary intersection with bounding volumes (see section 3.4.3).
Those boundaries are refined with subvolume intersection and obtained ray segment is used
further for the integration of optical properties in performed on per-voxel basis with discreet
regular step sampling scheme (see section 3.4.4).
We consider the following adjustments to conventional procedure. Firstly, in general
case we deal with multidimensional geometry Gi :< Ii(t0, t1),BV
l2
i (t0)) > with dynamic
and multi-scale properties (see section 4.2.2). In this work we process multidimensional
cells with dynamic LOD visualisation technique (see section 4.3.3) that deploys BV l2i (t0))
to obtain a projection into 3D space for final exact intersection evaluation. Secondly, we
perform accumulation of optical and auditory properties not on conventional per-voxel basis
with discreet regular step sampling scheme, but consider the light/sound interaction with
ray-segment as basic visual and auditory properties accumulation unit (see section 3.4.4 for
overview of optical integration principles). For this we use the constructive modelling of
optical and auditory material scheme that we have proposed in section 4.4.
4.5.2 Intersection with multi-dimensional geometry
As discussed above, we use aim to avoid intermediate representations for rendering. The
concept assumes that such procedures as geometry modelling or evaluation of relationships
between IC cells are performed as a part of ray-casting procedure. In particular, the ray-
casting becomes a basis of considered dynamic LOD visualisation technique that takes
multi-dimensional geometry as input (see section 4.3.3). The parameters t0, t1 that control
dynamic and multi-scale properties are defined/evaluated during ray-casting that operates
Ii,BV
l2
i to slice and project the multi-dimensional geometry in E
5 space to E3 space.
The basic scheme is presented in Fig. 4.22 as an adjustment to conventional volume
integration scheme.
Step 1. For each currently rendered time frame we obtain a value of t0 parameter t0 j. We
shoot the rays from camera, where each ray is represented as augmented with time value
parameter tuple (o,−w, t0 j), where o is the ray origin, and −w is the ray direction.
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Figure 4.22: Intersection with mulditimensional geometry for further optical and auditory
properties integration.
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Step 2. Bounding volumes BV Ii (t0) are used to find the preliminary intersection points
xo,x1 . As a result we can approximate a potential intersections distance d j with 3D projection
of I j(t0 j, t1) that we still have to compute.
Step 3. We use the value of d j to estimate the parameter value t1 and compute the 3D
projected representation I j(t0 j, t1k) defined by visualisation technique .
As in this work we use only two multi-scale representations (see section 4.2.2), we define
dmin,dmax, where within segment (O,dmin) to render the first multi-scale representation
(dmax,∞) for the second. t1k can be evaluated as:
t1k =

0 , if d j < dmin
d j−dmin
(dmax−dmin) , if dmin <= d j <= dmax
1 , if d j > dmax
(4.9)
Step 4. We compute the ray intersection with 3D projected slice Ii(t0 j, t1k) and obtain the
final intersection points x01,x11 , that are used later for integration of optical and auditory
properties.
Thus, the integration of optical and auditory properties can be performed on ray-segment
basis on segment x01,x11 .
4.5.3 Visual-auditory properties accumulation
4.5.3.1 General concepts
The auditory As and optical Ao material of HV model return the description of optical and
auditory properties that are used by ray-casting. In this work, we take advantage of a musical
systems approach to mapping to facilitate visual/auditory stimuli cross interpretation (see
sections 3.5.4 and the spatial properties of sound for localisation of auditory object, the
sources of sound. In sections 3.5.2,3.5.3.1 we have discussed the basic principles how such
auditory properties are "encoded" in generated digital sound wave representation and have
discussed the ability of the human auditory system to automatically "decode", perceive and
analyse such features in section 3.5.4. We take advantage of these principles to introduce
an auditory TF and spatial sound rendering techniques for auditory stimuli generation with
ray-casting similarly to visual. As a result of the auditory analysis, the human auditory
system will "decompose" the generated sound waves properties and associate them with cells
of a heterogeneous object that are treated auditory objects producing sound. The insight into
heterogeneous phenomena is formed based on the auditory stimuli that can be combined and
compared with visual stimuli based insight into a heterogeneous structure(see section 3.5.4.
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The optical and auditory output of each i-th cell are computed as a result of light and
auditory impulse propagation thought optical Aoi or auditory Asi material defined on cell
within geometry regions Gi:
Gi,Aoi−> RBGWi (4.10)
Gi,Asi−> Si(d) (4.11)
where RGBW are colour and opacity and S(d) is a time/distance-dependent sound wave,
where d -is normalised distance along ray from its origin o, that approximates sound front
propagation and in this work takes into account only primary rays.
Ray-casting accumulates RBGWi and Si(d) to compute :
1. An output colour value RBG value for pixel of projected image, that listener sees.
2. Spatial auditory environment approximation that reaches the listener from a direction,
defined by ray S(d).
Conventionally, assembling of optical Aoi properties on ray-segment defined with Gi, i.e.
solving rendering equation for this ray-segment, is approximated numerically Riemann sum
(see Background section 3.4.3 with volume sampling using the sufficiently small step. The
constructive modelling of optical and auditory material allows introducing a more flexible
integration scheme. We can compute/approximate the regions of constant and blended
material along the ray and adjust our sampling and integration within Gi to provide more
exact approximation of emission, absorption and scattering processes through subvolume Gi.
This scheme provides a unified approach to optical and auditory properties accumulation
during ray-casting on per-ray segment basis that is an accumulation that is simplified by the
nature of modelling of Aoi and Asi .
4.5.3.2 Optical properties accumulation
For the subvolume Gi we can compute the ray-segments with:
1. Constant material properties, i.e. constant colour and opacity, sc with length ∆sc
2. Distance-dependent change of colour and opacity that allows to subdivide the approx-
imate the segment of length sd into sub-segments with average colour and opacity
values and consider approximately equal lengths ∆sc j
3. Regions where only conventional volume sampling with regular sufficiently small step
is applicable ss
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In this work, we do not use the latter case and focus on an adjusted ray-segment integration
scheme, i.e. the first two cases.
The assumption provides the following simplifications for general volume integration
scheme we have discussed in 3.4.3. Firstly, the integration is approximated by discrete
sampling for constant transparency within region sd = ∑Ni=1 sci as:




∏ij=1 exp(τ(s j)∆sc j)i f ∆sc j > ∆sstep
∏
i
j=1(1− τ(s j)∆sc ji f ∆sc j <= ∆sstep
(4.12)
where ∆sstep is a predefined minimum sampling step that is sufficiently small to further
approximate the exponential Lambert-Beer’s law.
Secondly, if we assume that in addition to each region sci we have a constant colour and





τiciT (s)ds = T (sci)ci(1− exp(−τi∆sci)) (4.13)
Therefore, constructive modelling of the material allows adapting the sampling scheme
from conventional small regular step sampling to blended material regions sampling and
integration over regions of constant materials.
To find the optimal sampling sd = ∑Ni=1 sci for ray-based integration over regions of
constant or averaged material, we consider sphere tracing algorithm (see section 5.2.4). The
algorithm is based on the evaluation of distance properties of SDF and as we have discussed
the same distance properties are applied to materials blending modelling. This allows us to
use the sphere-tracing as a procedure that approximates the regions sci where we can consider
the material colour and opacity to be constant or averaged.
4.5.3.3 Auditory properties accumulation
Similarly to optical material, integration of the auditory model is performed on a per-cell basis.
For each cell the sound wave S j(d j) evaluated as a result of backward sound propagation
through a jth region of constant auditory material with length along the ray d j. The perceived
parameters of generated sound wave S j(d j) are defined with auditory TF. Each ray-segment
of constant auditory material acts like an activated by initial impulse sound source or an
auditory object that is a cell in heterogeneous structure. Also, with applied HRTF convolution,
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the user perceives a spatial position of cells (see example for molecular structure, where
regions on constant material are defined within "atom" geometry in Fig. 4.23).
Figure 4.23: Auditory scene volume ray-casting for molecular structure where each region
of constant acoustic material is defined on "atom" geometry.
As for large structures, we may have to deal with a large number of such auditory objects,
we approximate the spatial sound by following two steps. The first part of auditory stimuli
generation accumulates the results of interaction with auditory material of all cells along
the ray with consideration of distance-based attenuation of initial impulse as it propagates
backwards from a user into a scene (see Fig. 4.23). The second part approximates the spatial
properties of sound/listener interaction with HRTF convolution applied on the per-ray basis
for sound source position. Let us discuss the details.
The first part of auditory rendering procedure, that in this work considers only primary
rays (see section 3.5.3.1), is similar to optic volume rendering. Let us consider the initial
impulse propagating along the ray and attenuates exponentially. The auditory material Asi
describes how each segment of region of constant auditory material with length sci definition
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along ray traversing i-th cell interacts with auditory impulse by producing a "modal" vibration
that is a distance deponent sound wave representation Mi(d). The output generated sound
wave represents how the entire individual element described with geometry Gi within a cell
(e.g., an individual atom or a molecule within subdividing) interacts with the sound impulse
that propagates along a defined path. The accumulated along the ray auditory impulse
represents an interaction of all intersected objects (cells) of an attenuating initial impulse.
Ray-casting through some geometry Gi with defined auditory material Asi interacts with
propagating sound impulse and generates the individual modal sound with given frequency
and amplitude as impulse "activates" it. As a result of the interaction, a "modal vibration"
Mi is produced. The modes are activated in time and exponentially attenuated depending
on the distance passed: A(Di) = Aini ∗ exp−m∗Di , where Di is a distance along the ray before
intersecting i object, Aini - initial amplitude and m is a coefficient that controls the speed of
attenuation.
The contribution of each region Gi, its spatial position is perceived through time of







0, if Di −d > 0eduri∗(Di−d), otherwise (4.14)
where d denotes the distance the ray passes, which is proportional to the time parameter of
a spreading wave impulse; N is a total number of modes with the times they are activated/in-
tersected as the ray travels; duri is a mode duration that can be computed as the difference
in Di of the current mode and the difference in Dk of the next mode Dk = min
j=n
j=0(D j)> Di.
Mi is a mode , and, finally, Ai denotes the initial amplitude of the mode, which describes the
energy the impulse transmitted to the mode.
We use the sampled digital sound representation (see section 3.5.2) to describe the
entire ray propagation path with a sampled buffer that is filled during ray-casting on base of
current distance to ray origin along the ray interpreted as time and duration. For example,
a digital representation of sound wave as sampled audio buffer with sampling rate FS will
be represented with buffer of length Lb defined as Lb = FS∗Tr, where Tr - duration time in
seconds and is proportional to Dr, the approximate maximum passed distance of the initial
auditory impulse propagation along ray. A contribution to total impulse of each auditory
material Asi generated as interaction with each Gi with the passed distance along ray d
(intersection with geometry Gi) relates to time t as f ractd = TrDr . Thus we can synchronise
the visual effects, such as highlighting of "activated" atoms with sound. We use the total
bounding box of current heterogeneous object to compute Dr and introduce a user defined
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scaling coefficient scalecoe f f : Dr = max(D j)∗ scalecoe f f . scalecoe f f allows adjusting how
long the resulting auditory output will be played (scale of an auditory track).
In this work, for the intersection with geometry Gi, the size of Gi that is the "atom size"
in the case of molecular structure, is further neglected in the auditory sampling procedure.
The duration duri of each mode along the i-th ray is defined by the distance between the
intersected atoms (sound attenuation stage) and is scaled with user-defined scaling coefficient
scalecoe f f that are introduced to Dr. Note, that the sampling buffer for the auditory track
is filled during the ray-casting procedure for defined scales with no preprocessing/scaling
directly of sampled buffers.
The second part of sound preprocessing enables binaural sound perception. Similar to
(Chanda et al. 2006), (Adams & Wakefield 2005) that computes the "clusters" of sound
sources and approximates their positions, we group the auditory objects on the per-ray basis
(intersected with ray cells). Thus, we use the output sampled sound wave from equation 1)
as the input for further HRTF convolution. We compute the ray intersection with a plane,
parallel to the image plane in camera space that passes through the centre of the bounding
box of the entire heterogeneous object BV and treats the normalised coordinates of this
intersection as a position of the sound source that plays that wave. Each position is matched
with HRTF coordinates and HRIR coefficients and all the delays are interpolated. The result
of the procedure is the output sound pressures for left and right ears HL and HR (see details
in on binaural rendering in section 3.5.3.2)).
Note that as large scale structures are considered, the area of future work is technique
refinement in terms of potential issues related to arbitrary scaling variations with user-defined
scalecoe f f and sampling issues. For example, it is highly unlikely that for large structures
we can potentially expect imprecise auditory distance perception discussed in (Zahorik
et al. 2005) (in general problem arises for simulated distances more than 1m). However,
we consider the user-defined scaling of a scene with scalecoe f f as a potential adjustment
to address the problems o auditory storage as spatial sound is used for object recognition,
discussed in (Cowan 1984). Also, for large structures, we consider that regions of interest
to be distributed relatively sparse to avoid the localisation blur effect (J. Blauert 1999). In
total, the complex problems in the area of perfect localisation/ spatial sound quality related
to HRTF customisation scaling or scene scaling issues in high-quality modelling of such
binaural perception attributes as a sense of distance and direction (Pike 2019) are out of the
scope of this research.
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4.6 Interactive visual-auditory exploration
4.6.1 Constructive modelling with interaction avatar
Let us consider the interaction between two heterobeneous objects hav(t) and hsc(t) with
geometries Gav and Gsc, where hav(t) is the representation of visual-auditory scene and
hsc(t) is an interaction avatar. We model hav(t) similarly to hsc(t) with constructive hybrid
modelling approach.
Let us consider the example of hand-based interaction (Phillips et al. 2010) (Hoell et al.
2018) with a gesture control device, such as Leap Motion.
We introduce the geometry Gav of interaction avatar hav(t) that represents a human hand
with the following steps:
1. Positioning of the interaction device and getting input data for the virtual representation
of the interaction avatar. In case of Leap Motion device is being used, the raw depth
scan input data is pre-processed with SDK automatically. Thus, we obtain the initial
data in a form of hand skeleton.
The hand skeleton describes the explicit structure composed of cells with 1D topology
(see Fig.4.24). The basic geometry represents a palm and fingertips of virtual hand in
scene. The entire structure is relatively small with five cells with a limited maximum
distance between control points. Thus, the introduction of subdivision that we have
considered for complex heterogeneous structures is not necessary as there will be not
much increase in efficiency, and we can consider the entire structure as one dynamic
explicit cell.
2. Mapping to interaction avatar with geometry Gav. For this, we use constructive SDF-
based modelling as we have discussed in 4.3 and obtain an implicit cell (see Fig.
4.24).
After the Gav is defined, further constructive geometry modelling operations can be
applied to Gav and Gsc after the user interaction.
In Fig.4.25 we show the example of blending geometry modelling procedure to notify
users of distance based interaction between two objects hav(t) and hsc(t). Such operation
can be modelled constructively with Gav and Gsc used as a part of constructive tree that
is schematically presented in Fig.4.24. The hsc(t) represents the molecular object those
constructive modelling we have considered in Fig. 4.21 in section 4.4.2.
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Figure 4.24: Constructive modelling of hand based of hand interaction with object that was
considered in Fig. 4.21
Figure 4.25: Frames of example of constructive modelling on base of hand interaction
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The user interaction can also use more complex geometries of one of the interacting
objects or both. The examples of such complex cases are the interactive modelling of lattice-
based microstructures or modelling of the interaction between two molecular phenomena.











sci > should be introduced for both
geometries Gav and Gsc.
Furthermore, similarly to how accelerated ray-tracing uses the bounding volume subdivi-
sion BVl2> within such structures to accelerate and facilitate intersection with I geometry,
the modelling of user interaction for such cases employs the BV l2av and BV
l2
sc to evaluate






















l2 > are further deployed for constructive modelling. We consider a basic case of
such combination of evaluation of relationships on sets of cells and geometry modelling for
accelerated interactive volume rendering in sections 4.6.3.
4.6.2 Measurement with auditory feedback
4.6.2.1 Auditory feedback generation as a part of ray-casting
Measurement procedures highly depend on fast evaluation of distance properties and often
in context of ray-casting. We consider this feature to be a part of sound wave propagation
within of ray-casting based measurements. Moreover, it makes very convenient to apply
the waveguide synthesis that operates on sampled sound wave representations as a part of
ray-casting. Consider a very basic measurement example, where we use a travelling wave
solution for ideal plucked string as auditory model that can be automatically evaluated with
ray-casting.
As mentioned above, as a result of initial impulse a plucked string travelling wave y(x, t)
can be represented as a sum of right going yr(xct) and left going yl(x+ ct) waves. The
travelling waves can be simulated through delay lines. Once initial waves are generated
as a result of string picking, they travel along the string. Thus it can be said that the time
impulse needs to pass till it is reflected (in other worlds, the distance) is aurally perceived
through pitch. If we consider the case of sampled solution, where SRate is sampling rate,
string length l relates to the generated pitch p as l = 2∗SRate/p (Smith 1992).
Thus a direct ray-casting based rendering of sampling solution to travelling wave:
y(tn,xm) = y+(n−m)+ y−(n+m) will allow us to aurally judge about distance through
pitch. As distance becomes smaller, the pitch changes from lower to higher values. The
normalisation procedure should allow us to efficiently judge about distance through pitch
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value. The auditory feedback rendering can be triggered at the end of user interaction or as a
part of simultaneous visual-auditory rendering of dynamic structure with update of visual
and auditory stimuli
In section 6.1 we discuss the case study for the analysis of molecular fields, where we
use the introduced auditory model to judge on dynamic change of molecule properties that is
the length of bond as the process is schematically presented in Fig. 4.26 .
Figure 4.26: The scheme of auditory feedback generation with digital waveguide model of
plucked string.
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4.6.2.2 Numerical measurements with ray-casting
Figure 4.27: Examples of evaluation of distance properties on between cells and additionally
modelled representations (SDF blobby structure) within proposed geometry model. d1 -
euclidean distance between points that are centres of cells, d2 - distance from cell centre x1
to surface SDF, d3 - distance from cell centre to surface SDF along the ray computed with
sphere tracing (general algorithm is discussed in section 5.2.4)
In general, the explicit representation <C,BV l2 > and implicit representation in the form of
SDF < I,BV l2 > can be efficiently used for fast computation of distance related measure-
ments. In Fig. 4.27 we provide a scheme of evaluation of distance properties for a basic case.
Those can be applicable to the case when in addition to basic point-based representation
we model a blobby surface within cellular subdivision. Those often a case of molecular
structures when in addition to CPK representation the molecular surface is modelled with
point-based data (Parulek & Viola 2012). The fast evaluation of distances between two
atoms (cells with 0D data) or between atom and molecular surface (cell with 0D data and
modelled surface) is required. Also, the evaluation of such basic distance properties is a core
of arbitrary navigation and spatial positioning tasks. Such tasks also often deploy the auditory
feedback to facilitate interaction with virtual objects, to coordinate the users movements and
position as a part of collaborative spatial exploration or as additional source of information
when visual system is fully engaged while performing complex task (Fishman et al. 1996,
Song et al. 2011).
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4.6.3 Modelling the region of two heterogeneous structures overlap
In conventional interpretation, the multisensory feedback from a user interaction demands
evaluation of inside/outside properties between the geometries Gav and Gsc. Auditory feed-
back can be deployed only to notify the user that interaction took place, or can provide details
on measured values such as: volume of overlap, distance from Gav to certain substructure in
Gsc and etc.
The evaluation of relationships between geometries Gsc and Gav is split into evaluation
of relationships between IC cells in equations 4.6 and 4.7. The process is facilitated by
bounding volume structures BV l2sc and BV
l2
av and can be decomposed into two steps:
1. Preliminary evaluation of relationships between bounding volume structures BV l2sc
and BV l2av and obtaining the subsets < I′av,BV
′
av
l2 > and < I′sc,BV
′
sc




l2 >⊂< Iav,BV l2av > and < I′sc,BV ′scl2 >⊂< Isc,BV
l2
sc > that satisfy the relathion-
ship rules executed on bounding volumes






l2 > and < I′sc,BV
′
sc
l2 >. As a result we obtain the final subcomplexes with
geometry Gcs1 :< Ics1,BV
l2
cs1 > and Gav1 :< Iav1,BV
l2






l2 >⊂< Iav,BV l2av > and < Ics1,BV cs1l2 >⊂< I′sc,BV ′scl2 >⊂< Isc,BV
l2
sc >
For the obtained geometries Gcs1 and Gav1 we deploy the constructive modelling on this
sets of cells to obtain a new geometry domain Go2. The implementation of such procedures
can be accelerated and facilitated with volume ray-casting. In Fig. 4.29 we consider
an example of material modelling on region of intersection of two microstructures with
evaluation of the overlap between cells. The case study is discussed in details in section 6.2.
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Figure 4.28: Example of volumes overlapping evaluation and complex modelling. Region of
overlapping is modelled as “composite material injection” volumes
The implementation takes advantage of possibility to deploy constructive geometry
modelling in combination with ray-casting procedures. We discuss the general principles of
such ray-tracing pipelines design for heterogeneous objects in section 5.3. Implementation
details for a particular case of composite material modelling for the microstructures case
study are discussed in section 6.2.3.3.
4.6.4 User Interface for manipulating visual-auditory scene
The conventional GUI tools manipulate the ranges of visual properties (colour scale range and
opacity) or additionally computed properties to perform the selection of ROI (see sections
3.6.1, 4.6)). In this research we consider possible extension in terms of visual-auditory
interface and consider the interaction that directly manipulates auditory properties for this
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purposes and considers the deployment of tools for music composing, such as the MIDI
keyboard for interaction.
Figure 4.29: Isosurface extraction for tetrahedral mesh volume rendering
As we have discussed in sections 4.4, 4.2.3, the auditory TF M : f− > w of scalar
field values f to more pleasant "musical" sounds such as sequences of the specified mu-
sical pitches of frequencies w. In our approach, to specify these frequencies we are us-
ing MIDI (stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface). In music, the MIDI format
is widely used to formalise the sound representation, and the basic MIDI message tuple
(On/O f f ,MIDIKey,MIDIKeyVelocity) can be used to find the wave duration, the frequency
and the amplitude directly. Therefore, the auditory properties which we store in the HV
model are mapped from MIDI message components as M : f− > MIDIKey, where field
MIDIKey represents frequencies, separate object modal areas and act like an auditory transfer
function. Thus to establish the mapping M : f−> w, we select a musical scale with degree
numbers 0, ..N within the specified range N. Whilst small range scales are easier to perceive,
a bigger range gives a trained listener more options for judging about small data changes.
Our experiments showed, that in most cases Cmaj of up to two-octave range is sufficient to
auditory highlight areas the visual analysis might miss. The mapping, therefore, is described
as follows:
1. To establish the mapping f−> 0, ..N, we calculate the scale degree ni ∈ 0, ..N for each
scalar filed value f (X) within the sub-range as ni = ⌊ f (X)∆d ⌋, where ∆d =
fmax− fmin
N
2. 0, ..N−> MIDIn. The mapping for Cmaj scale of the defined range and the start key
can easily be implemented on the basis of knowledge about the major scale structure
of a combination of tones (T) and semi-tone (S) intervals between notes (TTSTTTS).
3. The mapping MIDIKey−> w can be obtained with well known MIDI keynote to the
frequency conversion equation.
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An approach to ROI selection via manipulating the values provided by auditory TF and
musical scale is based on concept of defining "musical queries", the sequences on notes within
the music scale, in this case Cmaj. To simplify the notion the interaction procedures operate
MIDI field. For the musical query simplification, we neglect all the message components
except the key number that defines a note.
Below we demonstrate a simple example of (Fig. 4.30 a,b) we use the MIDI keyboard
for fast extraction of a particular part of field that demonstrates the musical pattern of interest
(the scan is taken along y-axis).
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.30: Interaction via Midi keyboard a) Music pattern definition with Midi Keyboard
b) Highlighting of scalar field areas, corresponding to defined pitch pattern
The music pattern is defined with Midi keyboard (Fig. 4.30 a). We can search and
highlight the scalar field areas demonstrating the same pitch pattern (Fig. 4.30 b) via the
defined field MIDIn and thus quickly define the area of interest in scalar field.
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The technique may be used for search for smooth/fast gradient changes detection as well.
4.7 Summary
IIn this section, we have outlined the visual-auditory pipeline as an extension of conventional
visualisation pipeline. We treat the problem of auditory modality introduction as a rendering
problem and unify the approach to visual-auditory analysis with similarities in light and
sound propagation through heterogeneous volume objects. We have discussed the following
aspects of the introduced approach:
1. We have demonstrated the deployment of hybrid constructive modelling for explicit
control over dynamic changes in both topology and shape for analysis of dynamic
heterogeneous structures.
2. We have discussed a combination of geometry modelling with ray-casting for com-
plex interactive visualisation techniques (LOD visualisation of dynamic multi-scale
structures) and the modelling of a secondary volume structures within a heterogeneous
subdivision, such as molecular surfaces or modelling of microstructures.
3. We have discussed the hybrid constructive modelling of optical and auditory properties
within IC-based representation of a heterogeneous object
4. We have introduced the auditory model similar to optical one and consider the unified
approach to the visual-auditory rendering of heterogeneous structures.
5. We have discussed how user interaction with visual-auditory feedback can be integrated
as a part of the introduced model and can benefit from the flexibility of introduced
techniques.
To summarise, the IC structure specifies the main rules for hybrid geometry modelling
and computation of cells relationships. Those two features are essential part of visual-
auditory pipeline modelling, parallelisation and efficient rendering with ray-casting. The
introduced constructive approach to visual-auditory pipeline design can highly benefit of
GPU implementation and combination with ray-tracing techniques.
In the next section, we will discuss the GPU implementation of our approach. The modern
graphics hardware makes the introduced approach convenient for real-time visual-auditory
analysis of heterogeneous objects. We discuss the design of a visual-auditory framework that




In previous sections, we have discussed challenges that appear in the visual-auditory analysis
of heterogeneous objects due to different representations of multi-scale and dynamic features
within a spatial subdivision. The complexity of multi-scale representation can be addressed by
using a rich set of procedures for modelling of geometry and materials. However, the modern
visualisation frameworks deal mainly with geometry modelling procedures with a main
focus on surfaces not volumes. The visualisation of volume objects that is another essential
property of heterogeneous structures, is often limited to volume rendering of structured grids.
As we focus on GPU-based implementation in line with relevant works discussed in the
section 2.1.1 . The solutions in area use the techniques that allow real-time performance
by using modern GPU hardware and algorithms to address bottlenecks and thus provide a
solution for low budget graphic cards. The model of the visual-auditory scene which was
presented in section 4.2.3 is convenient for GPU implementation as it treats rendering as
a combination of constructive geometry modelling and volume ray-casting techniques to
address the problem of heterogeneous objects visualisation. However, such approach requires
revisiting of visualisation principles and algorithms in the context of a ray-tracing graphic
pipeline.
Due to recent advances in GPU hardware, the ray-tracing APIs such as Nvidia Optix,
DXR API or ray-tracing extensions for Vulkan, allow ray-tracing to become a part of
the real-time graphics pipeline. At the same time modern graphics APIs provide more
flexibility for GPU computations within graphic pipeline (Subtil 2018). Thus ray-tracing
APIs provide an upper level of abstraction in the design of a ray-tracing application. The
complex visualisation solutions often benefit from a combination of visualisation with ray-
casting and interactive geometric modelling. In this work, we employ the flexibility of the
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ray-tracing APIs to address the complex task of implementing visual-auditory pipeline for
analysis of the heterogeneous objects.
Our visual-auditory pipeline is based on the principles of the GPU-accelerated ray-casting.
The solution deploys the GPU computational features in implementation of pipeline that
allow addressing the bottlenecks of visualisation of the heterogeneous objects as a part of
volume ray-casting procedure.
Section 5.2 presents the main challenges and features of design of ray-casting inspired
visualisation pipeline for heterogeneous objects analysis. We discuss the core aspects of
accelerated volume ray-casting of GPU-based visual-auditory scene described in section
4.2.3, such as:
1. General pipeline structure and challenges that impose the deployment of acceleration
structures (see section 5.2.3).
2. The unified approach with sphere-tracing for both ray-geometry primitive intersection
and accumulation of optical and auditory properties (see section 5.2.4)
3. Deployment of constructive hybrid modelling within visual-auditory pipeline. We
discuss the efficient evaluation of such constructively modelled pipelines as a part of
ray-casting procedure (see section 5.2.5).
The introduced concept of ray-casting inspired interactive visual-auditory pipeline design
provides a basis for implementation of the core procedures based on the ray-tracing API.
In section 5.3 we discuss in detail the main blocks of modern ray-tracing APIs that are
used for ray-casting inspired visual-auditory pipeline implementation. We explain how the
model introduced in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 is implemented within those blocks, the rules
of introduction of acceleration structures, GPU modelling of constructive tree logic. Also
we discuss the design of complex of volume ray-casting pipelines that allow dealing with
arbitrary geometry within subdivision and combine geometry modelling with ray-casting
that is an essential part of user interaction.
Finally, we take advantage of modern GPU hardware and algorithmic advances to design a
framework that deploys a GPU accelerated visual pipeline design. In section 5.4 we introduce
a flexible and extensible framework that deploys conventional principles of visualisation
pipeline and data-flow (VTK) and reconsiders their application in terms of modern GPGPU
implementation and flexibility that ray-tracing based computer graphics rendering pipeline
provides.
The framework benefits from modern GPU hardware concepts to perform real-time
interactive visualisation. This allows to design applications for low-budget hardware with
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the API. Moreover, we demonstrate how the framework can be implemented as a flexible
prototyping tool with C++ interfaces with further extensions for supporting Python interfaces.
The framework main features are object oriented architecture and GPU data flow. Visual-
auditory pipeline is constructed according to data-flow concept (see section 5.4).
Although implemented with the minimum of dependencies, the proposed framework
allows flexible further extension for larger projects in scientific research area that take
advantage of additional dependencies or are executed in Python environments.
5.2 Ray-casting inspired visual-auditory pipeline for dy-
namic heterogeneous objects
5.2.1 Overview
Visual pipeline optimisation often addresses the problem of the growing complexity of
geometry. Dynamic heterogeneous object demands extensive modelling of dynamic multi-
scale properties and real-time user interactive exploration. As a result, the pipeline evaluation
time grows with the complexity of geometry and materials modelling procedures. The
optimisation of evaluation of a pipeline for such complex objects is an essential requirement
of real-time interactive visualisation.
The flexibility of the ray-tracing pipeline allows increasing the efficiency of visualisation
of heterogeneous objects with multi-scale representation. We use various advantages that ray-
tracing graphics pipeline provides, such as high transparency of the ray-object intersection,
flexibility in terms of on-demand loading and rendering and programming flexibility.
5.2.2 General principles
Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 present the unified approach to visual-auditory analysis as a result
of the propagation of light and sound through heterogeneous volume object. The goal of
visual-auditory visualisation is to get an insight into phenomena that is represented by the
heterogeneous structure and is generated as a result of ray-casting of the sensory stimuli. Thus
the issues of efficiency of visual-auditory pipeline and quality of visual-auditory analysis
are related to optical and auditory models and their efficient evaluation with the ray-casting
procedure (see section 4.4). In the similar way as the conventional techniques (Knoll et al.
2014) we apply the volume ray-casting accelerated with hierarchical structures for the
integration of optical and auditory properties within tuple HV = G,Ao,As to address the
efficiency issues. Complex cases of ray-tracing often use multi-pass ray casting that can be
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Figure 5.1: An approach to volume ray-casting of heterogeneous objects. Step1. intersection
with bounding volume BV l2i - BVH acceleration. Step2. Intersection with "lower level"
bounding volumes and decomposition of constructive tree. Sphere-tracing (Hahn et al. 1998)
of SDF subtree for exact intersection with geometry domain Gi. Step3. Local volume
integration of Aoi and Asi with the ray-segment parameters for integration of constant and
"blended" materials computed with sphere-tracing
executed in parallel. In this research, we use two different ray-passes for accumulation of
optical properties Ao and auditory As properties that operate visual-auditory scene in the
same way.
The optical Ao and auditory As properties are modelled on spatial subdivision < I,BV l2 >=⋃N
i=1 < Ii,BV
l2
i >, via continuous functions Soi and Ssi within each cell Ii, where Ii is repre-
sented as SDF.
Based on the existing volume ray-casting techniques as discussed in section 3.4.3, the
ray-casting procedure is accelerated with hierarchical structure build on top of bounding
volumes in subdivision < I,BV l2 >
The volume ray-casting operates the cellular structure < I,BV l2 > by evaluating the inter-
sections with SDF cells along the ray and integration of continuous functional representations
Soi and Ssi to integrate the optical and auditory properties. .
Due to the constructive nature of modelling geometry, optical and auditory properties
within subdivision < I,BV l2 >, the ray-casting of visual-auditory scene h(t) that evaluates
visual-auditory pipeline is summarised with following core procedures, that in basic case
become a sequence of 3 steps (see Fig. 5.1 ):
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1. Step 1. Shoot the rays and find preliminary intersection info along each ray.
Conventionally ray-tracing is accelerated with hierarchical structures (see section
3.4.3). In this research, we construct acceleration structures on top of bounding
volumes in a subdivision in < I,BV l2 >. A hierarchical structure such as BVH allows
preliminary finding of all geometry primitives G j that ray intersect (see Fig. 5.1, Step
1). Thus for each ray an array of potential intersections is formed < I′,BV ′l2 >⊂<
I,BV l2 >. It should be noted that type of geometry specifies further processing steps
for < I′,BV ′l2 >.
2. Step 2. Find the exact intersections with all G j geometries and reject the "false"
ones from a set of < I′,BV ′l2 >. As each cell is represented with SDF, the procedure
evaluation is unified with well-proved for its efficiency sphere-tracing algorithm Hart
(1996) (see Fig. 5.1, Step 2).
Moreover, on this step, we address the efficiency aspects in the constructively modelled
visual-auditory pipeline. As discussed in section 4.2.3, the important aspect of that
pipeline is the constructively modelled mapping operation. The constructive trees for
geometry and material reflect the logic of visual pipeline. The trees evaluation can be
optimised as a part of volume ray-casting. In many cases we "extract" a local geometry
subdomain for j-th cell G jk ⊂ G j and its constructively modelled SDF representation
for sphere-tracing (see Fig. 5.1, Step 2)).
3. Step 3. Evaluate a contribution of optical Ao j and auditory As j materials on local
geometry subdomain G jk. In this research, we consider an emission-absorption inter-
action (see section 4.4). In cases of molecular structures, we also add to cells surfaces
a basic Blinn-Phong shading to highlight the shape. We also use the sphere-tracing for
the accelerated accumulation of optical and auditory properties (see Fig. 5.1, Step 3)
by using the model discussed in the section 4.4.
Below we discuss the general aspects of implementing conventional ray-tracing structures
within a visual-auditory pipeline.
5.2.3 Bounding volume hierarchy
The hierarchical structures are one of the key features of accelerated volume rendering of
large scale heterogeneous structures. The bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) is introduced
on top of the spatial subdivision in model < I,BV l2 > .
For efficiency of ray-geometry Gi intersection, we use the bounding volumes of the
different level that were introduced as a part of pre-processing of the initial data with
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dynamic and multi-scale features (see section 4.2.2) (Fig. 5.1, Step 1). However, the use
of acceleration structures also sets restrictions on the design of the ray-tracing pipeline for
volume ray-casting of heterogeneous objects. The main problem is that the cells in set
< I′,BV ′l2 > of preliminary computed with BVH intersections can be in arbitrary order. We
discuss our approach to address the problem with the design of different ray-casting pipelines
in section 5.3.1)). In addition to core procedures shown in Fig. 5.1, the post-processing step
is applied for "proper" volume integral evaluation with empty space skipping. In basic case,
it includes depth sorting of cells in < I′,BV ′l2 >. The other aspect of the procedure additional
per-ray memory allocation for intermediate ray-cells intersection information < I′,BV ′l2 >
and associated visual and auditory properties. The post-processing step uses such per-ray
arrays for further optical and auditory properties accumulation. We discuss the details of
implementation on a base of ray-tracing API in section 5.3.2.
In the general case, the introduction of arbitrary post-processing stage provides additional
flexibility in terms of a combination of accelerated ray-tracing with complex geometry mod-
elling techniques. As we have discussed in section 3.6.3, the accelerated user interaction
with multisensory feedback is based on a combination of accelerated ray-tracing and geo-
metric modelling. The post-processing allows implementing various complex procedures
such as the evaluation of the relationship between individual cells and process overlapping
volume patches to overlaps" of surface patches. These procedures are part of user inter-
active modelling and geometry modelling that we will consider for a practical example of
microstructures visualisation in section 6.2.
5.2.4 Sphere-tracing
5.2.4.1 Ray-geometry intersection
The possibility of fast evaluation of distance-dependent properties is a crucial feature of
SDF representation that deploys real-time rendering (Hart 1996) and user interaction with
multi-sensory feedback (Xu & Barbic 2017). In this research, we use sphere-tracing (Hart
1996) as a fast and unified algorithm for evaluation of the intersection of a ray with SDF
represented IC cells.
Processing of such geometric objects is done automatically in a unified way and no
preliminary information on the type of obtained geometry is required. Thus, all the construc-
tively modelled cells within structures < I,BV l2 > are processed similarly. BVH is deployed
to compute the preliminary intersection (see Fig. 5.1 Step.1) and the exact intersection for
any IC cell is evaluated with sphere-tracing of an entire constructive tree or one of its local
subtrees (see Fig. 5.1 Step.2). Thus the ray-tracing operates each cell as a "black box".
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The unified sphere-tracing based procedure for ray-geometry intersection allows intro-
ducing an object-oriented API with GPU data flow for the design of custom visual-auditory
pipelines. In most of the cases, the user needs to specify only the SDF geometry and TF to
introduce a custom heterogeneous object and visual-auditory mappings (see section 5.4.2 for
details).
5.2.4.2 Local optical and auditory model integration
The distance-dependent materials modelling allow us further to facilitate the accumulation of
optical and auditory properties in introduced model (see section 4.4) with sphere-tracing.
As we have discussed in section 4.4, for optical and auditory materials, we use con-
structive modelling by defining the geometry regions of constant and blended materials.
The material blending is also evaluated as the distance to geometry regions of two or more
materials. We use sphere-tracing to evaluate those distance properties and perform integration
of optical and auditory properties as described in section 4.4 ( see Fig. 5.1, Step.3 for a basic
scheme of sphere-tracing of blending region). Moreover, the algorithm also allows additional
space skipping for cell volumes with a lot of internal holes (sparse geometries). Such empty
spaces within cell has to be skipped during optical and auditory properties integration( see
section 6.2 for discussion on such case study ). Such space skipping within sparse geometry
is performed automatically as a part of optical and auditory model integration within a cell.
5.2.5 Visual-auditory pipeline optimisation and efficiency
We process in a unified way the arbitrary cell geometry in < I,BV l2 > such as conventional
tetrahedron and sphere (Knoll et al. 2009) or multidimensional geometry that was discussed
in section 4.3. However, the evaluation of ray intersection with multidimensional geometry
that represents dynamic and multi-scale features can be not straightforward, time-consuming
and makes the volume ray-casting of entire < I,BV l2 > structure more complex.
The efficiency of ray-cell geometry intersection is controlled by the tightness of deployed
bounding volumes in BVH. The solution is straightforward for simple geometry, such as a
sphere or tetrahedron (Knoll et al. 2014), but become complex for other geometries (Han
et al. 2019). The dynamic deformations of shape demand more flexibility in adjusting the
tightness of bounding volume (Nguyen 2006), so the "false" intersections are rejected before
performing complex evaluations of the ray-cell intersection. The ray-casting of dynamically
changing geometry in each cell G j is challenging due to changes in topological structure,
shape and size of G j. Constructing the optimally tight bounding volume within BVH that
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includes dynamic changes on a various scale is necessary to avoid significant increases of
computational time.
The other problem comes from conventional visualisation area for the case of considered
in this work dynamic multi-scale features. Due to modelling complexity of geometry and
materials, a constructive tree evaluation during ray-primitive intersection slows down the
rendering process. The constructive trees reflect the mapping logic of visualisation pipeline
and optimisation of constructive tree evaluation is performed as a part of ray-casting. Like
LOD techniques deployed in previous research in the area, we address issues of both memory
and computational efficiency within a spatial subdivision. In the same way as related research
in this area that works with on-demand data, in this work we execute on GPU only a necessary
part of the visual-auditory mapping structure (see section 5.2.5).
The construction of IC due to rules discussed in section 4.2.2 allows efficient evaluation
of composite cells. We implement bottom level bounding volumes to split the complex con-
structive tree into local subtrees. During ray-primitive intersection and materials evaluation,
we load on-demand only the necessary part of the constructive tree (see Fig. 5.1, Step.2,
where the bounding sphere for selected subtree is represented schematically with a yellow
circle). For the details on the procedure for the dynamic multi-scale features see section
5.3.1.
5.3 Ray-tracing API for IC hybrid structure rendering
Initially aimed only for rasterisation purposes, GPUs evolved into processors not only for
graphical applications. The GPGPU pipeline allow using GPUs to address a wide range of
parallel computational problems, including simulation, computer vision and even generic
data processing tasks. The recent research often takes those concepts further by combining
GPU-accelerated parallel procedures such as image processing, reconstruction, geometric
modelling with ray-tracing techniques (wu et al. 2018).
The modern GPU hardware and ray-tracing APIs provide programming flexibility and
support for GPGPU to address the challenges in computer graphics and the research-intensive
tasks (Alex Keller 2020),(Hoetzlein 2016),(Keller et al. 2018). Compared to rasterization
pipeline with predefined set of shaders, ray-tracing GPU executed structure is more general
and as a result more flexible. The programmers have an access to GPU compute facilities
directly from rendering pipeline (Vulkan compute pipelines n.d.) that allows combining
simulation and rendering tasks (Keller et al. 2018),(Chadzynski 2018).
In this work, we implement our approach with Optix ray-tracing API and deploy Cuda
general-purpose GPU programming language. Below, we describe the implementation
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structure with general ray-tracing terminology and provide references to structures deployed
within context by both Optix and Vulkan, the new generation graphics and compute API that
targets multiple platforms.
The ray-tracing APIs (DirectX, Optix, Vulkan extension) share the same execution model
(Usher 2020). The key building blocks that deploy the modern ray-tracing APIs are:
1. Acceleration structures, the most common are BVH and KD-trees. In section 5.3.1 we
discuss how we deploy BVH acceleration for composite cells and multi-scale feature
ray-casting.
2. Programmable shaders for ray tracing. The real-time ray-tracing pipeline is constructed
from shaders of various types. The functional features of shaders and introduced GPU
memory structures to support the ray-tracing process correlate with core procedures
presented in Fig. 5.1. We discuss the design of ray-tracing pipelines for heterogeneous
objects depending in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
3. Shader Binding Table that brings together shader handles with associated data that
they operate, i.e. the related to shaders information in Shader Storage Buffer Object
(SSBO) structure. We actively use the structure for GPU implementation of the hybrid
constructive modelling for heterogeneous objects representation. See details in section
5.3.4
4. A pipeline state object(PSO) handles the execution of ray tracing pipeline. In sec-
tion 5.3.5 we discuss several ray-tracing passes deployment for visual and auditory
properties rendering
Below we discuss the implementation of the core ray-tracing API structures in ray-casting
inspired visual-auditory pipeline discussed in section 5.2.1.
5.3.1 Acceleration structures in visual-auditory pipeline
The acceleration structure (AS) within ray-tracing API is a two-level structure. The nodes
of the bottom level AS contain geometry data and top-level AS nodes contain a list of
references to bottom level nodes together with associated transform and shading information
(see examples in Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Examples of TLAS and BLAS for scene with different types of objects: polygonal
plane composed of 2 triangles (BLAS), SDF primitives without BLAS acceleration and
molecular structures those atoms are accelerated with BLAS
The ray-tracing APIs construct the acceleration structures on top of existing geometry as
a two-step process: creating bottom level nodes first, then generating the top-level node. For
the introduced visual-auditory scene with geometry modelled as < I,BV l2 >, the BLAS is
constructed on top of the upper-level dynamic bounding volume structure BV l3 and BV l2(t0)
is deployed as a dynamic bounding sphere (see Fig. 5.3). BV l2(t0) is evaluated during ray-
tracing for the currently rendered time frame. If BLAS is positive we testing the BV l2(t0 j),
where t0 j is current time frame.





i (t0) that is modelled in E
4.
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BLAS is used to optimise ray-primitive intersection with each cell. The efficiency of
the procedure is controlled by the tightness of bounding volume BV l2 . Thus, for basic
static geometry deployed within subdivision < I,BV l2 >, for example, CPK molecule those
geometries are spheres, the upper-level acceleration is sufficient as optimal "tight" sphere-
shaped bounding volume can be used. As a result, those structures are very fast to process
compared to other types of geometry and even allow computing global illumination with
Monte-Carlo technique for the case of surface rendering (see Fig. 5.4)
Figure 5.4: Monte-carlo ray-tracing of CPK molecular structure (surface)
However, volume ray-casting of heterogeneous objects is a more complex task. Also,
dynamic deformations and multi-scale features the upper-level bounding volumes BV l2 are
hard to design as sufficiently tight. The research in area (Gourmel et al. 2010b, Parulek &
Viola 2012) often addresses the problem by the introduction of additional bounding volumes
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that are evaluated in case of positive BLAS intersection. Such additional bounding volumes
are used to optimise intersection and can be combined with evaluation of complex geometry
within ray-casting for additional acceleration. The structure of layered bounding volumes
allows fast rejection of "false" intersection before complex evaluations and reduce the number
of computations as discussed in sections 3.4.3 and 3.6.3 for related research).
We use similar technique and consider two possible cases of composite and multi-scale
cells (multidimensional composite) with per-cell bounding volume subdivision designed
according to the nature of heterogeneous phenomena as discussed in sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.3.
The bounding volumes structure for complex general case (both composite and multi-
scale) is :
BV l0j (t0, t1)⊂ BV
l1(t0, t1)⊂ BV l2(t0) (5.1)
Due to rules of < I,BV l2 > construction for composite and/or multi-scale cells, we
iteratively evaluate the bounding volumes in the cell that is available for these cases:
1. BV l1i (t0, t1)⊂ BV
l2
i (t0) for the case of multi-scale dynamic geometry. The BV
l1
i (t0, t1)
is used as additional acceleration subdivision to speed up dynamic multi-scale ray-
primitive intersection within the convext of LOD visualisation technique as discussed
in the section 4.3.3.
2. BV l0i (t0, t1)⊂ BV
l1
i (t0, t1), where BV
l0
i (t0, t1) = ∪Nj=0BV
l0
i j (t0, t1) for further intersec-
tion acceleration with composite cells . In this work the technique is also used for
complex geometric modelling such as construction of continuous surfaces, as discussed
in the section 4.3.4.
The general algorithm of processing of bounding volumes is summarised in Fig. 5.5. We
compute the time parameter t0k and test the intersection with BV
l2
i (t0k) that is the top dynamic
bounding volume deployed for BLAS acceleration. As the "preliminary" intersection is
computed with BLAS, we further proceed with testing of intersections with lower level
bounding volumes. The bounding volume hierarchy construction rules are specified by the
cases of multi-scale and/or composite cells. If case of using LOD technique, we compute the
parameter t1l and test the additional intersections with BV
l1
i (t0k, t1l)⊂ BV
l2
i (t0k). Moreover,
in case of composite cell we perform additional intersection query with each sub bounding
volume of composite cell BV l0i (t0k) = ∪Nj=0BV
l0
i j (t0k).
We can further use the bounding volume BV l0ik to evaluate the potential intersection in a
composite cell as its ik subcell. We also deploy the bounding volume BV l0ik to extract only
the necessary part of constructive tree for evaluation (see Fig.5.6 for example of multi-scale
geometry subtree extraction. The full tree for the cell used in this heterogeneous structure
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Figure 5.5: General scheme for testing and evaluation of intersection with ith cell.
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was presented in Fig. 4.14. Thus we automatically adjust the ray-primitive intersection
evaluation according to dynamic and multi-scale nature of < I,BV > construction.
Figure 5.6: Splitting of constructive tree for composite cell with bounding volumes BV l0i j of
dynamic and multi-scale nature. The technique suggests rendering of overlapping geometries.
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We use the bounding volume structure to optimise the evaluation of constructively
modelled visual-auditory pipeline. Due to unified ray-primitive intersection evaluation with
sphere tracing, we can can generalise the implementation of Step 2 procedure in Fig. 5.1
with execution of the following blocks that are custom defined for each heterogeneous object
(see Fig. 5.7):
1. GetTimeData. Obtaining a bounding volume representation for current time frame t0k:
BV l2(t0k)
2. GetSubtree. Evaluation of intersection with lower-level bounding volumes that process
the composite and/or multi-scale cell.
3. SphereTraceForward/SphereTraceBackward. Perform sphere-tracing in forwarding
and backward directions to refine the ray input and output intersections with geometry
G j
4. Depending on the type of pipeline (see section 5.3.3) we proceed further to Step 3 that
is an integration of optical and auditory properties or save Gi(t) intersection info as per
ray data
Figure 5.7: Decomposition of ray-cell intersection for constructively modelled heterogeneous
structure.
The ray-tracing of heterogeneous objects follows the rules of object-oriented architecture.
For each heterogeneous object, the procedures are redefined or inherited due to object-
oriented architecture from parent heterogeneous object, including GPU-executed shaders. In
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this work we implement entire constructive tree on GPU, as discussed later in the section
5.3.4. As the < I,BV > is constructed according to rules in section 4.2.2 the levels of
bounding volumes provide a basis for the further GPU splitting to constructive subtrees
within subdivision and reduction of SDF evaluation.
5.3.2 Data storage and intra-shader communication for various vol-
ume ray-casting strategies
Figure 5.8: Example of complex BLAS accelerated intersection case. We do not know if
intersection point computed with BLAS is the closest one for geometry G1.
The entire ray-tracing pipeline is organised as a set of GPU executed programmable shaders.
Ray-tracing APIs provide a set of shaders of different type with predefined common logic of
their execution (see Fig.5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Ray-tracing APIs shaders and the execution logic (image from (Usher 2020)).
During traversal, rays are tested against primitives in the leaf nodes (IC cells in our case) of
the acceleration structure. (c) If an intersection is found the Any Hit Shader is called. After
the traversal is complete (d) if defined the Closest Hit Shader of the hit geometry is called if
a hit was found, otherwise (e) the Miss Shader is called. These shaders then return control to
the caller of TraceRay, or can make recursive trace call.
In this research, we implement the different blocks of heterogeneous objects volume ray-
casting pipeline that we have considered in section 5.2.2 in these shaders. In many cases, the
functional features of those blocks correlate with initial application area of deployed shaders.
For Step1 in Fig. 5.1, we specify with the ray-generation shaders the ray-shooting rules
for visual and auditory rendering passes. For Step 2 in Fig.5.1, we deploy the Intersection
shaders for the evaluation of the exact intersection with custom geometry that detailed
decomposition with sphere-tracing of SDF and constructive tree splitting we have discussed
in section 5.3.1). Finally, we compute integration of optical and auditory properties as a part
of shading/material shaders or as a part of custom post-processing deployed at the end of ray
generation shader or within miss shader.
The logic of distribution of the above procedures is defined by the following problem.
In the basic case, the shaders for Step 2 in Fig. 5.1 that evaluate the exact intersection and
shaders execution is assumed after detecting preliminary intersection with BLAS build on top
of layered bounding volumes. However, for different types of cells with different geometries,
the ray-tracing structure can be significantly different.
The case of tetrahedral meshes that are schematically presented in Fig. 5.8 shows that the
"preliminary" intersection computed with BVH can be not the "closest" geometry intersection.
In this example, two geometries have the same bounding volume and this leads to ambiguity
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in intersection evaluation. In tetrahedral meshes rendering the problem is addressed with
additional depth sorting of all computed preliminary geometries.
Figure 5.10: Iterative accumulation of optical and auditory properties for basic type of
volume ray-casting pipeline
The ray-tracing API provides two types of shading approaches and allows allocating
additional memory available on the per-ray basis (ray payload) to design various ray-tracing
architectures. Applied to heterogeneous objects volume rendering, we consider two basic
strategies for accelerated ray-geometry volume integral evaluation within volume ray-casting
pipeline:
1. Implementation of Closest Hit shader after ray-cell intersection in the material shader.
Conventionally the rendering of surface objects deploys this type of shader as the one
where the closest intersection has to be found. For the volume rendering case, the
assumed closest intersection approximated by bounding volumes might not provide
the closest cell. However, this type of shader can be used for basic geometric objects
modelled within the subdivision with 0D topology and significant space between the
cells. The procedure assumes that secondary rays are used for processing further
subvolumes along the ray. The basic scheme is presented in Fig. 5.10. For all objects
along the ray, we iteratively find the closest ray-geometry intersection by relaunching
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the ray shooting along the same direction but with new ray origin outside the bounding
box of an intersected cell. This type of pipeline allows sequential evaluation of 3 types
of procedures defined in Fig. 5.1.
The main advantage of the approach is an accumulation of optical or auditory properties
during ray-casting without any need to allocate additional structures in memory per
each ray.
The main disadvantage is its limited application in the case of volume rendering of
heterogeneous objects. Thus, it is suitable for heterogeneous objects with significant
space between sub geometries, for example some water clusters or simple molecular
structures representations.
2. Implementation of Any Hit material shader for evaluation of all ray-cell intersection
along ray segment. The approach assumes computation of all the intersections along
the ray within defined ray length. Conventionally, further the post-processing procedure
is executed that applies depth sorting and integration of optical and auditory properties
(deferred shading (Eisenacher et al. 2013)).
The approach allocates the memory for GPU storage of a preliminary array of all
positive BLAS intersections with approximate distances or an array of exact distances.
Also, the information on materials distributed within such cells Ao j,As j and geometry
descriptions G j should be stored and later accessed from post-processing procedure
as a part of volume integral evaluation. Various processing of these GPU arrays can
be applied, such as depth sorting (case of tetrahedral meshes), removal of duplicate
intersection points for the cases of overlapping surface patches for continuous surfaces
modelling in section 4.3.4) and complex cases of user interaction that require evaluation
of relationships between IC cells, for example, discussed in the section 4.6.3.
The advantages of this approach are: it is extremely flexible due to custom post-
processing procedure; it handles any type of input sub geometries and complex cases
of combining geometric modelling with ray-casting.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it can be less efficient due to computation
of unnecessary intersections and also it requires storing ray payload information and,
therefore, is less memory efficient.
Due to flexibility, we mainly use the second approach and construct volume ray-casting
pipeline with post-processing procedure.
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Figure 5.11: General optical and auditory volume ray-casting algorithm. Ray-tracing API
shader domains and their augmentation with callable shaders accessed directly or from Per
ray data array
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In this work, the post-processing stage operates additional structures in GPU memory
that are allocated during any-hit ray-cell intersection and preliminary evaluation of the
material shader. The pre-processing of GPU arrays is followed by deferred evaluation of
exact ray-geometry intersection and integration of optical and auditory properties.
Thus, the post-processing step assumes intra-shader communication. The constructive
trees of each intersected primitive the Gi,Aoi,Asi that in the basic case are one-node SDF
primitive and TFs are passed from conventional geometry and material evaluation shaders to
post-processing shader. The post-processing shader is executed on the final stage, usually
after the Miss shader execution (see Fig. 5.11). The procedure is handled via ray payload
structure that is used in ray-tracing APIs. In this work, we use the Callable programs/shaders
structure within ray-tracing APIs to describe, store and evaluate an arbitrary constructive tree
for geometry and material (see more in section 5.3.4).
The ray payload is an arbitrary, application-defined data structure that stores information
that is accumulated along the path of the ray. It is initialised by the shader that initiates a ray
query operation. In our case, the structure is normally read and modified by any hit shaders.
It is typically used to output material properties accumulated along the path of the ray, which
the ray generation shader writes to the memory.
Also in ray-tracing APIs, the ray attributes are used to pass information from the inter-
section shader to the material hit shaders. We use the structure to transfer the intersection
information Gi to a material shader. Overall, the data collected for each IC cell in ray-payload
storage is represented with the following structure:
struct Per_cell_primitive_data
{
enum type {avatar, scene}; //HV object for the scene or the interaction
int G_i;//id of constructive tree for the geometry
int Ao_i; //id of constructive tree for the optical property
int As_i; //id of constructive tree for the auditory property
float dist[2]; //first and last intersections of geometry with ray
};
As we discussed above, the type of pipeline is related to cell geometry, and implemented
within a cellular subdivision.
5.3.3 Types of ray-tracing pipelines for heterogeneous objects
The conventional visualisation tools often design their pipelines based on all the possible
geometry within the input data, topology descriptions with various dimensions and structure,
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such as structured or unstructured grids. Similarly, we notice that in many cases the organisa-
tion structure of key pipeline procedures that we have discussed earlier in section 5.3.2 with
post-processing depend on topological dimension used in explicit cell description. We use
this assumption in the design of optimal class hierarchy presented in Fig. 5.12.
Figure 5.12: Heterogeneous objects architecture to define the logic of volume ray-casting
The topology dimension from the initial data that represents a heterogeneous object
defines the architecture of ray-casting pipeline. In particular, it defines what intersection
shaders are used, whether post-processing is required and what structures to store the per-
ray data for post-processing are needed. Due to object-oriented architecture, the type of
heterogeneous object (sdfHeterogeneous0D, sdfHeterogeneous1D or sdfHeterogeneous3D)
is detected during visual-auditory pipeline execution. Accordingly, the structures in the
GPU memory are allocated and used within post-processing that is a part of ray generation
shader (see Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.11). The ray-tracing pipeline is executed according to the
structure of ray-tracing pipeline. This concept is one of the essential parts of GPU data-flow
implementation that we discuss in section 5.4.2.
In Fig. 5.13 we specify three different types of pipelines for the rendering of volume
heterogeneous structures. In this work, we demonstrate those pipeline application for several
cases of heterogeneous objects, such as:
1. molecular atomic structures (CPK representation case) (see Case study in section
6.1.3.1) that mainly uses the first type of pipeline.
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2. Molecular structures ( Ball-and- Stick representation) and lattice-based microstructures
that are modelled as overlapping volumes and generally use the second type of pipeline
(see Case study in sections 6.1.3.2, 6.2.1.2)
3. Microstructures modelled on tetrahedral meshes subdivision that use the third type of
pipeline (see Case study in section 6.2.1.2).
5.3.4 GPU modelling and storage of hybrid constructive geometry
All the GPU-executed shaders which are introduced as a part of ray-tracing pipeline along
with GPU-based arrays and embedded parameters are stored as a part of Shader Binding Table
(SBT). The ray-tracing APIs allows allocating GPU Arrays in memory with user-defined
structure and associates them with a particular type of shader. In Vulkan and Optix those
are the VKBuffer and OptixBuffer respectively. Shader Storage Buffer Objects (or SSBO)
can be seen as unlocked UBOs: they are accessible in reading and writing in a GLSL shader.
The structure can be compared to conventional rasterisation bindless rendering that assumes
the required data to be GPU-uploaded and accessed by ID in shader during execution.
However, because of greater flexibility in this implementation we use a particular type of
GPU program called a callable shader. Callable shaders are custom user-defined programs
that can be invoked from any other type of shader (Ray Generation, Closest Hit or Miss
shader), including callable shaders. The structure allows reuse of GPU code across many
different objects. That leads to both increase in productivity and effective use of GPU
resources. Moreover, as such sharers can be called by a unique ID, a common trick is to
build and store a GPU array of those IDs with associated additional information. We use
the technique to support hybrid constructive modelling on GPU that we have discussed
in section 4.3. In Fig. 5.14 we show the implementation of tetrahedral mesh as a set of
OptixBuffers. All tetrahedra are stored as a set of GPU arrays with information about
geometry and topology. The SDF representation is constructively modelled as IDs to Callable
programs with associated input parameters (explicit cell description).
Similarly, we implement the geometry or material modelling as a result of user interaction
as discussed above in the section 4.6.1. We simply need to pass the ID of other callable
procedure to the callable shader of the constructive tree. See implementation example for
geometry constructive modelling as a result of user interaction in Fig 5.15. The constructive
tree for this example was presented in Fig. 4.24 in section 4.6.1.
The callable shaders allow flexible construction of different types of heterogeneous
objects within ray-tracing pipelines, as each constructive tree for geometry and material is
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Figure 5.14: Hybrid constructive tree implemented as a set of Optix Buffers with explicit
cell representation and Callable programs ids.
Figure 5.15: Interaction
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evaluated as a "black box" procedure called by its ID. This structure is an essential part of
GPU data-flow implementation that we discuss in section 5.4.2.
5.3.5 Visual and auditory rendering passes
The possibility to define the custom ray-shooting rules and several ray-tracing passes allows
the design of complex ray-tracing shading techniques. In this work, we use this flexibility for
simultaneous visual-auditory rendering that deploys visual and auditory rendering passes.
Let us consider the basic case, with As and Ao are distributed within spatial subdivision
of the same geometry domain G. The visual-auditory ray-tracing scheme can be described as
processing of two following steps:
1. Visual and auditory stimuli rendering stage.
We perform auditory rendering pass by using BVH and SDF to compute the in-
put/output intersection distances of Gi and assemble all necessary for post-processing
stage information on cells intersection, as discussed in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. We
refer to the array with intersection information resulted from visual ray-tracing as




j for auditory ray-tracing.
Thus, on post-processing stage we compute auditory image of the phenomena by
integrating auditory properties. The auditory TF maps data to the modal frequency
and the output’s sound buffer updates for each ray-traced distance segment in RayArr2
according to equation until the end of the ray-casting along an individual ray. For each
auditory ray, we generate sound wave I′j(d) .
The outputs of procedures are the conventional visual stimuli 2D image buffer of RGB
values and 2D buffer of sampled sound waves I′j(d).
We convolve all sound waves I′j(d) in auditory buffer with HRTF Wu & Yu (2016)
according to shooted ray position to enable 3D sound. The result is a sampled wave
I(d) played with the selected sample rate for each time t value. That is a representation
of the 3D sound that allows the listener to perceive the auditory impulse propagation
along with the ray path heterogeneous object and highlight with auditory stimuli its
internal structure.
2. Visual rendering loop with synchronisation of the auditory soundtrack played in time.
We perform simultaneous visual-auditory image generation by playing in real-time
the obtained sampled wave I(d) and for each time parameter t. At the same time, we
perform the visual stimuli rendering pass to compute individual pixel of a projected
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visual image (visual stimuli buffer). We use the RayArr2 data during visual rendering
pass to dynamically highlight the region of auditory ray propagation as the sound is
played. With RayArr2 distance-based data, for current time parameter t we evaluate
if the current cell was activated by auditory ray and change its optical properties to
highlight it in case of activation.
5.4 Visual-auditory API
5.4.1 Overview
The syntax and architecture of API are very similar to Visualization Toolkit. Since it has
been developed (Schroeder et al. 1998) the tool has become a core of many open-source
scientific visualisation tools (Ayachit 2015), (Kikinis et al. 2014). As VTK natively supports
terminology and concepts used by visualisation specialists we consider it as a reference
and design an API with structure and syntax similar to VTK. To perform the conventional
visualisation pipeline transformation from input data to a rendered image, the VTK deploys
a CPU-implemented data flow approach.
Currently, the modern GPU architectures allow introducing the GPU-implemented
dataflow paradigm that is being used in GPU-computational APIs where computations
are described using the data flow graph (Abadi et al. 2015). This allows for example to ad-
dress the dataflow optimisation tasks by removing the unnecessary CPU/GPU data exchange
(Team 2018b) that is often a result of outdated architectures.
Possibility to implement data flow concept on GPU provides an opportunity to design
user-friendly visualisation solutions with an efficient GPU accelerated pipeline execution.
The proposed API targets establishing the main features of the design of pipeline for the
visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous objects. Very similar to how VTK implements and
uses in its architecture the standard visualisation concepts, such as visualisation pipeline,
we introduce a concept of the visual-auditory pipeline, unified on a basis of the ray-casting
procedure. The API targets to provide high-level access to hybrid constructive geometry and
materials modelling and rendering that is essential for heterogeneous objects visualisation. It
allows users to operate familiar visualisation concepts and terminology. At the same time, it
is very lightweight and fast as all core procedures are CUDA kernels running on NVIDIA
GPU card.
The API not only provides the users the easy access to the basic procedures of a pipeline,
but considers further extension possibility with C++/CUDA and Python bindings.
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5.4.1.1 Naming structure
Most of the API classes have prefix "va" (for example vaBasicRenderer). The data Readers
names are formed with a prefix of file format, for example, xyzReader. All SDF primitives
and operations that can be directly used within the FRep modelling pipeline have "sdf" prefix.
For example sdfSphere, sdfBox, sdfTextureReader, etc.
5.4.1.2 Prerequisites
The API is based on Optix engine. The visual and auditory rendering is performed through
the use of OpenGL and OpenAL accordingly. For details on visual-auditory rendering,
interoperability sees the implementation of optical model class: for optical model and
auditory model class: for 3D sound rendering. Additionally, some of the API classes use the
following open source libraries (those procedures might be not used and libraries excluded
from the project):
Readers: ITK for data preprocessing
stkSound class: STK for sound synthesis
Leap Motion SDK for interaction
Pybind for python bindings.
For detailed requirements, compiling source codes on Windows and Linux and other
relevant information, please, see README document in github repository (E.Malikova
2020)
5.4.2 Data-flow in GPU-accelerated visual-auditory analysis
The ray-tracing APIs facilitate procedures related to the low-level ray-tracing, such as memory
allocation, handles optimisation for GPU implementation (Wald & Parker 2019) and provides
the possibility of GPGPU programming in a pipeline. This allows to design upper-level GPU
solutions. In this work, we consider the design of visualisation API for heterogeneous objects
analysis that is based on Optix ray-tracing API and uses a GPU data-flow structure allocation
and execution that is a core of conventional CPU visualisation frameworks.
Moreover, we consider the conventional advantages of the object-oriented approach to
such GPU data-flow visual-auditory pipeline design. We combine GPU hybrid constructive
modelling and ray-casting within IC structure for outline the unified implementation based
on ray-tracing API (see section 5.3). This allows us to use object-oriented architecture and
GPU data-flow in design visualisation pipeline and extend it further to the visual-auditory
case.
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The API core functionality is designed based on functional features similar to VTK and
considers the following similar to VTK classes, such as Reader, Mapper, Actor, Renderer,
Window, Interactor and Widget.
Similarly to VTK, we construct the visual-auditory pipeline with "input-output" concept
from core object-oriented blocks that invoke the ray-tracing shaders, such as Miss, Ray
Generation, Hit, etc. (see Fig 5.11 in section 5.3.2) and introduced set of callable shaders.
The shaders can be executed on various stages with an execution structure defined by the type
of heterogeneous object (see Fig. 5.13 in section 5.3.3). This allows us to create a data-flow
structure that is stored and executed in GPU memory (see Fig. 5.16 for a basic scheme of
classes communication structure and shaders management).
Figure 5.16: The structure of communication between classes and shaders management
Combined with object-oriented principles, the GPU data-flow paradigm provides the user
with the possibility of building a visual pipeline as building blocks similar to conventional
visualisation frameworks (see Fig. 5.17). The core of such visual pipeline design for hetero-
geneous objects is the ray-casting pipeline that operates the GPU implemented < I,BV l2 >
structure. The manipulations include queries/intersections with the nodes of constructive
trees and operating a different levels of BVH structure (see section 5.3.1), configuring type
of pipeline depending on type of used heterogeneous object (see section 5.3.3), user inter-
active procedures or LOD techniques that involve projection of multidimensional structure
< I,BV l2 > to 3D space (see sections 4.3.3 and 5.3.1). All the necessary configuration is
done as the pipeline is constructed from object-oriented building blocks due that handle the
procedures on both CPU and GPU.
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As a result of such object-oriented programming, the ray-tracing pipeline is built with
ray-tracing API and is executed on GPU in a rendering loop (see section 5.3). As the
ray-tracing context is launched to obtain a visual and auditory image for further analysis,
the shaders defined within Geometry, visual and auditory Materials are executed within the
ray-tracing pipeline as it was described in section 5.3.2. To facilitate the visual-auditory
scene management, handle different rendering passes for visual-auditory properties rendering
and interaction the vaActor and vaMapper are implemented similarly to VTK Actor and
Mapper.
The pipeline was implemented in C++ (see Fig. 5.17. As a proof of concept for some
cases the Python bindings were provided with pyBind (Jakob et al. 2016) to read NumPy
arrays as an input data (see Fig. 5.18)
Figure 5.18: An example of calling GPU accelerated API from Python
The execution within Python-based scientific environment demonstrates the main advan-
tages of the proposed GPU-accelerated approach to construction of visualisation pipeline. In
Fig. 5.19 we have provided the comparison of the conventional CPU implemented visualisa-
tion pipeline execution scheme (VTK can be an example of such API) as it is executed from
Python-based scientific environment and for the proposed API with Python bindings.
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Figure 5.19: Execution in Python based scientific environment for conventional visualisation
APIs (1) and the proposed API (2) that minimises CPU-GPU data exchange
5.4.3 Handling GPU programs
As the API was designed based on the Optix Engine, it takes advantage of its architecture and
functional features that facilitate management and execution of the ray-tracing shaders (GPU
programs). In many cases, the inputs and outputs of the proposed API are the references
to Optix objects, such as optix::Geometry, optix::Material, optix::GeometryInstance, Optix
callable programs. Most of Optix objects are created and handled in Optix API and the
process uses optix::Context. This structure is necessary for most of the classes, except
some readers and is set with SetContext procedure. We create a ContextManager class that
facilitates the process of content creation and further management.





mol.SetContext(m.GetOutput()); //passing the reference to context
before calling any further procedures associated with GPU
→
→
vaBasicObject implements the general procedures on operating the Context and handling
a set of executed ray-tracing shaders of any type. For each class we specify the shaders of a
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certain type and custom callable shaders depending on the functionality. The examples of
such classes are vaAuditoryMaterial, sdfGeometry, vaWidgetHandles or vaBasicRenderer.
Those classes take advantage of vaBasicObject implemented procedures for handling their
GPU programs (see Fig. 5.20 for the hierarchy of core classes).
Figure 5.20: Core classes
5.4.4 Data readers and SDF geometry mapping
This work considers the following file formats for input data representation (see Fig. 5.21) :
1. molecular particle-based data: MOL, SDF, XYZ.
2. tetrahedral meshes: vtk unstructured grids
3. voxel data: txt
Figure 5.21: Reading classes
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Below is the example for molecular data described in XYZ file format. The code reads
the data and creates a procedural CPK molecule representation on GPU as a set of SDF
spheres, representing atoms. All necessary GPU structures (BVH acceleration, GPU hybrid
constructive trees) are handled within the pipeline and used later on the rendering stage:
contextManager m;
m.Update();//creates context





mol.SetCenter(read.GetOutput1()); //centers, data stored in std::vector→






In the other example below, the Reader performs signed distance transform (ITK is de-





readSDFTex1.SetSize(139, 150, 160); //data dimensions















5.4.5 Setting up Mapper and Actor for visual-auditory Rendering
vaMapper, vaActor and vaRenderer are implemented similarly to VTK classes. The vaMapper
collects and manages the geometry and material representation within a pipeline, in current
implementation with optical or auditory properties. The vaMapper activates optical or
auditory material, depending on visual or auditory volume ray-casting pass. Within a
pipeline, we implement optical and auditory materials similarly with the closest hit and any
hit shaders. The shader type is configured depending on the type of heterogeneous object
(see section 5.3.3).
The vaRenderer is responsible for rendering of visual and auditory properties. We
consider several rendering modes that can specify optical or auditory rendering passes,
rendering in an interactive camera mode, user interaction mode or visual-auditory animation
(for more details and example see section 5.4.8 ). vaRenderer operates the vaActors that in
its turn handle vaMapper to configure the pipeline for specified ray-casting mode.
















ren.LaunchAuditoryContext(); //compute auditory ray-tracing
...
ren.LaunchOpticContext();// compute optical ray-tracing
5.4.6 Window, GUI and Interactor
Ray tracing generates an image with each pixel computed with the ray-casting from the
camera. The entire procedure is implemented with CUDA with the 2D image submitted to
OpenGL as a texture. OpenGL sends to windowing API a textured quad. Thus we have a
relatively fixed OpenGL/window rendering part that we implement with vaWindow. We use
GLFW and IMGUI (O. n.d.) libraries to design a custom GUI.
The API provides a basic Renderer, GLFW window and Interactor. Below is a simple


























As we have discussed in section 5.3.4 we implement constructive modelling principles on
GPU. Below in Fig. 5.22 is the class hierarchy for some SDF primitives and operations
available within the API.
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Figure 5.22: Constructive geometry modelling classes, including heterogeneous objects
modelling framework
Below we consider the example that constructively models on GPU a geometry via a set













































The modelled geometry is presented in Fig. 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: A example of constructively modelled geometry
5.4.8 Rendering
In the same way we implement the visual-auditory rendering, user interaction and dynamic
rendering by specifying the different rendering modes in vaBasic Renderer:
enum vaBasicRenderer::RenderModes {
INTERACTIVE_CAMERA,
/*<Mode by default. Rendering through defined camera with interactive
manipulation of its parameter (pan, zoom, etc.). In this mode the Optix
context launches rendering of optical model. In this mode only scene
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COMPUTE_SOUND,
/*<Auditory ray-casting. In this mode the Optix context launches rendering→
of optical model. See vaBasicRenderer::LaunchAudioContext() function.
The result of procedure are the computed with ray-casting auditory properties
that are defined with auditory material distribution on scene geometry.
→
→
OpenAl is used for auditory scene representation ready for playing :
set of sound sources, sampled sound waves, configured HRTF and etc.
→
→
If the auditory scene was computed, it would be automatically played if





/*<Rendering of visual-auditory dynamic scene. */
INTERACTIVE_WIDGET
/*<Interactive manipulation through assigned widget. The widgets are similar
to VTK widgets and are used for
→
→
interactive definition of various optical/geometry/auditory parameters,





The default interactive camera manipulation mode
vaBasicRenderer::RenderModes::INTERACTIVE_CAMERA is activated by default.
To render, for example, the animation represented within dynamic scene we just need to
activate the vaBasicRenderer::RenderModes::PLAY_ANIMATION mode. Similarly the
vaBasicRenderer::RenderModes::COMPUTE_SOUND and
vaBasicRenderer::RenderModes::PLAY_ANIMATION should be activated one after
another for 2 steps of visual-auditory rendering that has been described in section 5.3.5
accordingly.
The vaInteractor will read vaRenderer modes and initiate according procedures of the
renderer to perform visual/auditory or dynamic scene ray-casting.














bool handled = false;









std::cout << "Playing the dynamic scene" << std::endl;
cab->ren->SetMode(vaBasicRenderer::RenderModes::PLAY_ANIMATION);→




// forward key event to imgui
ImGui_ImplGlfw_KeyCallback(window, key, scancode, action, mods);→
}
}
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The vaRenderer deploys optical and auditory models that specify the necessary procedures
for optical and auditory ray-tracing. The core functionality is implemented in abstract class
vaBasicModel for both optical and auditory modes (see Fig: 5.24):
Figure 5.24: Optical and auditory models
5.4.9 Interactive widgets
The interactive widgets concept is similar to conventional interactive rendering in such
toolkits as VTK, where the user performs an interactive exploration and scene manipulation
through using cameras and 3D interactive widgets. Those widgets define custom ray-shooting
procedures to compute various procedures with ray-tracing, like collision detection, volume
computation, etc. with further auditory feedback.
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Figure 5.25: Widgets
In this work we consider how the user interactive exploration can benefit of ray-casting
and constructive modelling (see sections 3.6.3 and 4.6). Thus, the core features of deployed
in this work interactive widgets are:
1. constructively modelled geometry for handle/avatar representation. This representation
can be directly deployed as a part of interactive geometry modelling (see the example
in sections 4.6.1 and 5.3.4).
2. widgets can define their ray-casting procedures. Those may be procedures for custom
measurements that can be followed by mapping the results of those measurements into
auditory feedback (section 4.6.2) or other procedures. For example, in this work, we
have experimented with a registration procedure that is conventional for the image
processing area. The procedure aligns two objects by minimising the distance between
points on surfaces of two objects (see Fig.5.26).
Let us consider the examples of programming of various aspects related to widget-based
user interaction. Widget creation and adding it to 3D scene:
//widget creation






//Create geometry handle for specified widget and widget to interactive
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The example of assigning a ray-casting widget a plucked string model for auditory
feedback generation (see section 4.6.2):
1 //Setting auditory model (plucked string in this case) for widget feedback→






The code below demonstrates the use of widget geometry as a part of a constructive tree
to enable interactive geometry modelling. See sections 4.6.1 for technique details.
Figure 5.26: Registration of widget geometry (sphere) and molecular surface object. (a) The
ray-casting based scanning of local surface patch for assumed local registration area. For
this the user interactively moves widget in specified direction (b) Result of least-squares














Similarly to conventional toolkits, the widgets in this API are an entry point for user
interaction and introduce changes into the visualisation pipeline as a result of an interaction.
Together with the other core components, such as Readers, Mappers, Renderers they shape
a framework for the development of a wide variety of interactive visualisation applications
for the analysis of heterogeneous objects powered by ray-tracing API. The object-oriented
structure facilitates the creation of GPU procedures for execution and the ray-tracing is an
entry point for the evaluation of visualisation techniques. In this context, we are interested
in the performance of such visualisation procedures and relative timings depending on the
complexity of mappings and visualisation techniques, size and spatial dimension virtual
scene. We discuss the main features and provide the approximate timings in the next section.
5.4.10 Timings
Compared to rasterization, the ray-tracing algorithm most often emphasises the efficiency
problem in the context of maximising rendering quality (Beets 2020). Due to differences in
procedures design, the efficiency metrics of graphic pipelines are also addressed differently
(Vasiou et al. 2018),(Beets 2020).
Firstly, the acceleration structure building, such as the BVH, which is the most expensive
part of the ray-tracing based graphics pipeline (Deng et al. 2017), (Kopta 2016),(Hendrich
et al. 2017) is considered. If it is possible, the rendering pipeline is programmed to execute
it only once, although it is not always can be done for dynamic objects and in case of user
interaction or dynamic scenes (Wald 2007).
Secondly, the performance on the ray-tracing stage is much justified by ray coherence,
and the ability to balance the computational load between shooted rays. The procedures
executed per GPU unit may require different execution time. Also, the process can be affected
by non-coherent data access (Beets 2020),(Sommefeldt 2020). Ray-tracing the performance
timing highly dependent on data access/movements (Kopta 2016) as those are often the main
consumers of time (Vasiou et al. 2018). Although no secondary rays are often considered,
the case of volume ray-casting can be as difficult as surface rendering in terms of coherency.
The process similarly deals with the balancing of computational load on a per-ray basis as
the rays travel inside a BVH-accelerated volumetric structure. The ratio of BVH accelerated
space skipping regions and computationally expensive volume sampled regions is hard to
predict as it can vary even for the ray paths of similar length. The large difference in the rays
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traversal time per GPU unit affects the total GPU executed ray-tracing time that may depend
on viewing direction and how dense the material distribution in the heterogeneous object.
The data movement-related issues are of particular importance as ray-tracing based
visualisation of dynamic and multi-scale properties is considered. We consider the volume
ray-casting performance aspects in terms of visualisation pipeline efficiency, as conventional
solutions often consider the two main metrics: the time for entire visualisation pipeline
evaluation and the time directly for interactive rendering once the pipeline has been evaluated.
In this work, the visualisation pipeline evaluation includes the conventional for ray-tracing
pipeline virtual scene BVH tree building. We avoid the cases of dynamism or user interaction
that lead to BVH rebuilding. The data is loaded directly on GPU and access it minimising
CPU/GPU communication in interaction and limiting control only to GPU memory issues
in computation, such as the amount of data accessed by computing units (Chatterjee et al.
2017).
Thus, most of the dynamic/interactive visualisation efficiency are defined on rendering
stage where ray-tracing is considered in terms of ray coherency and memory-access (Moon
et al. 2010),(Kopta et al. 2015). We expect that stored on GPU as callable procedures the
constructive trees for complex dynamic and multi-scale geometry and material will increase
ray-tracing time, compared to ray-tracing of simple geometries, such as spheres. Also, the
per-ray data structures required additional memory use.
To get a basic idea of how the performance parameters are affected in ray-tracing based
visualisation, we evaluate the performance for conventional particle splatting described in
(Knoll et al. 2014). Compared to more universal cases of volume visualisation of arbitrary ge-
ometry within a subdivision, the conventional splatting approach benefits from the following
simplifications:
1. no sampling inside volume is needed as a material is homogeneous within a subdivision
2. the intersection can be computed with sphere can be fastly computed and bounding
volume is optimal (sphere-shaped)
Depending on camera parameters defined with user interaction (zoom in/out, rotation) the
FPS ranges obtained for different types of data are presented in table 5.1 (see also Fig. 5.27
for example of heterogeneous representation modelled on three types on input data). The
input data differ in the number of cells and "density" of volume structure. The tetrahedral
mesh-based structure (model 1) is an example of dense volume, while molecular data (models
2,3) are examples of "sparse" volumes. Moreover, model 3 is also a thin, slice-like volume
and thus in most cases, rays will be relatively short in length. As we have to use more
complex geometry, the evaluation time increases. Those are the case of basic dynamic




Figure 5.27: Examples of input data with dynamic microstructure shape modelled within
defined heterogeneous subdivision a) Heat equation mesh; b) Diffuse membrane (molecular
data) d) Slice of diffuse membrane
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(shape deformation with morphing)and dynamic microstructure primitives (see Fig. 5.27)
and dynamic microstructure primitives (see Fig. 5.27 in table 5.1). The results for both
pipeline evaluation performance and averaged FPS are summarised in graphs presented in
Fig. 5.28 and Fig. 5.29.
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Figure 5.29: Averaged FPS depending on number of cells for models 1,2,3
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Thus, it can be concluded that performance decreases with the size of construction three for
modelling geometry. For geometry with dynamic and multi-scale features, such complexity
is usually proportional to considered dimension: dynamic shape deformations can require
non-trivial operations within constructive trees (Pasko et al. 2004b, Adzhiev et al. 2002)
and multi-scale features introduce even more complex geometry (Liu & Shapiro 2018),
(Wang et al. 2011) ,(Wahle & Wriggers 2015), such as microstructures (Pasko et al. 2011b),
(Putanowicz 2015), those efficient sphere-tracing maybe not straight forward (Bálint &
Valasek 2018, Keinert et al. 2014). In addition, the consideration of non-homogeneous
material distribution leads to the necessity for sampling inside volume and thus increases
the number of constructive trees evaluation. As an example of a particular case study,
below in table 5.2, we have considered how ray-tracing time grows with the complexity of
representation for dynamic and multi-scale features space, for a molecular water cluster of
840 atoms with 560 bonds that are used to model 280 water molecules in total (see details on
a case study in section 6.1.3).
Table 5.2: Molecular cluster







While the proposed visual-auditory approach can be used in many areas, in this work we
are focusing on two case studies that highly depend on efficient scientific visualisation
and geometric modelling. We consider the areas of molecular structures visualisation and
microstructures modelling and rendering in digital fabrication. Those areas highlight different
challenges related to heterogeneous objects modelling and visualisation. We demonstrate
how the proposed approach can address such challenges and provide examples of real-time
visualisation of such structures.
6.1 Molecular simulation case study
The molecular phenomena analysis is an area of active research that connects simulation and
experiment to get a correct insight into the compound dynamic structure (Miao, Klein, Kouřil,
Mindek, Schatz, Gröller, Kozlíková, Isenberg & Viola 2019). The molecular visualisation
is a challenging task due to a large amount of data and a wide range of complex data
representations (Kozlikova et al. 2017). Conveying information about the properties of
dynamic multi-scale molecular structures demands consideration of various visualisation
techniques (Miao, Klein, Kouřil, Mindek, Schatz, Gröller, Kozlíková, Isenberg & Viola
2019) and multimodal exploration (Kozlikova et al. 2017). Multimodal systems facilitate
the analysis of complex molecular phenomena. Often the techniques use the interactive
exploration with such gesture control and eye gaze devices (Hoell et al. 2018),(Silva et al.
2019) or introduce various sensory modalities such as visual, auditory, tactile that complement
each other and can highlight features of interest (Silva et al. 2019).
The design of interactive visualisation and multimodal interfaces for molecular phenomena
analysis is a challenging task. There is no universal approach to support various output
modalities and multi-scale visualisation techniques. Most of the techniques in the area
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restrict the geometry type to increase rendering efficiency. However, such restrictions can not
be applied to the case of analysis of multi-scale molecular phenomena that combines both
experimental data and simulation results. The use of various representations of molecular
phenomena demands flexibility in the modelling of the geometry and materials within the
introduced subdivision.
Below, we consider the problem of modelling, accelerated rendering and visual-auditory
analysis of dynamic multi-scale molecular structures. Such structures appear in molecular
biology, chemistry, new materials design (Norman 2016). Such heterogeneous objects are
an important representation of the real-world phenomena on various levels. We discuss our
approach application for flexible modelling of dynamic multi-scale molecular representation
and unified approach to visual-auditory volume rendering and analysis. Below we outline the
representations of molecular phenomena and related to complex structure analysis challenges.
We consider the ray-casting and GPU accelerated geometry modelling techniques deployed
to address some of these challenges.
6.1.1 Molecular phenomena representation and visual analysis
The modern research in the area of molecular phenomena analysis deals with large scale data
(Chavent et al. 2011). Moreover, the problem brings together the necessity of simultaneous
analysis of both experimental and numerical simulation data to understand complex molecular
phenomena (Luck 1991). As a dynamic nature of multi-scale molecular phenomena is
considered, in addition to "macro" changes in molecular structure such "micro" level dynamic
changes as molecular vibrations can be displayed (Ojha et al. 2018). There is a need for a
hybrid representation that allows simultaneous modelling of molecular structures on "macro"
and "micro" levels and can combine various data types. Below we consider the two common
types of molecular data representations those are voxel and point-based data.
Representation on a macro level with particle-based data The concept of "atoms and
"bonds" is the easiest way to describe the molecular phenomena. The most common graphical
representation of molecular structures is a space-filling or CPK models (Berg et al. 2002)
or more complex "Ball-and-Stick" model (Berg et al. 2002). With GPU acceleration, this
representation can be used for rendering of large scale molecular structures obtained from
molecular dynamics (Muzic et al. 2015),(Grottel et al. 2015). While being simplistic, the Ball-
and-Stick model is good for measurements and monitoring of distance-related parameters
and can be used for visualisation of large dynamic structures (Chavent et al. 2011) with
detailed analysis of the bonding process.
Space-filling and "Balls and Sticks" models are particle-based data representation (Grottel
et al. 2015) which generally operates on a macro level. The representation is applied on a
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"macro" level model. The additional "micro" level properties are often represented with other
computational data, that is associated with the cellular subdivision defined on a particle-based
data.
The "macro" level representation often uses implicit geometric modelling to improve render-
ing performance and often in the context of ray-tracing(Muzic et al. 2015). The (Chavent
et al. 2011) introduces quadric surfaces for real-time modelling and rendering of the dy-
namic molecular structures on GPU. Similarly, Parulek & Viola (2012) constructs exact
solvent-accessible surfaces.
The research in the visualisation of the molecular structures generally restricts a type of the
geometry and, therefore, the visualisation process is often based on ray-casting of surface
objects, which is much faster than volume rendering. Modern GPU hardware allows for
efficient visualisation of large scale molecular data (Grottel et al. 2015), (Muzic et al. 2015)
through implicit representation allowing for real-time modelling and rendering of the dynamic
molecular structures (Chavent et al. 2011) or constructing exact molecular surfaces (Parulek
& Viola 2012).
Micro level representation with scalar fields obtained with quantum chemistry. A
more sophisticated abstraction of molecular phenomena is the concept of the "boundary" of
the molecule and its internal properties (Shusterman & Strauss 2001). Based on the electron
density field, the "quantum model" of the molecular phenomena provides the detailed picture
on its properties like bonding (Wang et al. 2016). The representations are obtained with a
scanning device or a numerical simulation. The later is often used as a theoretical explanation
for molecular properties that are observed experimentally (Luck 1991). The representation
may demand a simultaneous analysis of two scalar fields (Shusterman & Shusterman 1997).
The shape of the electron density field is treated like a molecule’s interaction boundary as it
defines a probability of an electron occupying an infinitesimal element of space surrounding
any given point. At the same time, its topological analysis provides a deeper understanding
of bonding. The electrostatic potential field represents a charge distribution, a property that
allows predicting the behaviour of complex molecules.
The consideration of the "quantum" nature of the molecular phenomena allows for an accurate
analysis of their properties such as bonding, but computation is expensive and problematic
for big structures. The initial data typically is a voxel representation. Volume rendering
is a conventional framework to address issues of getting insight into complex phenomena
represented with voxel data (Kniss et al. 2003). The technique exploits the physical process
of light transport to obtain a well-structured framework that allows addressing the issue
of getting a correct insight into phenomena. Flexible control over visual analysis quality
issues is obtained as only two components are adjusted: optical model and multi-dimensional
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transfer function (TF). The user designs the custom TFs to address the needs of the specific
practical problem without changing the entire approach.
Overall, molecular phenomena take advantage of two geometry representations: implicit
modelling on a base of particle-based data and voxel representation for molecular fields
obtained as a result of computer simulation or experimental study. In section 2.1.2 we have
provided a summary of the advantages and limitations of the most often used in rendering
geometry representations, that include voxel and implicit. Both implicit and voxel-based
geometry representation is convenient for GPU accelerated volume ray-tracing that allows
conveying information about the internal structure of complex phenomena.
In many cases, the GPU modelling of dynamic multi-scale molecular phenomena requires
procedural modelling with control over topology and shape of dynamically changing structure.
Such representations can highly benefit from implicit modelling on subdivision defined with
particle-based data. The space partitioning is used as a part of GPU modelling and ray-casting
of both discreet geometry and continuous molecular surfaces (Parulek & Viola 2012).
Often, the molecular scalar fields are computed or obtained as a result of an experiment
in addition to particle-based data representation. Such molecular fields are stored as voxel
representation. A more efficient representation of such structures is hierarchical sparse voxel
octree representation (SVO) that was introduced as an alternative to meshes for rendering
surface objects (Crassin et al. 2011). However, this geometric representation does not
have the flexibility of procedural techniques. As a result, they cannot be applicable for
practical modelling of multi-scale features that display dynamic properties on both macro
and micro-level. To deal with the latter, more complex visualisation techniques for molecular
phenomena study are required (Kozlikova et al. 2017). We discuss some of these examples
below in section 6.1.3.2.
6.1.2 An overview of multi-modal visualisation of molecular data
In general, the visualisation of large-scale molecular structures requires modelling and
rendering of dense semi-transparent geometry, sparse volume data, an implicit surface
representations with unified data structure (Kauker et al. 2016). The main requirements for
GPU-assisted geometry and material modelling for dynamic multi-scale molecular structures
are as follows. Firstly, geometry representation should be convenient and efficient for fast ray-
tracing. In case of dynamic and multi-scale features, the representation should also support
optimisation of LOD-like algorithms within a ray-casting , such as ray-based techniques
considered in (Silva et al. 2005), (Beyer et al. 2015). Secondly, the geometric representation
should be flexible enough to provide procedural modelling procedure with control over
topology and shape of dynamically changing structure and control over transitions between
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multi-scale representations. Also, the visualisation of molecular structures requires volume
rendering to highlight internal properties of large-scale structure.
6.1.2.1 Constructive modelling of visual-auditory molecular scene
The theoretical aspects in sections 4.2.3, 4.2.2 establish the principles of constructive hybrid
modelling of dynamic multi-scale molecular phenomena described with particle-based and
voxel representations. We use a multidimensional HyperVolume (HV) model for visual-
auditory molecular scene representation with geometry G, optical (Ao) and auditory (As)
models as considered in section 4.2.3. The representation employs hybrid constructive
modelling of geometry and material within IC structure (see sections 4.3 and 4.4). The
particle-based data, that in complex case provides the description of both atoms and bonds,
defines the spatial subdivision with 0D or 1D topology (see Fig. 6.1).Within cellular space
partitioning (see section 4.2.2), each cell is represented with a tuple {Gi,Aoi, ,Asi} , where Gi
is SDF-defined geometry and Aoi, Asi represent respectively optical and auditory properties
within a geometry domain. The signed distance field Gi can be modelled either procedurally
from particle-based data by using distance-based primitives and operations, or obtained
directly from voxel data with the signed distance transform.
For example, in the Ball-and-stick representation the points are represented by spheres, the
connectivity information for points is represented by cylinders and the SDF geometry is
obtained as an SDF union of distance-to-sphere and distance-to-cylinder primitives (see Fig.
6.1). The material is modelled constructively with a complex multi-dimensional volume
rendering transfer functions deployed as "operation nodes" of the tree (see the example in
section 6.1.3.3). The more complex cases of multi-scale representations are handled with
composite cells with multi-dimensional geometry modelling (see section 6.1.3.2).
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6.1.2.2 Visual-auditory analysis of molecular structures
Figure 6.1: Volume ray-casting of various representations of molecular phenomena that is a
result of molecular dynamics simulation
The approach to GPU-accelerated ray-casting based visualisation of heterogeneous structures
was presented in section 5.2.2. We apply it for the case of molecular phenomena representa-
tions that is modelled on GPU with hybrid constructive trees within cellular structure. We
introduce a BLAS for cellular subdivision {Gi,Aoi, ,Asi}. For each ray, we compute all cells
intersections. Secondly, we refine intersections with cells by sphere-tracing to geometry
Gi. On the last stage, we apply post-processing, that depending on the type of molecular
representation (CPK, Ball-and-Stick) includes depth sorting and skipping repeated geometry
segments. On a final step, we perform volume integration for computed ray-segments in
geometries Gi, in other words, accumulate optical and auditory properties Aoi and Aoi on
each i-th segment.
Note, that each cell Gi that can be basic or a composite is evaluated during ray-casting as a
"black box" in a unified way (see section 5.3.1). The various modalities, such as visual Ao
and auditory As, are introduced as constructive trees and rendered in a unified way with the
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ray-casting procedure. This also allows designing quite different visualisation techniques for
molecular phenomena analysis in a similar way as a part of volume ray-casting.
Let us we start from conventional representations of large-scale molecular phenomena that is
a result of molecular dynamic simulation and is represented with particle-based data (see
examples in section 6.1.3.1). Both CPK and Ball-and-sticks representations are constructively
modelled as cells with 0D and 1D topology. The structures are processed differently within
ray-casting pipelines with a type of pipeline automatically decoded from topology dimension
of the heterogeneous cell( see details in sections 5.2.1. See Fig. 6.1 for summary on main
differences within pipeline (Case 1,2). Moreover, both the optical Ao and auditory As
properties are accumulated in a similar way within the pipeline (see Fig. 6.1). This allows a
further extension to the case of visual-auditory analysis.
In a similar way we handle more complex cases of dynamic multi-dimensional molecular
geometry modelling, for example the case when micro-level attributes are defined on particle-
based data in addition to molecular dynamic simulation results. The interactive multi-scale
visualisation techniques introduced similarly to techniques in Case 1 and Case 2 are essential
for molecular phenomena exploration. An arbitrary set of parameters t provides simultaneous
and unified control over dynamic and multi-scale features. The values of parameters are
defined during volume ray-casting. The values of these parameters define how we split the
complex constructive trees to optimise the visual-auditory pipeline evaluation (see section
5.3.1).
6.1.3 Case studies
6.1.3.1 CPK and Ball-and-Stick representations for molecular dynamics results
visual-auditory study
Let we provide the examples of visualisation of most common representations of the results
of molecular dynamics simulation. Those are CPK and Ball-and-Stick representations, see
Fig. 6.2 for examples of dynamic surface ray-casting and Fig. 6.3 for volume ray-casting. For
Ball-and-Stick representation that are often modelled with blending union, the computational
time for ray-casting slightly higher than for simple and static geometries such as sphere Knoll
et al. (2014). In general, the surface ray-casting for molecular structures is approximately
2-3 times faster than volume rendering.
The modern graphics hardware allows to extend to the case of simultaneous visual-auditory
rendering (see Fig. 6.4) where visual and auditory stimuli are generated in a unified way (see






























Both optic and auditory model follows similar principles and rendered in a unified way
with GPU accelerated ray-casting. Similarly to the computation of a pixel colour in volume
rendering, the final acoustic impulse is a weighted sum of all the vibrations produced
by activated acoustic regions those are cells with geometry Gi and auditory material Asi,
along the ray. In the visual-auditory scene, each geometry Gi represents an atom within
the molecular structure. The simultaneous visual-auditory rendering assumes the visual
highlighting of the activated as a result of acoustic ray intersection atoms as generated with
material Asi vibration is played in time.
Thus, similarly to visual stimuli interpretation, the selected region of interest of the molecular
structure is characterised by the specific sound generated as a result of initial impulse
propagation through this region that we compute with the rays from the camera (listener
position). The atomic structure is perceived through the pitches of sounds produced by
activated atoms (auditory objects), the "activation" time delays as each ray propagates and
the spatial position of activated atom perceived through binaural perception of 3D sound
properties. The final insight on the phenomena is formed by its graphical and generated
auditory image.
6.1.3.2 Visualisation of dynamic multi-scale molecular structures example
The example of water clusters reflects the complexity of the multi-scale molecular phenomena
study. The microscopic properties defines the macroscopic properties and functions of entire
structure (Zhao et al. 2015). Study of the water is key to understanding the complex proteins
behaviour (Luck 1991). The understanding of the water phenomena depends on the study of
the dynamic cluster structures and the corresponding hydrogen bonding changes. Also, an
individual water molecule displays different kinds of motions simultaneously, the molecular
vibrations provide an example of that (Ojha et al. 2018).
In this case study, we explore possibilities to visualise simultaneously both macro- and
micro-level dynamic properties. We consider an educational example of the dynamic water
icosahedral cluster fluctuations (Icosahedral water clusters 2018),(Loboda et al. 2009)
from extended low-density to the more dense collapsed structure (Zhao et al. 2015) and
simultaneously display the general information on individual water molecule vibrations
modes with a level-of-detail visualisation technique (see details in section 4.3.3).
Below in Fig. 6.5 we provide the frames of interactive and dynamic volume rendering of such
multi-scale molecular structure. We display all three types of water vibrations simultaneously,
we highlight then with red, green or yellow colour. The geometry and internal structure of
each water molecule change as the camera approach to it. The user can zoom for the analysis
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of the molecular dynamic changes only on macro-level (cluster fluctuations) or both macro
and micro-level (cluster fluctuations and individual water molecule vibrations).
6.1.3.3 Quantum chemistry example
Here we use the molecular structure that is the result of the quantum simulation using
GAMESS software (M.S.Gordon & M.W.Schmidt 2005). Being computationally expensive,
the visualisation is done using rendering of the dynamic scalar fields, which usually describe
small molecular phenomena. As a case study, we analyse the dynamic chemical reaction
of the transformation of HCN to HNC isomer. In our visual-auditory approach, we are
employing both models in the analysis process keeping in mind the dynamic nature of the
phenomena. We use the volume rendering techniques that highlight changes in both scalar
fields for visual analysis of the quantum chemistry model. To implement our approach, we
firstly perform the conversion of initial voxel data to SDF representation.
Signed distance transform within constructive modelling
Figure 6.6: Selected frames of dynamic Volume Rendering of the chemical transformation
from HCN to the HNC isomer. Ball-and-Stick model (a) and quantum chemistry model (b)
The conversion between different representations can be done by using state-of-the-art
techniques, which are very often supported on the graphics hardware. The modern GPU
supports a direct interpolation from SDF to voxel representation and back by storing the data
in texture memory and employing hardware-accelerated trilinear or cubic interpolation. In
our work we (Malikova et al. 2020) we use a signed distance transform for conversion from
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voxel representation to SDF for rendering small multi-scale molecular structure (see Fig.
6.6).
The conventional type of micro level representation for molecular structures is a set of two or
one scalar field obtained as a result of quantum simulation or experimentally (see discussion
on problem in section 6.1). The scalar fields are stored in general case as voxel representation
and have conventional interpretations as representation of molecular interaction boundary
and internal property. We convert the voxel representation to SDF for initial and final
molecular structure configuration and constructively model the dynamic changes of geometry
for molecular structure for quantum chemistry representation (see Fig.6.6).
Multidimensional TF
The case study of quantum chemistry representation demonstrates the simultaneously anal-
ysis of the distribution of several properties within the volume structure. The molecular
phenomena is represented with two scalar fields those are Electron density and Electrostatic
potential. The main target of the optical model is to allow the user getting insight into the
molecular phenomena through colour and opacity. To address the problem, we propose
a custom distance-based TF. This TF takes advantage of both distance properties of SDF
representation of Electron density field (for this task we use signed distance transform) and
Electrostatic Potential Field. We consider Blinn-Phong model as base and deploy the specular
and diffuse shading to provide highlights of both scalar fields and especially closer to the
"atom" regions.
As described in Levoy (1988), a numerical optical model for colour at i-th voxel Ci =C(xi)
for a parallel light source is:
Ci = cp · ka +
cp
k1 + k2 ·d(xi)
· [kd( ⃗N(xi) · L⃗ )+ ks( ⃗N(xi) · H⃗ )n] (6.1)
where ⃗N(xi) is a surface normal at voxel xi location, L⃗ is a normalised vector in the direction
of the light source, H⃗ is a normalised vector in the direction of maximum highlight; cp
is a component of colour parallel to the light source; k1,k2 are constants used in a linear
approximation of the depth-queuing; d(xi) is perpendicular distance from the picture plane
to the voxel location xi.
The ambient, diffuse, specular coefficients ka ,kd , ks are vary at different parts of the volume
and are controlled by the SDF value of the Electron Density Field in order to highlight how
colour is distributed on selected isosurfaces. We multiply the opacity value of the TF by






·π · f |, where f is a
number of isosurfaces; dmax is a maximum value of the distance field; o0 is a basic coefficient
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Figure 6.7: Volume Rendering of the HCN molecule. Rendering with introduced TF and the
following optical models: a) without scattering; b) with basic single scattering.
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that is the maximum oh value can take. If oh is greater than a certain threshold value we
apply surface shading with ks and kd values equal to oh.
The results of volume rendering for emission-absorption and single scattering optical models
is presented in Fig. 6.7. In this case we have used SDF as well as acceleration techniques for
computation of the optical model.
Visual-auditory analysis of dynamic multi-scale phenomena and interactive explo-
ration
The ray-casting based visual-auditory pipeline allows designing in a unified way and com-
bines various modalities. For example, we can simultaneously deploy both user interactive
geometry modelling and dynamic rendering, or visual-auditory rendering in a unified way.
The dynamic structure or results or user interaction are updated automatically within a
rendering loop as a result of ray-casting (for details see implementation of different modes in
Renderer class in section 5.4).
In this example, we perform simultaneous visual and auditory analysis of dynamic molecular
phenomena. We consider the plucked string model for auditory measurements of dynamic
changes of NC bond length through changes in sound property "pitch" (see details on
auditory model deployed for measurement of molecular phenomena properties in section
4.6.2). We also deploy constructive modelling for hand-based interaction with the leap-
motion device. See details on construction tree structure in section 4.6.1. The user’s hand
fingertips those positions obtained with leap motion automatically update the representation
of "hand geometry" in a scene. The geometry representation in constructive trees is updated
in real-time as a result of ray-casting based user interaction and volume rendering.
6.2 Microstructures in digital fabrication
The modelling of microstructures for digital fabrication is a rapidly developing area of shape
modelling which deals with representations of the volume objects with their internal spatial
variations of single or multiple materials. Rapid progress in digital fabrication boosts the
need in methods which allow representing multi-material volume objects efficiently. On the
other hand, the development in some areas of additive manufacturing, such as bio-printing,
requires increased complexity and precision of the volume models. Modelling and analysis of
volume microstructures require significant computational resources. Moreover, the tools for
heterogeneous volume modelling are very often limited by the lack of methods for real-time
visualisation of the multi-material objects. The parametric or mesh-based models convention-
ally used in the computer-aided design are not ideal for complex topological structures (Feng
et al. 2018). Moreover, the digital fabrication area does not allow neglecting the volume
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nature of the phenomena, the assumption that often simplifies the visualisation of large-scale
structures via deploying of surface rendering techniques. From the visualisation point of view,
the deployment of accelerated volume ray-casting of heterogeneous structures can be not the
straightforward process as the material distribution is modelled on complex geometry domain.
The visualisation of such microstructures is challenging as demands volume ray-casting
of material distribution of complex "sparse" geometry subdivision. Moreover, similarly to
the case of dynamic modelling and rendering of molecular structures the consideration of
dynamic changes in microstructures geometry requires control over topology and shape.
Inspired by natural phenomena, the microstructures are often modelled on a base of scientific
data. The heterogeneous objects represented by this data are described by the results of
FEM simulations or by crystal / molecular structure. We believe the accelerated rendering
techniques for such data can be successfully applied for microstructures real-time modelling
and visualisation and overview the core features of these techniques (sections 6.2.1.1 and
6.2.1.2).
Our approach of accelerated visualisation of heterogeneous structures can be deployed for
modelling and rendering of microstructures. The microstructures impose a challenge of
interactive modelling of large-scale and complex volume objects. The case of microstructures
is an are of interest in this research because we consider digital fabrication as one of the
output modalities. Moreover, we consider the interactive modelling of microstructures as an
area that can benefit from the proposed in this work approach to GPU accelerated interactive
geometry and material modelling on heterogeneous objects. The core of the technique is
the evaluation of relationships between two IC structures that is followed by constructive
modelling on selected subcomplex (see section 4.6.3). As we have discussed in section
6.2.3.3 procedure can benefit from GPU implementation. Here we consider the aspects and
challenges of modelling and visualisation of the injection of a semi-transparent material into
the microstructure geometry (see section 6.2.2).
6.2.1 Problem overview
6.2.1.1 Modelling of multimaterial microstructures
Recent attention to modelling and interactive visualisation of multimaterial microstructures
is demanded by the digital fabrication area (Schaedler & Carter 2016). Designers and
users need to get the accurate image of how the 3D printed objects will look like (Luongo
et al. 2020) and what properties they will have (Pham et al. 2019). In this work, we will
concentrate on aspects of multimaterial microstructures modelling and the closely related
area of molecular structures modelling based on mainly lattice-based structures. To provide
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a lightweight property and optimise 3D printing material consuming the uniform procedural
generation of microstructure geometry and material for filling the object shape is an effective
solution to address modern challenges (Lin Lu 2014),(Pasko et al. 2011a),(Wang et al. 2013).
However, the recent research that addresses the problem of new material design and takes
advantage of natural objects topological structure (Feng et al. 2018).
The lattice-based microstructure is modelled through common for crystal structures notion
of the unit cell with certain topology Deshpande et al. (2001) to design materials with certain
properties, such as acoustic (Syam et al. 2018) or mechanical (Pham et al. 2019). Often the
microstructure modelling demands the control over shape and topology within the subdivision
is required as a part of user interactive modelling (Schaedler & Carter 2016).
The real-time modelling of the microstructure is generally computationally expensive due to
its possible large scale. However, similarly to molecular structures, it can highly benefit from
the use of modern GPU architecture and advanced ray-casting algorithms for both modelling
and rendering. Also, considering the areas where these data types are used (Grottel et al.
2015), (Muzic et al. 2015), the modelling of microstructures can highly benefit of lightweight
representations for real-time GPU modelling. Similarly to molecular structures, the research
in an area mostly constrained to basic geometric primitives such as spheres and cylinders to
model the lattice (Kurzeja & Rossignac 2019) and can potentially benefit from similar GPU
techniques and the geometry restriction.
6.2.1.2 Rendering multimaterial volume objects
The volume rendering technique is required to pre-visualise the appearance of a digitally
fabricated object with semitransparent material distribution. If we want to achieve visuali-
sation with interactive or real-time speed, the accelerated volume ray-casting of the large
heterogeneous structure should be used. The volume ray-casting procedure is an area of
additional active research in terms of both quality and minimisation of the computation
cost. The problem is addressed with space skipping technique, early ray termination and
optimisation of volume sampling and active deployment of acceleration structures.
In digital fabrication, the complex material distribution is often modelled by using spatial
partitioning, where each region has a constant material assigned with smooth material tran-
sitions between regions. That allows application of techniques such as bricks (Ruijters &
Vilanova 2006),(Beyer et al. 2015) or ray-segmentsMax & Chen (2010) of volume integra-
tion. Moreover, the works demonstrate the accelerated volume ray-casting of a constant
material distribution defined within a set of simple, convex geometric domains (Knoll et al.
2014),(Weiler et al. 2003) that is a case of a rendering of molecular point-based data. The
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ray-object intersection is conventionally accelerated by using GPU acceleration structures
(Beyer et al. 2015).
However, as we have discussed in section 5.2.1 the volume ray-casting of dynamic multima-
terial objects on arbitrary geometry domain is a more complex problem. Accelerated volume
ray-tracing of multimaterial concave shapes, for example, is not straightforward Meibner et al.
(2000), (Silva et al. 2005). Certain difficulties also arise after rendering of multiple volumes
Kainz et al. (2009),Brecheisen et al. (2008) that can appear during the process of interactive
modelling of multimaterial microstructures. Overlapped volumes create ambiguities in a
volume ray-casting procedure (Schmidt & Budge 2002) that should be addressed in real-time.
6.2.2 Case study overview
Our approach is based on GPU implicit modelling within spatial subdivisions and accelerated
volume ray-casting techniques. As we have discussed above those techniques have proved to
be efficient in relevant to problem areas of GPU-accelerated modelling and visualisation of
the geometry of the molecular structures and volume rendering of tetrahedral meshes.
However, comparing with basic cases of molecular data, the microstructure data poses
extra requirements such as arbitrary geometry and material modelling within individual unit
cell Schaedler & Carter (2016). Moreover, these two requirements are considered in the
context of the analysis and interactive modelling of large scale microstructures. The problem
of modelling and visualisation of semitransparent multimaterial microstructures requires
the efficient way to represent and render the "sparse" dynamic geometry with its material
properties within a spatial subdivision. Combined with accelerated volume ray-casting, the
hybrid constructive modelling of geometry and material within heterogeneous microstructure
can address these challenges.
6.2.2.1 GPU modelling geometry and material
Let us consider a basic case of lattice-based microstructure modelling. The initial inspiration
is crystal lattice data that is a cellular subdivision (G,Ao) =
⋃N
i=1(Gi,Aoi), where each cell
includes Si and O atoms and bond connecting them (we have considered the example of a
lattice structure in Fig. 4.19 ). Both geometry Gi and material Aoi within a cell Gi,Aoi are
modelled with constructive trees. The constructive tree defining Gi returns the value of the
signed distance function which is used for sphere tracing algorithm.
We use the hybrid constructive modelling of arbitrary material distribution that we have
discussed in section 4.4. However, unlike the molecular structures, the geometric regions
of homogeneous and blended material for microstructures may be different from those that
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Figure 6.8: Sphere-tracing of cell with sparse geometry within lattice microstructure. The
shape is a part of representation of dynamic cell within microstructure presented in Fig. 6.11
are used in Gi constructive tree, see discussion in section 4.4 and Fig. 4.20 for examples of
arbitrary material modelling within microstructures modelled on a base of initial Si-O lattice
that does not depend on cell geometry Gi constructive tree.
6.2.2.2 Accelerated volume ray-casting of semitransparent multimaterial microstruc-
tures
A general scheme for volume ray-casting shown in section 5.2.1 and its application for mi-
crostructures case are very similar to the case of molecular structures visualisation. However,
compared to molecular structures, the microstructures modelling often deals with more com-
plex geometries, there might be a lot of "empty" space to skip directly within cell Gi. These
space "inside" complex geometries not always can be handled with a complex hierarchy of
bounding volumes that we have discussed in sections 5.3.1. In the case of microstructures,
geometry within the subdivision is often modelled with primitives and operations that are fast
for evaluation (Fryazinov et al. 2013). Thus compared to the case of molecular structures,
there is no need to model cells within microstructure lattice as composite ones or the process
can be not straightforward.
In this case, the entire cell volume structure with empty spaces inside is processed on the
stage of optical properties integration. In this case, we represent each primitive G j by a
signed distance field (SDF) and constructive material Ao j modelling as regions of constant
and distance-dependent blended material. Thus, the accelerated volume ray-casting of
semitransparent multimaterial within a cell is facilitated with a sphere-tracing technique
(Hart 1996) that is applied at various stages of accelerated volume ray-casting, such as
additional space skipping and constructively modelled optical properties integration (section
4.4).
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In Fig. 6.8 we show the scheme of space skipping within primitive GJ with "sparse" geometry,
like in Fig. 4.20.
In cases of complex geometry, all the ray-structure intersection points in Gi(t) are found with
sphere tracing in the positive direction, given an offset from the found roots, which allows
to "skip space" within the complex shape of microstructure and to compute areas of further
ray-segment volume integration scheme within volume ray-casting (see Fig. 6.8, step 2).
The volume integral is evaluated only for precomputed semitransparent regions (see Fig. 6.8,
step 3). The optical model introduced in section 4.4 and its sphere-tracing based integration
scheme (see section 5.2.4 allows combining additional space skipping (step 2) and optical
properties integration (step 3). For the case of microstructures, this approach can be applied
due to the core assumption in digital fabrication that materials are modelled with regions of
constant material and "blended" material. We specify those regions and model the entire
structure with a constructive tree that we actively use during sphere-tracing. The technique
provides a better rendering quality (see Fig 6.9) compared to regular volume sampling. That
is due to core optical model integration principles highlighted in (Max & Chen 2010) that we
have considered in the design of optical and auditory models in section 4.4.
6.2.3 Examples
6.2.3.1 Multimaterial lattice-type microstructures
Consider the lattice-based microstructure inspired by crystal lattices and tetrahedral meshes.
The core principles of modelling such microstructures were described in 4.3.4 and 4.3.
Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 show the frames of dynamic microstructures modelling, as a transition
from one geometry representation within the cell to the other occur. The dynamic control
over topology and shape within the cellular subdivision is possible due to hybrid constructive
modelling within the cellular subdivision.
The core idea of crystal lattice construction for molecular objects is based on the notion
of a crystal unit cell. The lattice-based microstructures consider an arbitrary material and
geometry modelling within such cellular subdivision. Within each cell {Gi,Aoi} the geometry
Gi and optical material Aoi are modelled with dynamic constructive trees. The heterogeneous
structure deployed as inspiration, can be tetrahedra (see Fig. 6.10) or crystal unit cell (see
Fig. 6.11). The arbitrary structures are modelled within this subdivision (0D, 1D, 3D) with
dynamic changes in the topology of not only unit cells, but the entire structure.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of regular volume sampling and ray-segment integration (Max &
Chen 2010) where ray-segments are computed with sphere-tracing for constant and blended
material regions
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6.2.3.2 Modelling on the sets of cells within lattice microstructures
The crystal structures demonstrate the lattice of regular nature. However, the modelling
of microstructures assumes modelling of irregular structures on such subdivision as well.
As we have discussed in section 4.3.4 such cases may demand an interactive definition of
subregions within the lattice, that is composed of several unit cells and may have custom
geometry and material representation much different from entire lattice structure.
Inspired by the architectural design of the materials (Pham et al. 2019) where the architectured
material is constructed through cellular domains that are filled with atomic crystal lattices
of different types, we apply such techniques of GPU accelerated modelling on irregular
structures on crystal cell. We take ice crystal lattice as a reference (see Fig. 6.12) for
modelling or irregular structure. Fig. 6.13 shows the frames from the video that is a dynamic
rendering of the results of modelling of such microstructures. The positions and size of
regions of irregular structure definition change in time.
6.2.3.3 Composite material modelling on microstructures
Let us consider another class of a modelling performed on dynamic microstructures that can
be obtained after user interaction.
Compared to the accelerated ray-casting of a single heterogeneous volume, the ray-casting
of multiple heterogeneous volumes in a scene, especially when they overlap as a result of
user interaction, is a more complex problem (Fong et al. 2017). The problem of ray-casting
of overlapping or "nested" volumes impose certain challenges (Wächter & Raab 2019). The
problem can be addressed with additional geometric modelling over the scene to optimise
it for ray-casting procedure (Schmidt & Budge 2002) or decomposition to convex regions.
Other solutions demand consideration of in general case complex ray traversal procedure that
is combined with geometric modelling techniques. Overlapping volumes create many short
integration intervals as volume boundaries are tracked explicitly. The ray-tracing procedure
stores a list of intersections that allow identifying the object that ray is travelling through with
additional information on intersections type (Schmidt & Budge 2002). As we have discussed
in sections 5.2.1, 5.3.1 such techniques highly rely on post-processing stage that evaluates
the relationships between cells on IC structure and use geometry or material modelling based
on results of the evaluation of this relationship.
In this work we let us consider the problem of material modelling on microstructures as a
result of two overlapping heterogeneous volumes. We have the initial microstructure with a
material distribution that is a heterogeneous object hsc. The new material that is to be injected
into some part of this microstructures is modelled on complex geometry domain and the entire
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Figure 6.12: (a) irregular lattice structure modelling scheme (b)initial ice cell (c) The scheme
of "meta" regions modelling on crystal lattices from paper (Pham et al. 2019)



























structure also is a heterogeneous object hsc. The region of material injection is computed
with the intersection of geometries of complexes Gsc and Gav that can be obtained as a result
of user interaction. See Fig. 6.15 (a,b). We model a new composite material distributed
on initial microstructure domain in a form of some "injections" of Aoav made to the main
material Aosc. Aoav is defined on heterogeneous subdomain Gav that is interacting with
initial microstructure geometry domain Gsc and the result of this interaction is modelled as a
subdomain domain Go2 = Gsc∩Gav. The visualisation process has to simultaneously operate
two geometry domains Gsc and Gav with two materials, detect the regions of composite
material modelling and perform the volume integration for those regions.
To model and render the distribution of new composite material, we evaluate the relationships
of cells within the subdivision of geometries Gsc and Gav and constructively model material
on an obtained geometry domain as a result of user interaction directly during the ray-casting
procedure.
In section 4.6.3 we discussed the main scheme of GPU accelerated evaluation of cells
relationships. To summarise the situation for material modelling from a rendering point
of view, as a result of a combination of constructive modelling and ray-casting procedures
deployed on the post-processing stage. Depending on the cell distribution and the shapes, we
can distinguish different cases of ray-cell intersection (see Fig. 6.14). In case two cells are
either non-adjacent or adjacent, we can deal only with ray-cells intersection (see b,c in Fig.
6.14).
Figure 6.14: Various cases of cells ray-casting
In this particular case, we detect the inclusion of cells, meaning that some cells can be of a
concave shape and can be "inside" each other (see Fig. 6.14(a)) that in terms of modelling
means that intersection of cells of Gsc and Gav is not empty.
In this work, the material modelling on overlapped regions will include the following
procedures. Firstly,much similar to other ray-tracing pipeline (see section 5.3.3, we select a
bounding volume composed of cells of < Isc,BV
l2
sc > and < Iav,BV
l2
av > that intersect with
the current ray. Then, we go to a post-processing stage where in terms of ray-tracing we are
searching for "inclusion" cellular regions (see Fig. 6.14). As a part of post-processing we
apply depth sorting, evaluate the relationships between cells < Isc,BV
l2
sc > and < Iav,BV
l2
av >
and perform material modelling of selected subset of cell.
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Thus constructive modelling is performed on a post-processing stage and followed by a
sphere-tracing for a new material evaluation. We refine the intersection distance values with
each cell with sphere-tracing for performing depth sorting and also deploy it as a part of cell
relationships evaluation procedure. We detect types of cell relationships from the ray-tracing
point of view as it was classified in Fig. 6.14. Finally, we perform ray-segment volume
integration with computing the material based on relationships between cells evaluated.
In Fig. 6.15 we provide the frames from the animation of the result of material injection as
both objects hsc and hav are dynamic.




The conventional volume visualisation enhances quality of the heterogeneous structures
analysis by choosing more precise light/volume object interaction models or by refining those
interactions on the level of individual components within a spatial subdivision. We extend
the technique to visual-auditory case by taking advantage of well established in various areas
similarities in light and sound propagation modelling (section 3.5.4) to propose a unified
framework for visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous objects. Moreover, the human
auditory system directly imposes the perception of spatial sound properties that are a result
of auditory propagation that allows us to assume that the proposed approach is not only
efficient and unifies the analysis procedure, but can facilitate the cross-interpretation of visual
and auditory cues for analysis of various aspects of complex heterogeneous phenomena.
Our main assumptions in the simultaneous deployment of a combination of both visual and
auditory interpretations:
1. Similarities in light and sound propagation. We assume that the analysis of heteroge-
neous phenomena with visual and auditory stimuli generated through the concept of
light and sound propagation lead to the simultaneous perceptions and interpretation of
visual-auditory stimuli (see discussion in section 3.5.4)
2. Well-proven efficiency of the application of musical systems mappings in combination
with visual stimuli. The previous research in the area (see details in section 3.5.4)
highlights the aspects of successful application of cross interpretations of visual-
auditory stimuli through colour and pitch mappings. We consider this as a basis in the
design of auditory TF (see section 4.2.3, 4.4) and its use with optical TF.
The presented approach implies the user is a main part of the interaction. To strengthen the
value of this research as well as to evaluate the vision of the application of the techniques
described above, we carry out a preliminary user study that aims to define the full user study
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when it will be possible. The presented in section 6.1.1 case studies, become a basis for
this user study that aims to compare our expectations on the visual-auditory approach with
the views of the potential users of this system if it is implemented as a software product
beyond this research and identify the key factors for further enhancement, the possible future
directions of approach enhancement and development.
The preliminary evaluation targets providing the insight into the following main questions
about the proposed visual-auditory approach :
1. How well the proposed methods and techniques correlate with the needs of target users
of the specified two groups of potential users.
2. How robust the proposed techniques are?




Evaluation of both scientific visualisation (Seyb et al. 2019b) ,(Plaisant 2004) and sonification
techniques (Bonebright & Flowers 2011) is not straightforward. The results highly depend
on visual and auditory stimuli perceptional aspects, user ability to judge about properties of
physical phenomena and how complex the data that it describes (North 2006).
The design of relevant quantitative metrics is difficult (Tory & Moller 2005) due to the
differences among participants in understanding visual (Heer & Bostock 2010) and au-
ditory (Bonebright & Flowers 2011) representations and background knowledge in area
(Ziemkiewicz et al. 2012),(Peck et al. 2012). The latter is particularly challenging when
it comes to the perception of 3D spatial scenes and user interaction within such scenes
(Ziemkiewicz et al. 2012),(Peck et al. 2012).
To facilitate the task and reduce the potential bias the conventional evaluation of visualisation
often considers the aspects of graphical perception (Heer & Bostock 2010), or takes advantage
of comparison-based techniques for the low-biased control of the effectiveness measurement
(Huang et al. 2009). In this work, we compare results of visual and visual-auditory analysis
to facilitate and reduce the potential bias in the evaluation results measurement (Huang
et al. 2009). We use the controlled experiment for easier and more convenient evaluation
in a relatively new area of visual-auditory analysis(North 2006). Also, to address the bias
in results, we design a questionnaire (see section 7.1.5) with consideration of a problem
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of potentially long training and trial times depending on data and knowledge of users in
specified domain. We discuss our evaluation sample (see section 7.1.2) and specify our set
of dependent and independent variables (see details in section 7.1.3 ) with consideration
of such significant usability aspects of visualisation techniques as the user experience in
multi-sensory analysis and analysis of complex physical phenomena.
7.1.2 Sample population description
This research considers a niche area, where the potential users are aware of heterogeneous
phenomena related problems. The conventional visual analysis of heterogeneous objects is
an area of interest for specialists in physics, chemistry, digital fabrication who work with
heterogeneous objects as a part of their engineering and research practices. Also, the VR and
multi-sensory analysis specialists deal with the design of GUI and interactive techniques or
use heterogeneous objects as a part of VR simulation tasks.
Thus, our preliminary evaluation targets the specialists of the above two groups that deal with
heterogeneous phenomena as a part of their research or aware of the analysis techniques used
for this task. In total, we have a sample of 13 people with 6 people from the first group and 7
people from the second group. The age and gender distribution vary in two groups. There
are mostly representatives of the elder generation and only one female in the first group and
younger generation with equal gender diversity in the second group.
We expect the independent variables for the user estimated usability of visual-auditory het-
erogeneous phenomena analysis, will correlate with the description of the sample population.
The latter characterise users’ experience in the area of visualisation of complex physical
phenomena and experience in multi-sensory feedback. Let us consider the details below.
7.1.3 Independent and dependent variables
Quantitative experiments as controlled experiments often involve comparisons of perfor-
mance or estimated usability of different techniques/tasks between different participants.
Experimental conditions for each visualisation technique include a complete set of values for
the factors or independent variables that are believed to affect performance or, in the case of
this research, a technique usability estimation.
In this work, the dependent variables characterise the user expectations in the general areas
of visual-auditory techniques application. Those are such problems as highlighting visual
perception errors, an extension of spatial interactive exploration or introduction of non-
conventional types of user interaction (see details in section 7.1.4). The dependent variables
are defined by user experience/training. Similarly to related works in the evaluation of
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conventional visual analysis of physical phenomena (North 2006), we consider that the
heterogeneous objects analysis demand users to have specific knowledge and experience in
the area, such as awareness of conventional principles of scientific data analysis, specific
knowledge on physical phenomena that the heterogeneous structures represent, interactive
and visualisation techniques. Also, the explored visual-auditory analysis efficiency and
usability aspects can be influenced by the awareness or certain experience in multi-sensory
analysis area that the users may have (Ziemkiewicz et al. 2012),(Peck et al. 2012).
The auditory techniques are designed bearing in mind the possible limitations of an auditory
analysis Hermann et al. (2011) such as memory-related issues, the necessity of training
for complex auditory mappings, overload with auditory information etc. We have tried to
mitigate the problems of auditory analysis of heterogeneous phenomena and, in particular,
ask users to compare two visual-auditory techniques that minimise either time or memory
issues (see section 7.2.1). We introduce additional independent variables that affect the final
decision on auditory approach application strategy, those are the user estimated aspects of
visual-auditory techniques application and usability, such as the difficulty of the technique,
how easy the technique was to understand and use.
7.1.4 Data analysis structure
We evaluate various aspects of approach application, such as basic cases of 3D volumes
analysis, exploration of heterogeneous molecular structures, user interaction with auditory
information to explore heterogeneous phenomena. Our preliminary evaluation targets un-
derstanding if depending on the user experience they believe that volume rendering should
be extended with the proposed techniques for visual-auditory analysis as well as identifying
the key factors of this vision. Thus, we have considered the following successful problem
areas of auditory stimuli deployment Hermann et al. (2011) where we run the visual-auditory
evaluation study to address those questions:
1. Ability to detect small changes. We consider the scalar fields that are results of physical
simulation and have symmetrical features that reflect the nature of phenomena. The
properties of such volume data structures are conventionally highlighted with optical
TF. We use auditory feedback for tracking small changes in symmetrical properties of
this fields with auditory TF (see section 7.2.1)
2. Data exploration of spatial distribution structures. The area exploits an auditory
ability to encode and convey information about the entire data set or its aspects with
soundscapes that provide an auditory image of complex spatial phenomena. We
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consider a visual-auditory exploration of heterogeneous molecular structures that are
results of molecular dynamics (see section 7.2.2).
3. Human perception and identification of auditory objects Hermann et al. (2011) that
produce the sound. To facilitate the heterogeneous data exploration through both visual
and auditory information, we consider a MIDI-based user interaction (see section
4.6.4) and get a preliminary opinion of users on this technique in section 7.2.3.
For analysis of the results of the user evaluation in the above areas, we carried linear
regression, t-test and power analysis with Analysis ToolPack (Microsoft 2020) and G*Power
(UCLA 2020) software.
To estimate what variables define the usability/performance/user vision of the visual-auditory
technique of each group, we carried out a linear regression analysis with specified independent
and dependent variables for each technique (see section 7.1.3). We also carried out the
analysis to get a basic idea of how well the sample represents the considered population.
The users of two groups have different experience that can affects their vision of auditory
technique application and the vision of volume rendering extension with auditory stimuli
(see section 7.1.3).
We use hypothesis testing (t-test) to make inference about the properties of our population
of the above two groups. We will perform the analysis with a two-tailered estimation of a
p-value. In case, when p-value more than the significance level, the difference between the
estimated mean values for the two groups is statistically insignificant. However, there is a
chance that there is still a difference between the two groups of users as we are dealing with
II-type error when the test fails the rejection of null hypothesis due to false negatives. As we
discuss in section 7.1.5 for such cases the correct estimation of sample size is important.
7.1.5 Questionnaire structure and limitations of the procedure
To answer the above questions, we have run an evaluation in a form of a semi-structural
interview (questionnaire). For each visual-auditory analysis technique from the above three
groups (see section 7.1.4), we ask the questions related to their performance, usability and
further enhancement.
Because of the restrictions caused by the ongoing pandemic situation of 2020, we were not
able to implement the evaluation set-up as it was planned from the start. We had to deal with
a relatively small number of participants, could not implement the case of real-time user
interaction or provide real-time guidance on how to perform procedures or user training. The
entire online questionnaire was implemented as a Google Form that was available online to
facilitate access. The users were asked to preview the online video materials of a recorded
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screen of the visual-auditory feedback that occurs as a result of user interaction in each
specific visualisation scenario (controlled experiment set up). Then, a set of questions on
the demonstrated experimental set up is asked. The goals are to collect user feedback on
technique in total, to understand what could lead users to such conclusion, to understand
the limitations and possible direction of further enhancement. To unify the process, in most
of the cases the users were asked a set of statements which they could rate as [fully agree,
agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, fully disagree]. Such statements were further
transformed into values of independent and dependent variables with values [2,1,0,-1,-2]
accordingly (see section 7.1.3).
As it is discussed in section 7.1.1, in the case of visual-auditory analysis it can be particularly
difficult for users to learn, adapt and deploy the auditory analysis tools that are an extension
of visualisation techniques for complex partial phenomena analysis. Moreover, due to the
online form of a questionnaire, we were limited in terms of conventional guidance and users
training that usually is provided during non-conventional visualisation techniques evaluation.
In this work, we address the problem with introducing our visual-auditory approach to users
on the more simple 2D cases before asking them to perform visual-auditory analysis tasks of
3D spatial structures.
Our desired outcomes of t-test analysis is to get probability of type I error less than 5% and
of type II error less than 20%. However, due to current limitations, we were able to obtain
a relatively small sample size for analysis. As a result, there is a high risk of population
misrepresentation that results in hypothesis test errors (t-test failure with type II error). To
address the problem in necessary cases, we compute the effect size (for t-test it is 0.2 – small,
0.5-medium, 0.8 – large) and perform the power analysis to estimate the sample size that is
sufficient to conclude that the studied effect exists in a population.
7.2 Analysis of the results
7.2.1 2D scanning for volume rendering to highlight visual perception
issues in superconductor field
The first topic of the user study was the ability of auditory feedback to highlight small
changes in symmetry feature of scalar fields.
This problem arises in various application domains (Sachin & Khairnar 2014, Santosh &
Antani 2017, Liu 2009, Im et al. 2012), where small local changes in the field isosurfaces
should be detected to highlight areas of potential physical properties change such as small
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Figure 7.1: The screenshots of the results obtained with implemented visual-auditory tech-
niques used for the analysis of superconductor field symmetry features
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defects in crystal or vortex lattice. Tracking of the small changes in the dynamic scalar fields
can be solved with additional numerical methods, which makes the whole process inefficient.
For this user study we used a superconductor field analysis as a case study, in particular
the analysis so-called Abrikosov vortex, which is one of the particular geometric features
of the field (Suderow et al. 2014) (Fig. 7.1 a)). The structure represents isosurfaces of the
circulating supercurrents. The analysis of the vortex arrangements is applied to carry out
judgements on the material properties(Dachuan et al. 2017).
The area can be an application of our visual-auditory approach in the analysis of symmetry
and geometrical changes/features detection. The dynamic changes can be observed and
analysed visually with scanning microscopy or with computer simulations. In this case, we
consider the similar optical and auditory models deployment with similar 1D TFs and deploy
simultaneous visual-auditory rendering, where auditory TF is assumed to enhance visual one
as it leverages conventional visual perception limitations. The evaluation should allow us to
assess the advantages, limitations and possible adjustments to the technique.
First, we asked the users to detect small changes in the scalar field that initially assumed to
be symmetrical and without any distortion created as a result of external influence solely
with conventional visual analysis. The users were struggling with both of the tasks (see Fig.
7.2). In the second case, as a result of image processing, the additional helping 2D hints were
added to an image to localise and attract user attention to areas of potential problems. For
most of the users, the introduction of such structures has facilitated the task. However, some
users were still struggling.
Second, we asked the users to repeat the analysis with the deployment of both visual and
auditory stimuli. We assume that auditory TF will be more sensitive to small changes in
scalar field values compared to similar optical TF. Thus, both visual and auditory image
will correlate if there are no visual perception issues or auditory stimuli will highlight the
problem areas otherwise. As the same time, we had to minimise issues related to auditory
stimuli overload and memory issues as several different sound waves should be memorised
and compared by the user. We consider two slightly different techniques for two slightly
different cases (see Fig. 7.1).
In the first case we concentrate on analysis of field symmetry. We simultaneously scan
the field areas that are supposed to be equal. Thus, the small differences in the field symmetry
will sound like a non-perfect unison musical interval that can be aurally distinguished by the
untrained user (see Fig. 7.1 (a)).
The second case we track both symmetry and shape distortion of vortices in scalar field
combines auditory feedback generation with image processing techniques. To reduce the
number of sound waves generation and handle the overload with auditory information we
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Figure 7.2: Visual detection of small geometric features (changes in symmetry and distortion)
in a scalar field. (a) Simultaneous scan the field areas that are supposed to be equal due to
symmetrical field properties, for example, lines < 0,8 >,< 1,7 > ... < 3,5 >, in Fig. 7.1 a)
(b)Tracking the possible vortex distortion due to external influence applied to a field that
changes its symmetrical properties and shapes of vortexes. The scanning vortexes1,2,3,4 and
) is a centre of symmetry in Fig. 7.1 b).
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specify the potential region of interest (ROI) for auditory scanning (see Fig. 7.1 (b)). In this
case of the superconductor analysis, we examine an area around a vortex. The technique
highlights the possible distortions in the shapes of vortices and symmetry changes.
7.2.1.1 Comparison of two different visual-auditory techniques
Most of the users found both techniques easy to use and quickly understood the main idea of
the application. The approach was mainly characterised by users as easy to understand and
implement (see Fig.7.3 (b)), with a slight preference for first technique (see Fig.7.3 (a)).
The first type of auditory interface design uses an instant comparison of two soundtracks
and reduces the necessity to memorise sounds. As a result, the technique demands more
time for listening to audio tracks (less time-efficient). The second technique was introduced
to address the main disadvantages of the first technique that are finite sampling resolution
of rays casting and possible overload with auditory stimuli as a large number of auditory
tracks may be generated and perceived. However, it may be more difficult for users with
little experience in the area of multi-sensory analysis due to the necessity of memorising and
comparing 4 different soundtracks (memory issues).
To estimate the variables that define the user preference of visual-auditory technique, we
carried out a linear regression analysis. The results are presented in Fig. 7.4. The obtained
linear model approximates quite well the experimental results (r square value of 0.87)
with 4 significant coefficients values. As it can be seen, the user experience in volume
rendering and experience of work with complex data much define the user’s preferences
(p-values of 0.04,0.05), including cases when no technique was chosen. The estimated user
impression on the technique’s difficulty and ability to correct the visual perception issues are
also important parameters(p values 0.004, 0.06), as well as user estimated difficulty of the
technique-competitor (p-value 0.007).
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Figure 7.3: Overall experience on two considered visual-auditory techniques that were
applied to superconductor fields analysis problem
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Figure 7.4: Screenshot of Analysis ToolPack linear regression results for the analysis of user
preference of the visual-auditory techniques that minimise either memory or time issues
Figure 7.5: T-test on sample for preference of the visual-auditory analysis technique
The results of population analysis are presented in Fig. 7.5. With the mean of 0.57, the
second visual-auditory technique is preferred by the second group of users and with the
mean of 0.5, the users of the first group preferred the first technique. However, the p-value
is higher than significance level 0.05 (see Fig.7.5), the difference between those means is
statistically insignificant and the effect size is still informative. We conducted the power
analysis to compute the sample size for II-type error less than 20% . The computed effect
size for two independent groups is 0.78 (medium) (see an illustrative graph for sample size
required for specified type II error amount in Fig. 7.6). To make judgements with at least
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80% certainty that there is no difference between these two groups we have to have a sample
of at least 54 people in total.
Figure 7.6: Power analysis. Estimation of sample size for defined II-type error with effects
size of 0.78.
7.2.1.2 Impression on visual-auditory volume rendering across population
Similarly, we carried out the regression and t-test analysis to estimate important variables




Figure 7.7: Summary on preference to enhanced volume rendering technique . The screenshot
of the linear regression results from the Analysis Toolpack(a) The regression with all inde-
pendent variables (significant variables marked with yellow) (b) Regression for significant
variables only
The estimated difficulty parameter of visual-auditory techniques does not significantly effect
the user preference, as well as, impression produced by first technique. However, we assume
that the second technique in this case produces a short term memory effect and thus is
a significant variable, as well as, user experience in volume rendering and multi-sensory
analysis variables (p-values of 0.06,0.03,0.042,0.043).
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Figure 7.8: Approximated line plots for significant variables for enhanced volume rendering
technique
Figure 7.9: T-test results on population sample
With p-value higher than significance level 0.05, the difference between those means is
statistically insignificant. The estimated with power analysis the effect size is 0.71 and the
minimum sample size required for 20% type II error is 66 (see Fig. 7.10).
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Figure 7.10: Power analysis. Estimation of sample size for defined II-type error with effects
size of 0.71.
7.2.2 3D sound
7.2.2.1 Visual-auditory exploration of molecular structures
In previous evaluation case study 7.2.1 we have considered the principles of scanning 2D
slices and simultaneous interpretation of colour and pitch to judge on properties of phenomena.
We further explore the application of similar principles for heterogeneous objects, those
are large scale molecular structures with distribution in space of internal volume properties.
Similarly to visual volume ray-casting, we shoot the auditory rays from listener’s position
and use the human ability to locate the positions of objects producing sound.
In this part of the user study we consider the visual-auditory rendering of molecular structure.
The activated part of the molecule is characterised by the specific produced as the result of
auditory ray-casting 3D sound. As work in progress, we use the auditory transfer function to
highlight with lower pitch the spatial distributions of atoms of selected type in big molecular
structure. The activation atoms are visually highlighted when the initial impulse reaches
them.
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Figure 7.11: Visual-auditory volume ray-casting of the complex spatial object (molecule).
Highlighting of "activated" with auditory impulse atoms
Figure 7.12: Auditory scanning of different layers of membrane molecular structure
As we have described the main technique principles in section 4.2.4, the auditory impulses
propagate along with rays and activate objects that produce vibrations that are specified by
object type. In this example, activating objects are atoms of a different type that compose a
molecular structure (see figure below). Type of atom is interpreted visually as colour and
auditory as pitch. To perform the task the users were asked to use the headphones to perceive
the auditory spatial position of auditory rays propagation and spatial positions of activated
atoms.
We have considered the two basic tasks:
1. Localisation of specified atoms in big volume molecular structure, those are P and N
atoms. We have highlighted these atoms in structure with significantly lower pitch
values to make them distinguishable and deployed spatial sound to highlight their
spatial positions in volume molecular structure. We were interested if after visual-
auditory visualisation the users would be able to approximately locate the highlighted
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P and N atoms within volume molecular structure, in other words, zoom in to the
approximate region of interest in the volume (see Fig. 7.11).
2. Auditory scanning of two different slices of molecular membrane structure. The slices
are composed of P and N atoms accordingly that are highlighted with lower pitch
values. Although they share some similar atoms, the P and N layers of the membrane
will produce different auditory feedback. The technique assumes that the user will be
able to memorise and compare auditory patterns each membrane layer is producing
and further detect those layers even without visual information (see Fig. 7.12).
In both techniques we were interested in the applicability of spatial sound and sound patterns
for the task of exploration and navigation within large scale molecular structures as the
visual stimuli may be overload due to complex tasks execution and an additional source of
information is needed. Most users were able to perform auditory localisation of specified
atoms inside a big volume molecular structure. However, users had difficulties in case of
dealing with large molecular structures with a lot of atoms of specified type for detection and
localisation (see Fig. 7.13 (a)).
In the second technique, there are only two sound waves to compare and memorise. Most
users were able to distinguish P and N layers only by sounds that they produce even after
some time has passed since auditory scanning (see Fig. 7.13 (b)).
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Figure 7.13: 3D sound for navigation and exploration. (a) Deployment of substructures
localisation tasks in visual-auditory scene (atoms in molecular structure) (b) Deployment
of solely auditory stimuli as source of additional information on substructure. The auditory
feedback is based on 2 molecular membrane layers
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7.2.2.2 Overall vision of extension of visual-auditory volume rendering
Despite that most of users of both groups admit efficiency and necessity of expension of
volume visualisation technique with auditory stimuli to enhance the analysis, at the same
time most of the users consider auditory analysis as a complementary tool (average close to
agree for first group and an average close to fully agree for second group see Fig. 7.15).
As it can be seen in Fig. 7.14, the following vision of the technique is defined by user
estimated efficiency of different visual-auditory application cases (p-values 0.0671 and
0.0673), whether the users believe that there more cases are about to be considered (p-value
0.64) and how convenient was the sound analysis in total (p-value 0.054). Most of the users
found the use of sound not disturbing, however have highlighted the necessity of additional
application examples.
Figure 7.14: Screenshot of Analysis ToolPack linear regression results for the analysis of
user vision of auditory analysis tools within volume rendering framework, in particular vision
of using auditory analysis only as additional tool to visual analysis. The significant variables
are marked with yellow.
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Figure 7.15: T-test results on population sample
With p-value more than significance level 0.05, the difference between those means is
statistically insignificant. Also the estimated effect size is 0.49 and the minimum sample size
required for 20% type II error is 130 (see Fig. 7.16).
Figure 7.16: Power analysis. Estimation of sample size for defined II-type error with effects
size of 0.49
7.2.3 Auditory perception based user interaction
In this part of the study, we were targeting the evaluation of the user interaction with volume
data on the base of the obtained auditory image of the phenomena similarly to how in
conventional volume rendering framework GUI is deployed to manipulate the optical TF
(see section 3.5.4, 4.6.4). We are not aware of previous attempts to deploy such techniques.
Thus, our primary goal was to collect reviews and opinion from users that have experience of
interaction with volume and heterogeneous data.
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Approximately half of the users were completely satisfied with conventional optical TF-
based interaction techniques they were using for heterogeneous objects analysis, while others
considered the possibility for further enhancement (see Fig. 7.17). The users have found
the MIDI-based interaction technique interesting and having the potential to complement
the existing techniques. However, there were concerns that complex cases of technique
application may demand music/auditory training. Some users also found the technique needs
further enhancement in terms of usability that similarly to optical TF can be achieved with
combination with image processing techniques.
Figure 7.17: Interaction with volume data on base of obtained auditory image of the phenom-
ena.
The results of the analysis of the user estimated vision of MIDI-interaction are presented in
Fig. 7.18. The linear approximation is quite well and is well defined by users experience in
multi-sensory analysis and work with physical data (p-values 0.056,0.034).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.18: Summary on preference to enhanced volume rendering technique . The screen-
shot of the linear regression results from the Analysis Toolpack(a) The regression with
all independent variables (significant variables marked with yellow) (b) Regression for
significant variables only
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Figure 7.19: Approximated line plots for significant variables for vision of user interaction
with visual-auditory image of the phenomena
Figure 7.20: T test results for user visual-auditory interaction vision within used population
sample
The population analysis has demonstrated that with a p-value less than significance level
0.05, the difference between the means is statistically significant. Thus, we can reject the null
hypothesis and say that estimated mean values are different, in other words, the users of the
first group are between "agree" and "fully agree" on the importance of extension with more
sophisticated tools for user interaction tools, while users of the second group are between
"not sure" and "agree" with such necessity in average. The rate of occurrence of I-st Error
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type (false positive) that leads to the fact there is no difference in means of our two groups
(the null hypothesis was rejected incorrectly) is 0.05.
7.3 Summary
The goal of this preliminary evaluation was to understand the relevance of the entire direction
of the research according to expectations of potential users and preliminary identify the main
parameters for proposed techniques further enhancement and application for heterogeneous
phenomena analysis. Based on the preliminary user study, we conclude that visual and
auditory stimuli can complement each other in the analysis of both volume and spatial
distribution properties of heterogeneous phenomena. Most of the users perceived the sound
in our visual-auditory approach well. Applied for the tasks that are normally solved with
volume rendering, the auditory stimuli can detect possible visual quality issues, the feature
that is as preliminary evaluation shows is a significant factor for defining visual-auditory
technique success. The results of regression analysis demonstrate that if the visual-auditory
technique effectively addresses the visual perception limitations, its difficulty is not a primary
factor that defines its preference by users.
Also, the reviews from specialists have highlighted that the proposed auditory techniques
usability depends on the design of complex user interfaces. Although acknowledging the
necessity of extension of volume rendering with auditory stimuli, the users consider the
auditory analysis of heterogeneous phenomena as a complementary, on-demand tool. Thus
we can conclude, that the main direction for extension of heterogeneous objects visual
analysis with auditory stimuli has been identified correctly, although its application demands
further enhancement in terms of usability and consideration of additional application cases.
Also, in our preliminary study, we have expected a significant difference in the vision of
volume rendering extension with auditory stimuli in the two groups of potential users. The
first group are specialists with knowledge in volume rendering, physical phenomena analysis,
aware of details of volume rendering technique. The specialists are interested in highlighting
changes in complex data with specific characteristics of data, addressing perception issues
The second group is defined by mainly multi-sensory interaction experience. They usually
pay a lot of attention to user interaction, enhancing and facilitating perception and see
sonification as mainly a complementary tool in this area.
However, due to current limitations, we were able to obtain only a relatively small sample
size for analysis and were unable to confirm that there is no significant difference in the vision
of heterogeneous phenomena analysis extension with auditory stimuli for two groups of users.
The results of power analysis demonstrate that for considered evaluation studies in sections
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7.2.1.1,7.2.1.2,7.2.2.2 the sample sizes of at least 58,66 and 130 participants are required to




In this research, we defined the framework for the simultaneous visual-auditory analysis
of dynamic multi-scale heterogeneous objects. The GPU-accelerated volume rendering
of such structures is an area of active research that significantly differs from conventional
volume sampling of the 3D structured grid. The introduction of auditory sensory stimuli
makes it even more challenging. The design of multisensory pipeline for heterogeneous
phenomena analysis and further analysis with cross-stimuli interpretations deployment is not
straightforward. The research in the area has to deal with a computationally expensive visual-
auditory rendering of heterogeneous phenomena with dynamic and multi-scale features.
In this work, we have addressed the problem of visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous
objects from the more general, multi-modal point of view with introduction of the auditory
material that is modelled and rendered similarly to optical one within a heterogeneous volume
subdivision. We have discussed the aspects of low-level design, such as GPU accelerated
ray-casting and application of computer graphics techniques for both visual and auditory
analysis. We took advantage of the modern GPU hardware and have proposed a unified and
flexible approach to visual-auditory pipeline design.
8.1 Overall conclusions
The main contributions that were stated in section 1.3 are outlined in this work as follows:
In chapters 1,2 we have introduced the main challenges and did an overview of the subject
area.
In chapter 3, we have investigated the works related to the multidisciplinary problem of
visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous objects and discussed the techniques needed
for introduction of theoretical approach in chapter 4. We have presented the necessary
background regarding modelling and GPU accelerated volume rendering of heterogeneous
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structures. We have outlined the role of sound propagation in sound synthesis and auditory
perception, the main features of the process that allow using the computer graphics techniques
for auditory rendering. We have discussed the role of ray-casting and geometry modelling in
interactive exploration with multimodal feedback.
Chapter 4 discusses the theoretical aspects of this work those are the first and second
contribution of this research introduced in section 1.3. The chapter outlines a general
approach for GPU accelerated volume visualisation of heterogeneous objects that compared
to conventional volume visualisation frameworks considers the spatial distribution of dynamic
and multi-scale properties of heterogeneous phenomena.
In that chapter we have proposed a framework for interactive visual-auditory visualisation
that considers unified modelling of optical and auditory properties with ray-casting based
rendering to a visual-auditory representation of heterogeneous phenomena. The main feature
of the approach is a combination of GPU constructive hybrid modelling with volume ray-
casting of visual and auditory properties.
We took advantage of the implicit complex (IC) representation to specify the rules of arbitrary
multidimensional geometry modelling within an unstructured subdivision. We extended
and deployed IC structures within interactive visual-auditory pipelines. We have considered
the GPU implemented hybrid modelling that simultaneously operates several geometry
representations (implicit functions, voxels, point-based data) as a core of heterogeneous
objects visualisation. We have demonstrated that such a hybrid constructive structure is
convenient for deployment in combination with volume ray-casting and allows designing
complex visualisation techniques in a unified way.
Chapter 5 discusses the implementation aspects as a part of second contribution introduced
in section 1.3. We have discussed the GPU implementation of the proposed framework
and the benefits it provides for heterogeneous objects analysis . The GPU implemented
IC allows addressing the challenges arising in the analysis of heterogeneous objects, such
as simultaneous visual-auditory rendering and user interaction without restrictions on the
type of geometry or design of complex interactive visualisation techniques for analysis of
multi-scale dynamic features. We have used the structure of the constructive tree to control
the efficiency of visualisation pipeline evaluation and the quality of volume rendering.
By using the modern ray-tracing graphic pipeline we have implemented the evaluation of
visual-auditory pipeline for heterogeneous objects as a "black box". With this concept, we
have designed an object-oriented API that facilitates the creation of visual-auditory pipelines
for heterogeneous structures analysis and deploys GPU accelerated data-flow principles.
Chapter 6 discusses our third contribution that is the framework practical application for
two problem areas those are molecular structures visualisation that deals with dynamic and
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multi-scale phenomena and modelling and rendering of microstructures in digital fabrication.
For these two considered problem areas, we have provided the practical details of framework
deployment for designing interactive visualisation techniques and user interactive exploration
and modelling with auditory feedback. We have discussed the design of the visual-auditory
pipelines for analysis of these heterogeneous objects with the proposed API and how it allows
addressing the interactive real-time visualisation challenges in considered problem areas in a
unified way.
In chapter 7, we have assessed the applicability of the proposed method outside the scope of
this research project by carrying out a preliminary evaluation and have identified the main
aspects of the work future extension
We have assumed that the proposed unified approach to visual-auditory analysis is not only
efficient but also facilitates the cross-interpretation of visual and auditory cues in the analysis
of heterogeneous phenomena. We have evaluated to obtain the reviews from researchers that
deal with problem area on various basic visual-auditory techniques that our approach allows
introducing that target exploration of various features of heterogeneous phenomena and
user interaction with optical and auditory properties. As a result of the evaluation, we may
summarise that even applied straightforwardly in areas of conventional volume rendering, the
auditory stimuli obtained with the proposed technique can assist in the enhancement of the
quality of visual analysis of heterogeneous phenomena. The preliminary evaluation allows
assuming that we have correctly identified the main direction for extension of the analysis
of heterogeneous objects with auditory stimuli. However, its application demands further
enhancement in terms of the design of more complex user interfaces and consideration
of additional application cases that is out of the scope of this research. Due to current
limitations, we were unable to confirm that there is no significant difference in the vision
of heterogeneous phenomena analysis extension with auditory stimuli for two groups of
potential users that specialise in the area of analysis of volume structures and deal with visual
perception issues and users that deal with multi-sensory interaction for facilitation of the
analysis of complex phenomena. Thus, we have provided the results of power analysis for
the assumed sample size necessary for such analysis.
8.2 Future research
In this work, we have considered several aspects of heterogeneous objects analysis that
are areas of further development and enhancement. We believe the most promising is the
extension of this research in the following two directions:
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8.2.1 HPC and complex GPU tasks within visualisation pipeline
In this work, we have addressed the problem of the growing complexity of geometric and ma-
terial modelling within a visual pipeline. By using GPU-based hybrid constructive modelling
we have demonstrated how the model allows addressing the efficiency and optimisation
issues of the visual-auditory pipeline within a ray-tracing context.
Similarly to considered visual-auditory analysis area, other research areas take advantage of
a combination of complex GPU tasks and ray-tracing in the context of scientific workflows
or data analysis. The examples of such areas are processing of point clouds in computer
vision or in-situ visualisation that combines real-time simulation and rendering. The research
in the area uses GPU implementation and often benefits from conventional for ray-tracing ac-
celeration structures and techniques. Complex tasks may deploy and operate simultaneously
several types of GPU acceleration structures (BVH, KD-trees) to introduce more complex
techniques, optimise GPU memory usage (SVO) or provide fast access part of data for in-situ
visualisation. The flexibility the ray-tracing computer graphics pipeline makes it convenient
for the integration of arbitrary geometry modelling procedures and GPU data manipulations
(selection of subsets, evaluation of relationships). Our approach to heterogeneous objects
analysis can be further deployed within a distributed scientific environment with a focus on a
particular problem area and a combination of several GPU techniques.
Modern HPC research concentrates on issues of flexibility, memory sharing and data ex-
change in the context of multiple GPU implementation (Alex Ishii 2020, Li, Song, Chen,
Li, Liu, Tallent & Barker 2020). The research deals with reducing the bandwidth of both
CPU/GPU and GPU interconnect on both hardware and software levels. Exploring the
above trends in the context of the design of more complex scientific interfaces that facilitate
the analysis of scientific data can be an area challenging area of future research. Among
most perspective areas we see the astrophysics research area that deals with particle-based
simulation data(Gheller et al. 2016),(Vogelsberger et al. 2019) and datacubes data (Koribalski
et al. 2018) of an extremely large scale.
8.2.2 User interaction with multisensory feedback
In this work, we have used similarities in light and sound propagation to propose a unified
approach to the visual-auditory analysis of heterogeneous objects and implement it on the
base of ray-tracing. However, not only the sound rendering but entire multisensory feedback
generation and multimodal user interaction can benefit from GPU implementation and
deploying ray-tracing techniques concepts.
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In this work, we have explored possibilities of the GPU framework implementation to provide
the real-time user interactive exploration procedures performed during data analysis. We
stress that real-time interactive exploration of phenomena involves extensive multidimen-
sional geometric modelling that can benefit from GPU acceleration and combination with
ray-casting techniques. In this work, we have considered basic examples and principles
that can be a basis for the design of various interactive exploration tasks in the analysis of
heterogeneous objects. The evaluation has demonstrated that the usability of the techniques
depends on the design of a user interface that deploys them.
In the same was as visual-auditory analysis design, the research in the area has demonstrated
that modern GPU demonstrates the close relationships and combination of image processing,
machine learning, computer vision tasks with ray-tracing (Jakob 2020),(Azinović et al. 2019),
(Shankar & Michael 2020),(Alex Keller 2020). The techniques can allow enhancing the
quality of analysis of the heterogeneous phenomena in many areas, for example by taking
advantage of learning shape or internal features from additional data (Park et al. 2019). We
consider the SDFs representation and combination with various ray-tracing structures (BVH,
SVO, KD-trees, etc.) as the key to the integration of additional procedures and complex
interactive techniques. Being a core of many image processing (DIOP et al. 2010),(Heimann
& Meinzer 2009) and complex interaction tasksXu & Barbic (2017), SDF is actively deployed
as a part of ML anc CV techniques (Slavcheva 2018),(Park et al. 2019), (Zeng et al. 2017),
similarly to as ray-tracing structures (NVIDIA 2018),(Keller et al. 2018).
Also, ray-tracing and modern GPU techniques are actively applied for more complex and
realistic visual-auditory rendering, not limited to volume rendering techniques. The related
research in VR/AR area deals with realistic high-quality visual and auditory rendering
(da Silva & Velho 2020). There are also quite specific application areas of auditory GPU
accelerated rendering (Ulmstedt & Stålberg 2019), (Thoman et al. 2020). Overall, we see that
our work can be used in wider range of disciplines and extended further for new possibilities




Because the presented in this work API for analysis of heterogeneous object was submitted
for the High-Performance Graphics 2020 student competition (won), the source codes
and examples, as well as general description are available from competition web page
https://www.highperformancegraphics.org/studcomp20/malikova/
The following additional video materials related to this work and presented case studies are
also available:
1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QBGSXwgxO0 - HPG FastForward
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3wQ-ODzT8M - Examples of GPU modelling
and rendering of varius heterogeneous objects
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9io0GBt_tJk - Leap Motion interaction example
4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2SEhwZ-tZQ - Visual-auditory localisation of
atoms positions in molecular structure
5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gv2RZ-1NVpI -Visual-auditory analysis of differ-
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